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Abstract 
Learning collocations is one of the difficult tasks in second language acquisition that has been 
largely overlooked in the research literature. The patterning of words and collocations in a language 
is not predictable based on grammar and lexicon alone. A variety of factors have been found to 
affect the acquisition of collocations in the ESL context such as exposure, the degree of L1-L2 
differences, language proficiency level, and type of collocations. Previous research has focused 
predominantly on detecting ESL learners’ collocational errors in which lexical miscollocations are 
among the most common. In particular, verb + noun lexical collocations such as draw conclusions 
are found to be more difficult than others. However, designing effective ways for second language 
learners to acquire collocations has not been examined in detail.  The current study attempted to 
address this issue by exploring the effect of tasks with different involvement indexes with regard to 
verb + noun collocations, and by operationalising the Involvement Load Hypothesis proposed by 
Hulstijn and Laufer (2001) that provides the theoretical framework for the study.  
The main aim of this thesis is to increase the understanding of how ESL learners acquire and retain 
collocations, and to improve the effectiveness of tasks designed for assisting the acquisition and 
retention of L2 collocations. Learning tasks were designed where Involvement Load was varied 
from Low to Medium to High. The experimental hypothesis is that tasks with higher involvement 
load facilitate the learning and retention of L2 collocations better than tasks with lower involvement 
load. The participants in the study were selected from a single language group, Mandarin speakers 
from China, who were all university students studying at the University of Queensland.  
The study was based on a within subjects experimental design that included a detailed system for 
tracking learning tasks and items across groups so that the effects of different involvement loads 
could be measured. A pretest, an immediate posttest and a delayed-posttest of learning was 
performed. Also, at the conclusion of the experimental phase the participants answered a 
questionnaire that probed their learning experiences and evaluation of the tasks, focusing in 
particular on the difficulty and perceived effectiveness of the collocation tasks that varied from low 
to high involvement.  
The results of the data analysis showed a significant difference between pretest and posttest; and 
between prestest and delayed posttest, with a very strong effect showing that learning took place 
and a significant improvement was found for all Levels of Involvement. Hence, the findings from 
the analysis of the data did not support the prediction that tasks with higher involvement load would 
be more effective that lower involvement load tasks for learning collocations. In fact the low 
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involvement tasks were found to be more effective immediately following the completion of the 
tasks. Moreover, results from the participants’ perception questionnaire confirmed their significant 
learning through the experimental stage of the study. A large majority of the participants not only 
reported a positive effect from their involvement with the collocation tasks, but also believed their 
awareness of how to effectively learn collocations had increased from their participation in these 
activities. 
The findings in the current study increase the understanding of the mechanism of acquisition and 
retention of collocations with regard to the ESL verb + noun collocations. The findings indicate that 
tasks inducing more involvement were not more effective for the acquisition and retention of the 
collocations, and the most effective task was found to be the low condition. Moreover, it was found 
in the current study that tasks with low involvement were perceived as easier to do by the 
participants and needed less time than the two other tasks. High involvement tasks were perceived 
to be the most difficult and needed more time to complete but were perceived as more effective. 
These results suggest that combining the two approaches could provide both short-term efficiency 
in learning collocations and longer-term reflective and strategic involvement in broadening 
knowledge of collocations. 
From the findings of the study suggest that the processing of a word combination in a collocation 
happens at a rather lower level than processing the meaning, considering that the problem with 
collocations is not a problem of meaning. The study has implications for language teachers and 
material developers. Directions for future research are provided in light of the findings of this 
research. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
When speaking or writing, many different word combinations are possible, but some combinations 
are much more probable than others. There are pairs of words that come together very rarely but 
other pairs come together so often that the presence of one word brings a strong expectation that the 
other word may be there too, for example, heavy rain, take a walk. These special combinations are 
called collocations and they occur in all languages.  
Collocation allows people to think more quickly and communicate more efficiently (Lewis, 2002). 
In fact, the reason people can speak their first language fluently and select word sequences that 
make them sound like native speakers is because they have stored large numbers of memorized 
collocations (see Pawley & Syder, 1983). Nation (1994) also argues that language knowledge is 
collocational knowledge and the stored sequences of words are the bases of learning, knowledge 
and use. In addition, words will be known by the company they keep, that is collocations (Mackin, 
1978).  
Moreover, collocational knowledge is considered as the way to fluency and accuracy in producing 
second language (L2) with a native-like language competence (Aston, 1995; Conzett, 2001; Durrant 
& Schmitt, 2009; Y. Fan, 2008; Handl & Graf, 2007; Hyland, 2008; Kuiper, 2004; Martynska, 
2004; Wood, 2006). What enables ESL learners to communicate more complex messages or simple 
messages with greater fluency and accuracy is their level of embedded and automatic knowledge of 
collocations that enables them to direct attention to other language processes and contextual issues 
(Michael Lewis, 2001a). 
The significance of collocation as a key factor in producing natural fluent language for any second 
language learner has been highlighted as long ago as 1933 (Palmer, 1933) in Palmer’s Second 
Interim Report on English Collocations (Cowie, 2006, p. 581). Therefore, from the 1940s, the 
information regarding the recurrent word combinations and collocations became a standard 
characteristic of monolingual dictionaries. As dictionaries became more phrase-centered and less 
word-centered (Bejoint, 2010) collocation attracted more attention. Focusing on collocations in the 
dictionaries was supported from the early 21st century with the availability of large text corpora and 
intelligent corpus software, which made possible a more systematic account of collocation in 
dictionaries. Through these tools, dictionaries like the Longman Dictionary of Contemporary 
English and the Macmillan English Dictionary incorporated boxes or panels with lists of frequent 
collocations (Herbst & Klotz, 2009). There are also specialized dictionaries that are devoted to the 
description of the frequent collocations in a language. These include: The BBI dictionary of English 
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word combinations (Benson, Benson, & Ilson, 1997b), the Dictionary of Selected Collocations (J. 
Hill & Lewis, 2002), Oxford Collocations Dictionary for Learners of English (Lea, 2002), Oxford 
Collocations Dictionary for students of English (McIntosh, Poole, & Francis, 2009), Macmillan 
Collocations Dictionary (Rundell, 2010). 
Collocations are large sets of lexical items that express often complex ideas very simply and hence 
precisely. Highlighting the prominent role of collocational knowledge in L2 learning Lewis (2001b) 
asserts that insufficient collocational knowledge forces L2 learners into grammatical mistakes 
because they create longer sentences since they do not know the collocations which express exactly 
what they intend to say. 
In addition, the deployment of collocations speeds language processing both in comprehension and 
production, and therefore creates native like fluency (Philip, 2011; Wood, 2010). Emphasizing the 
use of collocations Lewis (2001) verifies that, “We should leave as much language as possible in 
the form in which we find it. Avoid breaking it up; keep something of the context and keep the 
chunks which are recorded as large as possible.” (p.19). 
On the other hand, Zhang (1993) found that collocations are particularly important in writing in 
specialized fields, because acquisition of the specialized collocations will enable L2 learners to 
communicate in a professionally acceptable way. Moreover, when time is limited to create a 
message and put it in writing, writers feel a more demanding need to use collocations to save 
processing time and energy.  
Furthermore, collocational knowledge could help in the process of choosing between synonyms 
(Inkpen & Hirst, 2002, 2006). For example job, duty, task, assignment, chore all refer to a one-time 
piece of work, but deciding which one to choose depends on the length of the work, the 
commitment and the effort involved, etc. Daunting task is a preferred collocation, while daunting 
job is less preferred, and *daunting duty1 is a miscollocation (Pearce, 2001). 
Recognising the crucial role of collocations acquisition, Hill (2001) postulates that language 
consists largely of prefabricated chunks of lexis and collocations. Moreover, the single most 
important task facing L2 learners is acquiring a sufficiently large vocabulary, and that much of our 
vocabulary consists of prefabricated chunks and collocations (Michael Lewis, 2001b). 
Collocation has many implications for both the content and methodology of language teaching. It 
has an important role to play in the creation of meaning. As illustrated by Morgan Lewis (2001, 
                                                
1 Impossible or unusual word combinations are marked by an * asterisk  (Plag, Braun, & Lappe, 2007). 
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pp.22-23) when L2 learners ask what’s the difference between two words with similar meaning 
such as wound/injury, rather than spending too much time explaining their difference, teachers can 
give three or four appropriate collocations for each word. For example, with make and do one might 
give the contextualised examples of these collocations: make a mistake, make an enquiry, and make 
the most of opportunity. Also, with the nouns which have very little meaning unless used in 
collocations, such as: effect, position, action, point, way, ground, the same procedure is particularly 
useful. The most important part of knowing a word like this is knowing its collocations. 
Given the importance of collocations they would be a focus of language teaching, and there is 
considerable evidence that L2 collocations are hard for ESL learners. Although the word 
collocation might be new to ESL learners and some teachers2, collocational problems have existed 
since the beginnings of ESL learning (J. Hill, 2001) hence, collocation is known to be one of the 
most difficult aspects in L2 learning that has been neglected by Second Language Acquisition 
researchers (Shei & Pain, 2000).  
Collocational errors can happen even when L2 learners are familiar with both of the words that 
constitute the correct collocation (Wolter, 2001, 2006; K. J. Zimmerman, 2004). Most ESL teachers 
have noticed that L2 learners often face problems in choosing the correct combination of words 
(Bahns, 1993, p. 56) for example: *feeble tea, *put up a campaign, *laugh broadly, *commit 
treachery, *hold a burial, *climb a horse, and *healthy advice.   
Hill and Lewis (2001) argued that many ESL learners who have good ideas do not necessarily get 
good marks because they are not familiar with collocations of the key words in their writing. For 
example, in spite of knowing both the words make and mistake, or hold and conversation 
individually, ESL learners have not stored the collocations make a mistake, and hold a conversation 
in their mental lexicons as single items, resulting in mistakes like *do a conversation. Each 
individual word may be known to ESL learners, but they do not necessarily know the whole 
collocation. Knowing this would then help to understand why even ESL learners with good 
vocabularies still have problems. They might know a lot of words, yet their collocational 
competence of those words is very limited. 
In addition, one of the main reasons that the ESL learner finds even listening or reading difficult is 
not because of the number of new words, but the density of unrecognized collocations (J. Hill, 
2001). Also, the main difference between native and non-native speakers is that native speakers are 
                                                
2 The first copy of a collocation dictionary, i.e., the ‘Dictionary of Selected Collocations’ (J. Hill & Lewis, 2002) which 
was received by The Social Sciences and Humanities Library (The University of Queensland) in 2009 was as a result of 
the findings from the PhD research and at the recommendation of this researcher.  
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much more exposed to L2 language; so they can recognize and produce collocations that enable 
them to process and produce language much faster.  
It is important to realize that collocation is not just a problem for beginners. It has been shown in 
the literature that even advanced ESL learners with a large vocabulary have considerable difficulties 
in the production of collocations and such expertise is difficult to acquire (e.g., Laufer, 2005; Laufer 
& Girsai, 2008a; Laufer & Waldman, 2011; Nesselhauf, 2003; Shei & Pain, 2000). Most advanced 
students for example, have no difficulty in producing the word diary when the meaning they wished 
to express required it, but they might have considerable difficulty in trying to figure out whether 
they should say *maintain a diary, *conduct a diary, or keep a diary (Bahns & Eldaw, 1993).  
Moreover, lexical choice can be an especially difficult task when communicating a meaning that 
can be expressed by several synonyms (Reiter & Sripada, 2004), where it is not known which of 
these should be used. ESL learners, even with a good knowledge of synonyms, might have serious 
collocational problems (Martynska, 2004). Li (2005) also found the use of synonyms by the 
learners to be a source of collocational errors. On the other hand, Zughoul and Hussein (2003) 
emphasized that although the learners knew many synonymous words, they did not know their 
collocations. In addition, L2 learners’ lack of ideas in writing essays is known to be closely related 
to the lack of a sufficiently large phrasal, mental lexicon and collocations.  
Finally, the most frequently occurring mistake that the advanced learners make when producing 
collocations is known to be the wrong choice of verb, and fairly frequently the wrong choice of 
noun and the production of a completely wrong combination (e.g., Erman, Denke, Fant, & Forsberg 
Lundell, 2015; Nesselhauf, 2003). 
In summary, it is evident that collocation knowledge plays a crucial role in the area of second 
language acquisition, and more research is required to understand the pedagogical conditions that 
assist learners to effectively acquire collocations. Given this is a significant problem, some thoughts 
have been given to how to teach collocations.  
It has been suggested (M. Hoey, 2001; Morgan Lewis, 2001; Nagy & Scott, 2000; N. Schmitt, 
2008) that collocations are acquired through many repeated exposures to as much naturally 
occurring language as possible in different contexts. For the L2 acquisition of collocations extensive 
reading and experiencing L2 collocations in different contexts were recognised as strategies to get 
exposed to collocations and acquire them incidentally (N. Schmitt, 2008).While incidental 
acquisition can take place incrementally over a period of time, hence, there is no agreement on how 
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many and what kinds of exposures might be needed for a successful acquisition; and learners 
benefit from explicit instruction together with extensive reading (Huckin & Coady, 1999). 
Chunking is a distinctive feature of human memory and people chunk at a constant rate (Newell, 
1990). In L2 acquisition, when learners observe the same words frequently together (collocations) 
chunking happens (Nation, 2001). For example, after repeatedly observing the verb achieve 
together with the noun success, L2 learners acquire the verb + noun collocation achieve success as a 
unit. Nation (2001) considers “reduced processing time” (p. 320) as the main advantage of 
chunking. 
Some research proposes that collocations are not acquired well through the incidental exposures by 
L2 learners, and incidental exposures to L2 collocations is not adequate for acquisition (e.g.,  
Arnaud & Savignon, 1997; Huckin & Coady, 1999). Therefore, explicit teaching of collocations has 
been proposed by several researchers including Schmitt (2008), Seesink (2007), Gardner (2007), 
Koya (2004), Hinkel (2004), Taiwo (2004), Lewis (2001), Hill (2001), Shei and Pain (2000), Bahns 
and Eldaw (1993), Zhang (1993), and Brown (1974).  
Consequently, from the literature it is evident that collocations play a significant role in the 
acquisition of L2 language; and that L2 collocations are hard to learn and have been a major source 
of problems for ESL learners; and current approaches to teaching are not particularly effective, 
hence there is a need to develop new, more effective, approaches to teach collocations. The main 
aim of this thesis is to increase our understanding of how ESL learners acquire and deploy 
collocations, and to improve the design of materials and tasks deployed in teaching L2 collocations. 
The approach taken in this thesis to this key goal is outlined below in an overview of the thesis 
chapters. 
Chapter 2 examines acquisition of vocabulary because collocations have been identified from the 
literature as an important and problematic aspect of vocabulary (e.g., Firth, 1957b; M. Hoey, 2001; 
Michael Lewis, 2001b; Nation, 2001; Willis, 2003) so it is essential to know how vocabulary is 
acquired first. Attention is given to the key distinctions made in the research literature regarding 
vocabulary acquisition, including syntagmatic and paradigmatic relations, syntagmatic relations and 
lexical development, incidental vocabulary learning versus intentional vocabulary learning, 
vocabulary learning strategies, factors affecting second language vocabulary acquisition, receptive 
and productive vocabulary learning, and depth and breadth of vocabulary knowledge. The literature 
review in Chapter 2 provides a basis for a deeper conceptual understanding of ESL collocation 
acquisition as will be discussed in the coming chapter.  
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Chapter 3 examines the kinds of processing employed by ESL learners to acquire ESL collocations. 
Attention is given in Chapter 3 to the following issues: why are L2 collocations hard to learn, what 
are the different approaches to collocation and classification of collocations, acquisition of 
collocational knowledge in first language and second language, as well as strategies applied by ESL 
learners for acquiring collocations.  
In addition, Chapter 3 introduces the key notions of Levels of Processing and Involvement Load, 
which focus research on the nature of the teaching materials and tasks, not primarily the particular 
strategic approach taken by learners (Nyikos & Fan, 2007). Amongst the factors, Task type was 
proposed (Hulstijn & Laufer, 2001, p. 542) to be the effective factor for the acquisition and 
retention of new words. Laufer and other Second Language Acquisition (SLA) researchers 
hypothesized that Levels of Processing and Involvement Load could be manipulated and tested for 
effectiveness through empirical studies. Empirical studies have been conducted by researchers to 
build evidence in regard to the effects of levels of processing and involvement load on the 
acquisition and retention of single words, for example, Cho and Krashen (1994), Hulstijn, 
Hollander, and Greidanus (1996), Watanabe (1997), Newton (1995), Ellis and He (1999), Hulstijn 
and Trompetter (1998), Wesche and Paribakht (2000), Peters (2007), and Keating (2008).  
The final section of this chapter will describe the aims and research questions of the current study. 
More specifically this thesis is going to look at these research questions: 
1. Is there a relationship between students’ vocabulary knowledge and collocational 
knowledge?   
2. Does engaging ESL learners with collocation tasks enable the learners to improve their 
acquisition and retention of collocational knowledge? 
3. To what extent does the variation in involvement load predict the acquisition and retention of 
collocations in ESL learners? Specifically, are tasks with higher involvement load more 
effective than tasks with medium or low involvement load in acquisition of collocational 
knowledge? 
4. Does the experimental variation in involvement load predict the acquisition of collocations in 
the same manner for recognition and production tests? 
The current study extends the literature with regard to acquisition of ESL collocations through tasks 
with different Involvement Loads, with L2 participants from the same first language (L1) 
background. As collocational knowledge is an essential part of vocabulary knowledge, this study 
tests Hulstijn and Laufer’s (2001) approach with regard to learning collocations rather than single 
word vocabulary, and examines both acquisition and retention of collocations. 
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As evident from the literature, some types of L2 collocations are harder to learn than others and are 
particularly problematic such as verb + noun collocations. In the current study the headwords are 
nouns. Noun has been identified as the most important word in a sentence because it is what a 
person is talking about (Michael Lewis, 2001b) and as the most effective focus for learning 
collocations (Woolard, 2005). The other words are built round the noun. Lexical collocations are 
defined as combinations that consist of nouns, adjectives, verbs and adverbs (e.g., Martynska, 
2004). Lexical collocations such as verb + noun (accept the outcome, predict the future), are the 
most precise and economical way of expressing a particular idea, so lacking a sufficiently large 
collocational lexicon is equivalent to lacking ideas, or at least precise, ready-made, easily 
expressible ideas (J. Hill et al., 2001, p. 93). 
Chapter 4 will describe the research design, participants, and data collection instruments, as well as 
the development of the tasks, the pilot study, and the main study. The focus of this research is on 
verb + noun lexical collocations as these are particularly important in language fluency and difficult 
to learn.  
The results of the data analysed for the current study will be presented in Chapter 5. In this chapter 
the results will be presented of the experimental investigation of ESL participants’ acquisition and 
retention of collocations where involvement load was manipulated (Hulstijn & Laufer, 2001). The 
presentation of the results is organised around the four sets of data used to address the hypothesis: 
Pretests of collocations, three different levels of involvement load conditions, immediate task tests 
following each part of the intervention, posttests of collocations, and delayed posttests of 
collocations. Statistical analyses were conducted to explore the effect of the three treatment 
conditions on the performance of the participants. The key comparison between groups was whether 
the participants learned and retained lexical collocations in the High Involvement condition better 
than those in the Medium or Low conditions. In addition, it presents the participants’ perceptions of 
the treatment conditions. 
Chapter 6 discusses the findings from the analyses and draws conclusions. It begins with a 
discussion of whether exposing ESL learners to collocation tasks designed for this study might 
improve acquisition and retention of L2 collocational knowledge. The second section considers the 
participants’ perception of their learning experiences during the intervention as revealed in the 
questionnaire results. The third section considers the ways that tasks with different levels of 
involvement affected the participants’ acquisition and retention of L2 collocational knowledge. The 
final part of the chapter explores the implications of the study for practice. The study provides new 
perspectives in understanding the process of learning ESL collocations and the role of tasks in 
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facilitating L2 learners’ knowledge of collocations. The limitations of this study and the 
implications for further research conclude the thesis.  
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Chapter 2: Literature Review: Second Language Vocabulary 
Acquisition 
This chapter examines the acquisition of vocabulary because collocation has been identified as an 
important and problematic aspect of vocabulary from the literature (e.g., Firth, 1957b; M. Hoey, 
2001; Michael Lewis, 2001b; Nation, 2001; Willis, 2003) so it is essential to first review how 
vocabulary is acquired. Attention is paid to the key distinctions provided in the research literature in 
regard to vocabulary acquisition. The literature review presented in this chapter is provided as a 
general background to the second vocabulary acquisition and provides a basis for a deeper 
conceptual understanding of ESL collocation acquisition as presented in Chapter 3.  
2.1   Second Language Vocabulary Acquisition  
Acquiring a language is not only learning a system of rules for associating sounds and meanings, 
but it also requires learning how to use this system for communication in different contexts (E. V. 
Clark, 2004). As suggested by Markee (2000) it is a long multi stage and multi-level process. The 
different levels of linguistic knowledge required of learners are identified by linguists as follows: 
lexicon (word meaning, pronunciation, grammatical category, and possible occurrences in 
combination with other words and idioms), phonology, morphology, syntax, and discourse. By 
highlighting the role of vocabulary knowledge in language acquisition in comparison with the 
grammar Wilkins (1972 ) pointed out that without grammar, little and without vocabulary nothing 
could be conveyed. Studies reported by McGregor (2004) found that vocabulary acquisition begins 
at the age of five to seven months when infants start producing recurrent words from the speech 
stream (Jusczyk & Aslin, 1995; Saffran, Newport, & Aslin, 1996).  
Moreover, much of the vocabulary is made of different kinds of prefabricated chunks from which 
collocations are considered as the most important kind of chunk (Michael Lewis, 2001b). This 
vocabulary knowledge is easily available to children and is acquired through the numerous 
language mediated interactions that children have in their community through their early 
developmental years (Saville-Troike, 2006). Nagy, Anderson, and Herman (1987) suggested that 
children have an average vocabulary growth of 1,000 words a year. 
In addition, learning of language co-occurrences (e.g., lion and roars; dog and leash) which is 
characterized by thematic relations (Aitchison, 1994) depends on their frequency and 
communicative saliency in children’s everyday life (Anglin, 1997; K. Nelson, 1985) and  becomes 
increasingly salient over time for them (McGregor, 2004). For example, at the age of five, most 
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children can respond to word-association tasks by providing a word that follows in a typical 
sentence structure (e.g., car might elicit drives); and the semantic network continues developing 
during the school years.  
Vocabulary learning is a continuing process (Meara, 1996; Nation, 1990) where being able to 
remember some meaning of a list of words in a few weeks might be easy, developing a functional 
lexicon including morphological, semantic, syntactic, pragmatic, and emotional connections is a 
gradual process that requires more time and effort. At a mature age, it is estimated that adults in a 
particular language community would know around 50,000 to 100,000 words; that can provide a 
quantitative sense of challenging learning tasks that children seem to be able to accomplish as they 
develop (Bloom, 2000; E. V. Clark, 1993). 
Interest in second language acquisition dates back many centuries (e.g. see  McCarthy, 2001) but 
since the 1960s scholars have focused on the questions of what the second language learners know, 
how they acquire this knowledge and why some learners are more successful than others. They have 
been interested in knowing if the process of first language acquisition and second language 
acquisition is the same (Saville-Troike, 2006). In fact, since 1980 issues such as vocabulary 
acquisition, lexical storage and retrieval, and the use of vocabulary by L2 learners have attracted 
many empirical studies.  
Second language vocabulary acquisition is identified as involving the progressive development of 
L2 learners’ mental lexicon (Conzett, 2001; Henriksen, 1999; Nation, 2001; N. Schmitt, 2000). In 
other words, vocabulary acquisition is incremental; vocabulary acquisition is acquisition of both 
meaning and form (Haastrup & Henriksen, 1998).  
The majority of L1 vocabulary knowledge comes from extensive exposure to, and authentic 
deployment of vocabulary in everyday interactions, not through direct instruction (Coady, 1993), 
and L1 studies have provided evidence showing that a large proportion of the L1 vocabulary is 
learnt incidentally from reading and listening through repeated exposure (Herman, Anderson, 
Pearson, & Nagy, 1987; Nagy et al., 1987). 
However, L2 vocabulary acquisition is considerably different from L1 vocabulary acquisition as it 
takes place with a pre-existing mental lexicon (Singleton, 1999). It means that, unlike first language 
vocabulary acquisition, initial second language learning does not generally involve learning new L2 
concepts (Hague, 1987). In terms of vocabulary knowledge development L2 learners move in a 
continuum from simple word recognition to limited and to complete lexical knowledge, although 
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even native speakers cannot achieve complete knowledge of the full word meaning potential 
(Henriksen, 1999).  
It is evident that the acquisition of vocabulary of a second language requires not only learning the 
meanings of the words, but also it requires more attention to learning how to connect the words 
syntagmatically in terms of their collocational relations with other words to create the appropriate 
language. The next section deals with these lexical networks and the prominent role of the 
syntagmatic relations in L2 lexical development. 
2.2   Syntagmatic Relations and Lexical Development 
Syntagmatic (chain) and paradigmatic (choice) relations were introduced first by Saussure (1916) as 
two forms of relations. Syntagmatic relations and paradigmatic relations have been mentioned 
(Gaume, Duvignau, Gasquet, & Gineste, 2002; Pajoohesh, 2007) as two principal relations among 
several types of lexical networks: syntagmatic relations are linear relations or co-occurrences that 
exist where one can construct an edge between two words if they are next to each other in a corpus; 
paradigmatic relations are nonlinear and are prominently synonymy. Words that are 
paradigmatically related have a hierarchical connection to each other, and they can normally fill the 
same syntactic slot in a sentence. For example, super ordinates (dog  animal), subordinates (dog  
terrier), hyponyms (dog  cat), while syntagmatic connections exist in collocations and other kinds 
of connections that are typically from another word class, and commonly co-occur with a certain 
word (dog  bite, bark, furry, etc.) (Wolter, 2006). Moreover, Singleton (1999) state that 
syntagmatic → paradigmatic shift is considered a main characteristic of L1 vocabulary 
development, as is the common struggle of both L1 and L2 learners to identify meaningful units 
from the speech stream or written texts they are exposed to.  
Peppard (2007) aimed to explore the L2 mental lexicon by performing a word association test 
administered to EFL (English as a Foreign Language) Japanese learners and native English 
speakers. When administering the verbal prompt test, the participants were asked to write the first 
word or words that they thought of after hearing each prompt word. The results showed how 
learners make mental links with their L2 vocabulary: “79.8% of all the L2 learners’ responses were 
syntagmatic, 19.3% were paradigmatic” (Peppard, 2007, p. 17). Results were similar for Japanese 
and English L1 speakers. The results of the word association test showed how highly organized the 
mental lexicon is, which has implications for language teaching, that is, words are meaningfully 
connected in learners’ mental lexicon, and simply telling the learners the meaning of new words 
would not be sufficient to completely incorporate them into their mental lexicon. 
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Similar to what Lewis (2001b, p. 43) called ‘lexical notebooks’, Peppard (2007) also suggested that 
students have a vocabulary journal in which they write the new words and the connections that they 
could make. By writing down the connections, including collocations of the new words, they would 
facilitate their mental lexicon in building stronger networks among the words which in turn they can 
benefit from it in remembering the new vocabulary. 
In addition to what to focus on learning an L2 which includes the collocational relationships of the 
words, it also requires attention to how to learn the L2 vocabulary. The next section identifies the 
different process of acquiring vocabulary of an L2. 
2.3   Incidental Vocabulary Learning vs. Intentional Vocabulary Learning 
Incidental vocabulary learning is said to be the process of acquiring vocabulary while listening or 
reading for comprehension instead of focusing only on memorising lists of words (Hulstijn et al., 
1996; Hulstijn & Trompetter, 1998; Yoshi & Flaitz, 2002). In regard to incidental vocabulary 
learning in mostly L1 contexts it is indicated (Krashen, 1989) that most word learning occurs 
incidentally through experiences with spoken language and wide reading, and incidental vocabulary 
learning achieves better results than intentional vocabulary learning, assuming that vocabulary 
knowledge is developed in L2 as it is in the L1.  
Traditional researches in incidental vocabulary learning involved learners being instructed just to 
read for comprehension, while recent incidental vocabulary learning includes more demanding 
tasks, for example, looking up the new words in the dictionaries for comprehension (Laufer & Hill, 
2000), remembering and retelling what was read (Joe, 1998), and the more demanding a task is the 
more vocabulary will be learnt through the reading. 
A requirement for effective incidental vocabulary learning through reading is the reading ability, 
which is an ability that is limited in beginner L2 learners. This will be more problematic when the 
target L2 being learned is completely different from their L1, morphologically or syntactically,   
 for example, for Chinese ESL learners of English, where differences in language produces major 
challenges to the improvement of reading ability, and thus to vocabulary acquisition through 
reading (Haynes, 1990). Moreover, when L2 learners do not have sufficient target language input 
and reading materials, an exclusive incidental vocabulary learning program does not suffice the 
development of the learners’ vocabulary knowledge.  
Knight (1994) for instance, found that while incidental vocabulary learning did take place through 
contextual guessing, the learners who used a dictionary and also guessed through context, learnt 
more words immediately after reading, and could also remember more after two weeks. 
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In addition, Laufer and Girsai (2005) performed a study where they explored the effect of 
translation tasks on incidental vocabulary acquisition, in comparison with form-focused tasks. The 
translation task produced the highest retention scores on immediate and delayed posttests.  
L2 learners, due to their inadequate understanding of target language skills, are less effective 
guessers to make sense of new words and their contexts, and less effective incidental learners of L2 
vocabulary, and would have problems learning vocabulary incidentally (Gu, 2003). Studies of 
second language learners suggest that a combined approach is more useful than incidental 
vocabulary learning by itself (e.g., Nation, 2001; N. Schmitt, 2000). For example, Zimmerman 
(1997) found that three hours a week explicit vocabulary instruction plus some self-selected reading 
was more useful than reading alone. Similarly, Paribakht and Wesche (2000) found that reading 
plus explicit instruction produced more vocabulary learning over a period of three months. Viewing 
incidental learning as involving different levels of task involvement, Laufer and Hulstijn (2001) 
also propose the need to combine incidental and intentional learning as a vocabulary learning 
strategy. It seems to be important to emphasize the usefulness of both incidental vocabulary 
learning, as well as intentional vocabulary learning through reading activities with the help of a 
range of vocabulary learning strategies, for example, guessing, using dictionary, note-taking, along 
with intentional repetition (Gu, 2003).    
The next section will discuss vocabulary learning strategies, as Macaro (2006) asserts, the body of 
research work to date suggests there is a relationship between strategy use and L2 learning success. 
It provides some evidence that learners can be helped to use strategies more effectively. 
2.4   Second Language Vocabulary Learning Strategies 
Learner strategies are behaviours or steps that are implemented to help the acquisition of a 
language. They have been defined as the mental operations that are deployed when acquiring, 
storing, retrieving and using language (García Mayo & Garcia Lecumberri, 2003). Vocabulary 
learning strategies include a series of actions a learner takes to facilitate the completion of a 
learning task, for instance, inferring the meaning of unfamiliar words from context, identifying 
word combinations, and searching for the synonyms, which take account of both remembering 
words (i.e., the knowledge aspect), and the ability to use them automatically (i.e., the skill aspect), 
in a variety of language contexts when the need arises (Gu & Johnson, 1996; McCarthy, 1984). 
Research suggests that the knowledge aspect entails more conscious and explicit learning 
mechanisms while the skill aspect involves mainly implicit learning and memory (N. Ellis, 1994). 
Therefore, vocabulary learning strategies should include strategies for both using as well as 
knowing a word. Moreover, it has been mentioned (Gu, 2003) that strategies that are effective for 
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meaning retention might not be good for overall proficiency, as proficiency in an L2 encompasses 
the activation of word combinations and the contextual processing of these words during 
comprehension and production automatically.  
Vocabulary learning strategies are classified (Wakely, 2003) into shallow strategies and deep 
strategies. Shallow strategies are quicker but might result in less acquisition and poorer retention. 
They are best used by learners reading quickly for gist comprehension, disregarding many unknown 
words, as long as the general sense is clear, and a limited use of dictionaries. These strategies 
include inferencing, that is, guessing using the contextual clues, and retrieval that is repeating a 
word a number of times in order to try and set it in the memory.  
On the other hand, deep strategies need more time but ensure better retention and retrieval from 
memory. For example, learning lists of vocabulary, reading a variety of texts on the same area for 
multiple exposures to the items, extensive use of dictionaries, and building up deep knowledge 
through word associations (Nation, 2008). 
With the purpose of exploring learners’ proficiency level and their guessing strategies, Schouten-
van Parreren (1989) found that compared to the strong learners in the study, weak learners tended to 
focus on the problem word, and ignored the context, their word knowledge was more limited, they 
had problems in integrating knowledge from different sources, they lacked L1 vocabulary 
knowledge, and they struggled generalizing from the words they had learned to somehow different 
new words.  
On the other hand, Huckin and Coady (1999) state that although guessing from context has 
limitations, it is still considered as an important part of developing vocabulary knowledge, 
especially in regard to advanced learners, but it entails previous learning of basic vocabulary, word 
recognition, metacognition, and subject matter.  
While, L2 teachers might have small role to play where a learner is using shallow strategies 
appropriately, they could play an important continuing role in using deep strategies both in class 
activities and in training learners to use them on their own. This is particularly true in regard to 
weaker learners who might use even shallow strategies inefficiently when they guess inaccurately 
from context and do not correct their wrong guesses later, and they do not also read widely enough. 
Cobb (1998) found that learning large numbers of words from a wordlist and a dictionary resulted 
in improving definitional knowledge well in the short term. However, the learners did not retained 
this knowledge well, and were not also very successful in using the learnt words in filling the gaps 
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in the texts. However, searching through a corpus to find clear examples of new words resulted in 
improvement for definitional knowledge and also transfer of comprehension to the texts. 
It has been suggested that extensive reading, as a deep strategy, will lead to good vocabulary gain 
(Wakely, 2003). Nation (2001) estimates that native speakers who read around 10-12 books per 
year would acquire 1000 new words. Horst, Cobb, and Meara (1998) found that an organized book-
length reading treatment resulted in more incidental vocabulary learning than previous studies with 
shorter tasks. They also noticed that students with a larger vocabulary had more improvement in 
incidental vocabulary learning. In addition, Horst (2005) found that learners using individualized 
checklists in a reading program gained more vocabulary knowledge than those in earlier 
experimental studies of alternative vocabulary learning techniques.  
Although for the acquisition of large vocabulary knowledge, extended reading programs seem 
important, the growing evidence shows that direct vocabulary learning is also important even for 
advanced learners because of the major differences between native speakers and advanced learners 
in noticing, guessing ability, retention, and vocabulary learning (Laufer, 2003). Laufer (2001) found 
that reading along with direct vocabulary learning activities provided better results than reading 
alone, which indicates the importance of direct learning of the most frequent three to five thousand 
words of the language to be learned in and out of the class, as well as having multiple exposures to 
these words in reading, listening, speaking, and writing, and using them (Tschirner, 2004). 
Moreover, Fan (2003) distinguished between some strategies that were used by more successful 
learners and less successful learners in acquiring vocabulary knowledge. Successful EFL learners 
used strategies that involved consciously managing vocabulary learning like purposeful thinking 
and planning their progress in learning vocabulary, using grammar and morphology knowledge to 
identify the meaning of unknown words, referring to dictionaries for definitions, derivations, and 
correct use of the words. On the other hand, memorization strategies like repetition, grouping, and 
word association were more often used by the less successful learners. 
Bikle (2005) undertook research on L2 vocabulary learning strategies and opportunities for 
interaction that occur as ESL learners work in groups with native English speakers on different 
tasks in classroom. Bikle focused on the interactions among students during group work where 
vocabulary was not the main focus. Bikle used three stages of language acquisition (adapted from 
Gass, 1997): noticing, interaction and output (use). Classroom observations were conducted over a 
one-month period on communicative events (Saville-Troike, 1989) in which vocabulary became 
prominent. Bikle found that vocabulary learning was affected by group learning which became 
prominent for the learners as they worked in groups to complete their tasks. In their conversations 
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the learners attended to words in a variety of ways such as providing definitions, sorting out 
misunderstandings, stating prior knowledge, and making connections to their L1 or multiple 
meaning words in English. 
In addition to ESL learners applying the strategies for acquisition of vocabulary knowledge as 
discussed above, it is important to identify factors from the literature that affects the acquisition of 
second language vocabulary knowledge, which will be the focus of the next section. Identifying 
these factors shed a light on understanding the process of L2 learners acquiring L2 vocabulary 
knowledge. 
2.5   Factors Affecting Second Language Vocabulary Acquisition 
In the acquisition of second language, many factors come into play that might not arise in L1 
vocabulary acquisition, including prior knowledge of their first or another language and shortages in 
the input which might prevent native-like proficiency. One factor that contributes to a varying 
degree of English vocabulary acquisition is the effect of learners’ L1. Sunderman and Kroll (2006) 
investigated how L2 learners’ lexical processing changed with increasing skills in L2 acquisition. 
They found that learners’ L1 is active during L2 processing at the early stages of vocabulary 
acquisition and the influence of their L1 is moderated by achieving proficiency in the L2.  
Similarly, Wolter (2006) also argues that second language learners use their first language 
vocabulary knowledge to structure their second language knowledge. Wolter (2006) proposed that 
first language knowledge can be both helping and impeding when combining second language 
words. In other words, second language learners do not construct collocations in second language 
without the impact of their already acquired first language collocational structures, which implies 
that first language structures have significant impact on the formation of second language 
collocation network. 
Research suggests that there is probably a noticeable connection between words in a speaker’s first 
language and second language in learners’ vocabulary repertoire (Channell, 1990). Despite Piper 
and Leicester’s (1980) and Söderman’s (1993) study that indicates as L2 learners become more 
proficient, their dependence on the L1 mental lexicon for structuring the L2 mental lexicon tends to 
decrease, and it is probable that the structure of the L2 mental lexicon of even highly proficient L2 
learners is influenced by the L1 mental lexicon (Wolter, 2001, p 742). In addition, Ringbom (2007) 
asserts that if the L2 is closely related to the L1, morphologically or syntactically,   the L2 learners 
already have a considerable potential vocabulary in that language, which helps their L2 vocabulary 
acquisition.  
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Paradis (2007) considers cognitive maturity as a facilitating factor affecting L2 lexical learning and 
explains that L2 lexical learning differs from L1 in that the learner is more cognitively mature when 
the process of learning L2 begins, and there is an existing lexicon in a learner’s L1 to refer to 
conceptual-lexical mappings. Paradis (2007) concludes that it is possible that L2 learners 
accumulate vocabulary faster than younger L1 learners for the same L2, and that L2 vocabulary 
development is generally faster for L2 than L1 acquisition. 
In addition, exposure to L2 is known to affect the acquisition of second language vocabulary. 
Considerable research indicates that extensive reading can be a primary source of acquisition of 
new words (breadth) and building upon current vocabulary (depth) (K. J. Zimmerman, 2004). On 
the one hand, Nation (1990) suggested that for learning new lexical items from context 5-16 
exposures are needed. On the other hand, Meara (1997) suggested a 0.01 hypothesis (1 uptake every 
100 exposures) for second language learners, arguing that L2 learners are not normally able to be 
exposed to such a large amount of text (Gu, 2003, p. 5). 
According to Gu (2003) Crothers and Suppes (1967) found that nearly all of the L2 learners in their 
study could remember all 108 Russian-English word pairs after 7 repetitions, and about 80% of 216 
word pairs were learnt by most of the learners after 6 repetitions (p. 10). In a similar study, Lado, 
Baldwin and Lobo (1967 ) presented a list of 100 words to the Spanish L2 learners, and found that 
only one exposure was enough for an average of 95% recognition and 65% recall. The findings 
indicate that when the purpose is to remember collocations, much more learning could occur faster 
(Thorndike, 1914; Webb, 2007) and therefore avoid repetitions in remembering collocations. 
It seems that researchers have come to agree that the required amount of exposure for the learning 
of lexical items to occur, relies not just on exposure per se, but on other factors including difficulty 
of the word in context (C. Brown, 1993), the quality of the context, how interested learners are, and 
their current vocabulary knowledge (Laufer & Hadar, 1997; Nation & Hwang, 1995), and the 
learning strategies (Yek, 2006). 
Moreover, acquisition of vocabulary can be improved by providing word directing reading 
comprehension questions to second language learners. Peters (2007) suggests that such questions 
are efficient in drawing learners’ attention to the target words, and when the words are relevant to 
complete a task they are better remembered, and claimed that this deeper and more elaborate 
processing left a stronger memory trace for the relevant target words for the L2 learners, 
considering that the richer a word is processed, the greater the chance that it will be remembered, 
and “What is critical to retention is … the richness with which the material is encoded … 
processing new lexical information more elaborately … will lead to higher retention than by 
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processing new lexical information less elaborately” (Hulstijn, 2001, p. 270). Rott (2007) also 
found that the higher level of processing load resulted in better learning. These insights regarding 
depth of processing are further reviewed in the following Chapter.  
In summary, influence of L1, cognitive maturity of L2 learners, their interest in their learning, the 
quantity and quality of their existing L2 vocabulary knowledge, and frequency level of exposure to 
L2, as well as difficulty of the target words to be learnt, the richness of the context, and the tasks, 
have been mentioned as effective factors for acquisition of L2 vocabulary in the literature.  
In addition, L2 learners have been found to perform quite differently in the two types of L2 
vocabulary knowledge, namely receptive and productive vocabulary learning, from which 
productive knowledge has been found to be more problematic for L2 learners, where the receptive 
knowledge is bigger than their productive knowledge as comprehension normally precedes 
production and L2 learners are exposed to additional contextual aids when receiving language than 
producing language; as discussed in the following next section. Therefore, when talking about L2 
vocabulary acquisition, it is noteworthy to consider that both receptive as well as productive 
knowledge to be considered.  
2.6   Receptive and Productive Vocabulary Learning 
Infants produce their first words at nearly age one or later (E. V. Clark, 2003) and children 
understand many words long before being able to produce them. This relation between 
comprehension and production is a lifelong relationship. Clark (2003) notes that L1 speakers might 
be able to understand a number of other languages without being able to produce them. Evidently, 
in both L1 and L2 vocabulary acquisition, one will be much better at understanding than at speaking 
or writing.   
Productive vocabulary knowledge is known to be distinct from receptive vocabulary which is the 
focus of vocabulary size tests, partly because the receptive knowledge occurs prior to producing 
vocabulary (Lee & Muncie, 2006).  
Productive knowledge of a word can be defined as the knowledge that a person requires to have to 
be able to use the word when writing or speaking (productive language skills), while receptive 
knowledge of a word is the knowledge that is required in order to understand the word when 
listening or reading (receptive language skills) (Segler, 2001).  
Knowing a word has many dimensions and degrees of knowledge (Nation, 1990; Richards, 1976), 
where a receptive/productive distinction is the most known one (Laufer & Nation, 1999, p. 34). 
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Nation (2013, p. 48) states that knowing a word encompasses its form, meaning, and use aspects, 
both receptively and productively, where collocational knowledge is related to the use aspect and 
involves knowing “what words or types of words occur with this one?” and “what words or types of 
words must we use with this one?” (p. 49). Therefore, in terms of receptive collocational knowledge 
and use, knowing a word like “underdeveloped” (p. 48) implies “being able to recognise that word 
such as territories and areas are typical collocations”; and in terms of productive collocational 
knowledge and use, knowing a word like “underdeveloped” implies “being able to produce words 
that commonly occur with it” (p. 50). Nation (2013, p. 132) presents a variety of vocabulary 
learning activities consistent with the learning goal of that activity which could be form, meaning, 
and use aspects of knowing a word, which can be included in teaching that word. Learning 
collocational knowledge of a word is related to the use aspect of the knowledge, and the activities 
for learning collocations consists of Matching collocates; Finding collocates; Analysing and 
classifying collocates, as follows (Nation, 2013, p. 138): 
• “Matching collocates. Learners are given lists of words to match.  
• Finding collocates. Learners look in dictionaries, draw on their experience, use 
concordances and use parallels with their first language to list collocates for given words. 
• Analyzing and classifying collocates. Learners group collocates to see if they share the same 
meanings.” (p. 138) 
When learners can understand the appropriate meaning of a word in a context, either reading or 
listening, they have the receptive knowledge of that word (K. J. Zimmerman, 2004). Receptive 
vocabulary is known to be larger than productive vocabulary knowledge. L2 learner might be able 
to recognize a word in a context, and can also provide synonyms for the word, yet not be able to 
remember that word and use it when speaking or writing (Laufer, 1998; Laufer, Elder, Hill, & 
Congdon, 2004; N. Schmitt & Meara, 1997). 
Vocabulary knowledge is mainly learnt receptively through reading or listening (Herman et al., 
1987; Nagy et al., 1987). Moreover, the most obvious reason that more tests are receptive than 
productive is probably because it is much more difficult to accurately measure size of the 
productive vocabulary knowledge, as the words that a learner produces “tend to be so context-
specific that it is difficult to calculate from a small sample the true size or range of the learner’s 
productive vocabulary” (Meara & Fitzpatrick, 2000, p. 20).   
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To better understand the concept of L2 learners’ receptive and productive vocabulary knowledge, 
considering a variety of measures of vocabulary seems to be useful. For example the Vocabulary 
Levels Tests designed by Nation (1983, 1990) provide an estimation for vocabulary size of L2 
learners’ general and academic English. It was called The Levels Test because it measures distinct 
sections of L2 learners’ word knowledge from various frequency levels, that is, 2,000, 3,000, 5,000 
and 10,000 frequency levels. As Schmitt, Schmitt, and Clapham (2001) indicated that the results of  
the Levels Test are useful in the studies that are interested in estimating L2 learners’ vocabulary 
size at different levels of frequency (Cobb, 1997; Laufer & Paribakht, 1998; N. Schmitt & Meara, 
1997). The Vocabulary Levels Test (N. Schmitt et al., 2001) has a section based on the Academic 
Word List, for testing academic vocabulary (Nation, 2013, p. 301). This improved list has been 
collected from the best-known list of academic words, the Academic Word List (AWL; Coxhead, 
1998; Coxhead, 2000) which is better than the University Word List (UWL; Xue & Nation, 1984) 
as the list contain fewer words while better covering academic texts (N. Schmitt et al., 2001, p. 63). 
Moreover, Laufer and Nation (1999), by considering the importance of designing the vocabulary 
component of a teaching program which enables teachers to investigate the quality of L2 learners’ 
productive vocabulary knowledge, and also for the researchers to have a range of vocabulary 
measures to explore the nature of vocabulary development, created a productive vocabulary level 
test (Nation, 2013, p. 263). The test is a productive parallel for the receptive vocabulary test 
(Nation, 1983). The Productive Vocabulary Levels Test measures the vocabulary growth and helps 
researchers examine breadth of vocabulary knowledge (Laufer & Nation, 1999, p. 45). Laufer and 
Nation’s study (1999, p. 33) focused on a controlled production measure of vocabulary consisting of 
items from five different frequency levels, where the levels were found to distinguish between 
different proficiency groups. The Productive Vocabulary Levels Test uses completion items type 
where each target item is given in a sentence context along with its initial letters. For example,  
“ 1. I’m glad we had this opp____ to talk. 
 2. There are a doz ____ eggs in this basket.” (Laufer & Nation, 1999, p. 46).  
The term “controlled productive ability” was used for the ability to use a word when required by a 
teacher or researcher, either in a constrained context ,for example, a fill-in task that a sentence 
context is given and they need to provide the missing target word, or in an “unconstrained context” 
like a sentence-writing task (Laufer & Nation, 1999, p. 37). On the other hand, “free productive 
ability” was used for “the ability to use a word at one’s free will” (Laufer & Nation, 1999, p. 36) 
and “the proportion of various types of words in learners’ free writing” (Nation, 2013, p. 301) is 
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measured by the Lexical Frequency Profile (Laufer & Nation, 1995). The Productive Levels Tests 
developed by Laufer and Nation (1999) and the Lexical Frequency Profile (Laufer & Nation, 1995) 
are useful for measuring academic vocabulary. Nation (2013, p. 19) indicates that the Academic 
Word List (Coxhead, 2000) is the best-known list of academic words.  
The general view that receptive vocabulary knowledge is bigger than the productive knowledge of 
vocabulary is paralleled with the general psycholinguistic principle that comprehension normally 
precedes production and that L2 learners are exposed to additional contextual and textual aids when 
receiving language, but probably not when producing language (Pearson, Hiebert, & Kamil, 2007; 
Wolter, 2001); and that L2 comprehension is easier than any L2 production (Steinel, Hulstijn, & 
Steinel, 2007). 
The movement of lexical items from the receptive to the productive level is facilitated by the 
frequency with which the learners come across the words (Laufer & Paribakht, 1998). Webb (2005, 
p. 33) investigated the impact of receptive and productive vocabulary learning on word knowledge 
where EFL learners learnt the target words in three glossed sentences, and in a sentence production 
task in two experiments. Five aspects of vocabulary knowledge including orthography, syntax, 
association, grammatical functions, and meaning and form were tested both receptively and 
productively (Webb, 2005, p. 33). The first experiment in the study indicated that when the same 
amount of time was spent on both tasks, the reading task proved to be more effective (2005, p. 33). 
Receptive activities, such as looking up L2 words in a dictionary, matching the words with their 
meanings or definitions, guessing from context, and learning from word pairs are more common 
than productive activities, such as cloze exercises or writing tasks (Webb, 2005, p. 34). The result 
of the productive and receptive tests showed that the learners gained more from the receptive tasks 
than the productive ones, which implies that building on the confidence of L2 learners in receptive 
tasks can be beneficial for their productive competence.  
 Lee and Muncie (2006) conducted a study on ESL learners’ vocabulary improvement. After 
watching a movie in the class, the learners performed a cloze test of vocabulary with no access to a 
dictionary or translator. Lee and Muncie (2006) found that if the ESL learners’ attention is not 
brought to different levels of vocabulary knowledge and its impact on their ability to produce 
language and communicate meaning, their knowledge in using vocabulary in writing tends not to 
improve. Therefore, they suggest that reading, and exposing ESL learners to contextualised 
vocabulary does not guarantee that learners’ receptive knowledge will move into the productive 
level. 
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In addition to considering the two levels of L2 vocabulary acquisition: receptive and productive as 
discussed above, it is important to distinguish between the two different facets of vocabulary 
knowledge. The following section will investigate the importance of breadth and depth of 
vocabulary in L2 learning. It considers if depth or breadth of vocabulary is more effective in 
learning collocations and therefore which one should be the focus of teaching to improve 
collocational knowledge, and finds that collocational knowledge is related to the depth aspect of 
vocabulary knowledge. 
2.7   Depth and Breadth of Vocabulary Knowledge  
In vocabulary acquisition research studies, there is a distinction between two aspects of vocabulary 
knowledge: depth of vocabulary knowledge, and breadth or size of vocabulary (Haastrup & 
Henriksen, 2000; Meara, 1996; Read, 2000; K. J. Zimmerman, 2004). A learner’s breadth or size of 
vocabulary knowledge indicates the number of the words s/he knows at a specific language 
proficiency level (Nation, 2001). On the other hand, a learner’s depth of the vocabulary indicates 
the level of knowledge of the learner about the qualities of a word (Meara, 1996; Read, 2000) such 
as knowing the possible collocations for the word.  
According to McCarthy (2007, p. 1), in terms of the size, most corpora show that around 2,000 
word-forms are frequently used in everyday spoken and written language (O’Keeffe, McCarthy, & 
Carter, 2007) that might be said to represent the core vocabulary. The non-core vocabulary, which 
is massive in size, has a relatively low frequency of occurrences which consists of around 30-
50,000 word-forms for English language, which are used in everyday spoken language, and even 
considerably more in everyday written texts, up to 80,000 (McCarthy, 2007, p. 1). In second 
language acquisition, perhaps after 6,000 core words have been acquired the learner moves into the 
advanced level, although the evidence of corpora show that advanced L2 proficiency cannot be 
simply measured in terms of quantity of vocabulary or vocabulary size, but by the learners’ depth of 
vocabulary knowledge and the ability to develop the learning independently, and it is more 
concerned with creating new relationships among words (McCarthy, 2007). In fact, expanding 
associations and new networks of words is perceived a main feature of advanced learners by 
researchers including Wolter and Gyllstad (2013), Wolter (2002), and Wilks and Meara (2002). At 
the advanced level, therefore, it is difficult to distinguish between breadth and depth because 
increasing vocabulary knowledge is really about a denser and more interconnected lexical network. 
Prior to this final advanced stage, however, it is crucial to also focus on expanding depth of 
vocabulary knowledge, that is, the knowledge of  different aspects of words including their use  and 
their collocations, as this knowledge improves the ability of L2 learners  in creating associations 
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between vocabulary items and using them meaningfully in different contexts in relation to 
previously learnt vocabulary (Haastrup & Henriksen, 2000; Henriksen, 1999; Meara, 1996).  
With no general theory of vocabulary acquisition in second language, the research of vocabulary 
acquisition has shifted into vocabulary growth and size (Segler, 2001). There is empirical evidence 
that learners might seem to know a word in a vocabulary size test, however are not able to use the 
word in a particular context (Mezynski, 1983), to understand, or apply the various derivations and 
inflections of that word (Hunt & Beglar, 2005). Therefore, a learner that might know a word such as 
obey, for instance, could produce obeys, obeying, and obeyed, but could not produce the forms 
obedience, obedient, obediently, and disobey. Moreover, in a study focusing on L2 depth of 
vocabulary knowledge Qian (1999) found that participants’ knowledge about the meanings of 
words usually included some knowledge about synonymy and collocations, and found that 
vocabulary depth was as significant as vocabulary size in predicting L2 learners’ reading 
performance (Qian, 2002). It was also suggested that because the vocabulary learning is an ongoing 
process and impossible to be achieved completely, which implies that the advanced level might be 
defined in terms of the ability of L2 learners to independently operate with a set of strategies and 
skills for learning new vocabulary. Therefore, characteristics of the learners, including their sense of 
agency and capacity for self-regulation in expanding their vocabulary knowledge, are important to 
consider as discussed in sociocultural theory (Lantolf & Appel, 1994). 
There is a slight evidence that understanding the meaning of an L2 word on a vocabulary breadth 
test would enable L2 learners to use that word in specific contexts or combinations (Mezynski, 
1983). As noticed by many ESL teachers, having a large vocabulary size does not essentially mean 
depth of knowledge of the words (K. J. Zimmerman, 2004).  
On the other hand, Read (2000) indicates that while vocabulary size tests might seem superficial, 
they would provide a more representative picture of the overall knowledge of vocabulary in 
compare with testing depth of knowledge of a number of limited words. Similarly, Qian (1999) 
after administering a Vocabulary Levels Test and a Word Associates Format to L2 learners, came to 
the conclusion that these two tests were correlated significantly and closely. 
Furthermore, Nassaji (2006, p. 387) investigated the relationship between the depth of vocabulary 
knowledge of ESL learners, the use of lexical inferencing strategy, as well as their level of success 
in understanding the words meanings from the context. A text including unknown target words was 
given to the participants to read, and to infer the meanings of the target words from the context 
(Nassaji, 2006). Think-aloud protocols were applied to identify the degree and types of inferencing 
techniques used by the learners (p.387). The Word-Associates Test developed by Read (1993) was 
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applied for measuring the learner’s depth of vocabulary knowledge. The findings in Nassaji (2006) 
study revealed a significant relationship between the depth of vocabulary knowledge and the type of 
strategy use and success. Those who had greater depth of vocabulary knowledge used certain 
strategies more frequently than those who had a more limited depth of vocabulary knowledge. The 
findings also revealed that the stronger students used certain types of inferencing strategies more 
effectively than the other students. Finally, in Nassaji (2006, p. 387) study the depth of vocabulary 
knowledge was found to be more effective in their success than the learners’ degree of strategy use. 
Overall, the finding of the study provide empirical support for the importance of the depth of 
vocabulary knowledge in lexical inferencing, which is a process of meaning construction 
considerably influenced by the richness of L2 learners’ previous semantic system of vocabulary 
knowledge (Nassaji, 2006). 
On the other hand, Vermeer (2001) performed a depth test and a breadth test of vocabulary 
knowledge to Dutch monolingual and bilingual children. She concluded that there was no real 
distinction between depth and breadth of vocabulary knowledge, and suggested that a deeper 
knowledge of words is the result of knowing a greater number of words: the more words a learner 
knows, the greater the networks and the deeper the knowledge of words. Lessard-Clouston (2006) 
also investigated native and non-native English speaker university students’ knowledge and 
learning of specialized vocabulary over one academic term. The findings revealed that both depth 
and breadth of knowledge vocabulary knowledge of the non-native students were lower than those 
of the native students. Moreover, with an overall increase in scores at the end of the term, the gap 
between the non-native and natives’ vocabulary knowledge breadth was bridged, but for depth of 
vocabulary knowledge it widened.  
It is clear, therefore, that while the literature distinguishes between vocabulary breadth and depth, 
empirical studies have found a positive correlation and a highly dependent relationship between 
depth and breadth of L2 the knowledge of vocabulary.   
This Chapter has discussed the related literature on the acquisition of L2 vocabulary by reviewing 
different levels of vocabulary knowledge in a variety of aspects, as knowing them proves to be 
essential to understanding the process of learning L2 vocabulary knowledge as a foundation to 
understanding the process of acquiring L2 collocational knowledge.  
It has been confirmed in a number of studies that an important aspect of vocabulary knowledge is to 
know which words go together (e.g., Firth, 1957b; Nation, 2001; Willis, 2003). That is, being able 
to recognize that the collocates of a word is part of the knowledge of that word. Moreover, this 
collocational knowledge influences many aspects of language processing, comprehension, and 
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language use. For example, someone with more collocational knowledge has greater fluency and 
needs to expend less attention on the processing of language (Bonk, 2000). In fact, the reason that 
people speak their L1 fluently and select word sequences that make them sound like native speakers 
is because they have a large collocational knowledge (see Pawley & Syder, 1983). Nation (2001) 
also emphasizes that collocational knowledge helps learners to create more native-like sentences. 
As noted above, knowing the spelling and sounds of a word and knowing its dictionary definition is 
not equal to knowing the correct use of words, as well as the ability to understand the word when 
reading or listening in different contexts receptively and productively (e.g., Conklin & Schmitt, 
2008; Miller & Gildea, 1987; Nagy & Scott, 2000; N. Schmitt, 2008; Schoonen & Verhallen, 2008; 
Vasiljevic, 2008; Webb, 2008; Willis, 2003). Nattinger (1988) argues that understanding the 
meaning of a word requires experiencing it in its many contexts and collocations.  
Nagy and Scott (2000) identify aspects of word knowledge such as incrementality, 
multidimensionality, polysemy, and interrelatedness in which collocational knowledge is 
considered as the qualitative type of word knowledge and seems to be a key to the aspects of 
knowing a word.  
Nagy and Scott (2000) and Richards (1976) suggest that knowing a word means knowing the 
company it keeps and its collocations, its appropriateness in different contexts, its syntactic 
behaviour, its word associations, and its semantic features. Similarly, Hill (2001) found a crucial 
relationship between knowing the meaning of a word and knowing how the word is used and its 
collocations. He emphasizes to students that they do not really know a word unless they also know 
how that word is used, which means knowing something about its collocations. There are many 
pairs or groups of words such as date/appointment/meeting or broad/wide where the difference 
between the words becomes clear only from the knowledge of their different collocations (p. 65). 
As Nation (1994) discusses, language knowledge consists of collocational knowledge and the stored 
sequences of words are the bases of language learning, knowledge and use. Moreover, where 
collocations are similar between the first and second language, the learning burden will be lighter. 
Collocational knowledge is also regarded as the way to fluency and accuracy in producing L2 with 
a native-like language competency (Aston, 1995; Conzett, 2001; Y. Fan, 2008; Handl & Graf, 2007; 
Hyland, 2008; Kuiper, 2004; Martynska, 2004; Wood, 2006). 
The important role of collocations in vocabulary knowledge is evident from the literature. Yet, for 
the purpose of investigating the acquisition of collocations by ESL learners it is necessary to review 
in detail the research on collocations and their acquisition. Chapter 3 will first present an overview 
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of what collocations are, and why L2 collocations are difficult to acquire, and why they need to be a 
focus for L2 teaching.  
In summary, to know how to improve the effectiveness of tasks designed for assisting the 
acquisition and retention of L2 collocations as a goal of this study, it is necessary to know the 
process of acquisition of collocations, and the factors that affect their acquisition from the research 
studies findings in the literature. 
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Chapter 3: Literature Review:  
Second Language Collocations Acquisition 
This Chapter examines the kinds of processing employed by ESL learners to acquire ESL 
collocations. Attention is given in this Chapter to the following issues: why are L2 collocations hard 
to learn, what are the different approaches to collocation and classification of collocations, 
acquisition of collocational knowledge in L1 and L2, as well as strategies applied by ESL learners 
for acquiring collocations.  
In addition, this Chapter introduces the key notions of Levels of Processing and Involvement Load, 
which focus research on the nature of the teaching materials and tasks, not primarily the particular 
strategic approach taken by learners (Nyikos & Fan, 2007). Amongst the factors, Task type was 
proposed (Hulstijn & Laufer, 2001, p. 542) to be the effective factor for the acquisition and 
retention of new words. Laufer and other Second Language Acquisition (SLA) researchers 
hypothesized that Levels of Processing and Involvement Load could be manipulated and tested for 
effectiveness through empirical studies. Empirical studies have been conducted by researchers to 
build evidence in regard to the effects of levels of processing and involvement load on the 
acquisition and retention of single words, for example, Cho and Krashen (1994), Hulstijn, 
Hollander, and Greidanus (1996), Watanabe (1997), Newton (1995), Ellis and He (1999), Hulstijn 
and Trompetter (1998), Wesche and Paribakht (2000), Peters (2007), and Keating (2008). The final 
section of this chapter will describe the aims and research questions of the current study.  
As it is important to make clear what collocations are and what kind of word combinations are 
considered collocations for the purpose of the current study, the following two sections will look at 
a range of views from the literature in this regard. 
3.1   Approaches to Collocation 
The concept of collocation has been debated by scholars since at least the 1930s (Addison, 1983; 
Backlund, 1973; Bahns, 1993; Biskup, 1992; Chi, Wong, & Wong, 1994; Cowie, 1981; Farghal & 
Obiedat, 1995; Greenbaum, 1974; Herbst, 1996; Kennedy, 1990; Kita & Ogata, 1997; Palmer, 
1933; Sinclair, 1991). Collocation literally means placing together, but has been defined differently 
in the literature. Palmer (1933) (as cited in Cowie, 1998) in his Second Interim Report on English 
Collocations, highlighted the frequent use of word combinations, that he called collocations, or 
comings-together-of-words in language. In fact most natural written or spoken languages consist of 
collocations (J. Hill, 2001; Huckin & Coady, 1999; Renouf, 1992; Renouf & Sinclair, 1991). 
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Firth (1957a, 1957b) foundation member of the British Contextualist School, used the term 
collocation to distinguish specific linguistic concept of co-occurrences that are related to the 
linguistic competence of language speakers, for example the word time can be collocated with 
saved, wasted, spent, flies etc. Firth refers to mutual expectancies of words and tells for example, in 
the collocation of dark night one of the meanings of night is its collocability with dark, and one of 
the meanings of dark is its collocability with night (1968, p. 182). It implies that to know the 
complete meaning of a word, one needs to know the other words that could collocate with it 
(Brashi, 2006).  
Moreover, the co-occurrence of lexical items is a matter of degree (Lewis, 1993), for example, both 
golden opportunity and nice sweater are considered collocations but golden and opportunity 
collocate strongly, while the linking of nice and sweater is much weaker. In addition, the 
connection between the two items of a collocation is not equally strong in both directions: rancid 
almost tends to be followed by butter, while butter can be preceded by a variety of other adjectives.  
So, Geyken (2007) defines collocations as lexical units that consist of words that tend to be together 
with a strong relationship. Similarly, Peppard (2007) describes collocation as the tendency for some 
words to regularly co-occur together and mentions that these co-occurrences are not random. By 
highlighting the mutual expectancy aspect of collocations, Nattinger and Decarrico (1992, p. 36) 
also consider collocations as sequences of specific lexical items, such as rancid butter that co-occur 
with a mutual expectancy greater than chance.  
On the other hand, Moon (1998, p. 26) explains that “Collocation typically denotes frequently 
repeated or statistically significant co-occurrences, whether or not there are any special semantic 
bonds between collocating items.” Halliday (1966) views collocations as syntagmatic associations 
of words that are statistically very probable to happen.  This interpretation of the term collocation 
underlies the Cobuild dictionary (Sinclair, 1994). From Sinclair’s (1991) point of view, when two 
or more lexical items occur next to each other in context, they are considered collocations. By 
placing emphasis on the grammatical structure aspect, Cowie (1993) considers collocations as the 
association of two or more lexical items which occur in a specific range of grammatical structures. 
Lin (1998) points out that although collocations are recurrent combinations, they are not necessarily 
frequent combinations. Lin (1998, p. 57) illustrates that, for example, in a 22-million-word corpus 
containing Wall Street Journal and San Jose Mercury articles,  a word like baggage occurred 3 
times in combination with emotional, and only once in combination with historical and 
psychological. 
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Corpus-based searches are typically used to identify multiword units in form-based approaches 
(Nation, 2013, p. 485). Nation (2013) points out that as the frequency level of words are used for 
this purpose and the frequency of occurrence of words differ significantly, a formula such as the 
mutual information index (Manning & Schutze, 1999) might be used to adjust for this (pp. 485-
486). It uses the frequency of the individual words compared with their actual frequency of co-
occurrence in a collocation to calculate how likely two words might occur together by chance 
(Nation, 2013, p. 486). Its advantage is that strongly collocated words can be identified, for 
example, gibbous moon. Gibbous is a low frequency word that only occurs with moon, and they 
have a high likelihood to come together, and are strongly collocated. On the other hand, its 
weakness is that the multiword units with a high mutual information index (e.g., gibbous moon) 
might be rather infrequent (Nation, 2013, p. 486). Therefore, degrees of significance are considered 
as the result of a complex of features of multiword units rather than simply statistical measures 
(Howarth, 1998a, p. 8). 
To present a list of the highest frequency collocations in spoken English based on six applied form-
based criteria, Shin and Nation’s (2008) study used the ten million word BNC spoken section as the 
data source, and the 1,000 most frequent spoken word types from the corpus were considered as 
head words. They present a collocation list (see Appendix W) which includes the first 100 
collocations (p. 348) and provides understanding into the nature of spoken English, where the most 
frequent collocation on the list is ‘you know’, which takes place 27,348 times in the 10 million 
running words, and the last one on the list is, interested in, with 689 occurrences. 
From a semantic point of view, similar to Moon (1998), Mel’ˇcuk (1995) and Hausmann (1984; as 
cited in Wanner, 2004) state that a collocation is a combination of two lexical items in which the 
semantics of one of the lexical items is autonomous from the combination it appears in, and the 
other lexical item adds to the semantics of the base. For example, in take a walk, the base is walk 
and the collocate is take, and in collocation give a lecture, the base is lecture and the collocate is 
give (Wanner, 2004, p. 97). Therefore, the semantics of a word in its function as a collocate do not 
need to be same as the semantics of the same word in isolation.  
In meaning-based approaches multiword units can be rated on a scale of at least three points based 
on how closely and clearly the meaning of the single items in the unit are related to the meaning of 
the whole unit (Nation, 2013, p. 489). For example in “nice person” the meaning of nice and person 
largely provide the meaning of the whole unit, while, in “kill two birds with one stone” the meaning 
of the parts of the multiword are not related to the meaning of the whole unit (Nation, 2013, p. 489). 
The advantage of this approach over the frequency based approach is that it might provide a better 
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understanding of the problematic nature of L2 collocations than the frequency based approach 
which provides list of significant collocates for a head word based on a statistical measures, which 
this list of collocates might not be the problematic ones for L2 learners (Howarth, 1998a). For 
example, sold, decorate, this, empty, and buying, are highly frequent and the most significant 
collocates of house (Berry-Rogghe, 1973, pp. 103-109). However, this list of significant 
collocations (for example, sold house, decorate house, this house, empty house, and buying house) 
would create no difficulty for L2 learners (Howarth, 1998a, p. 7). This happens because the 
frequency of occurrence of the words in a collocation might be greatly different from each other, 
and from the frequency of the whole combination.  
While Bonk (2001) views collocations as a recurrent combinations of lexical items, Benson (1989b) 
mentions that collocations are not just recurrent word combinations, but they are arbitrary recurrent 
word combinations, to indicate the fact that one cannot necessarily predict collocations or translate 
them word by word. Benson, Benson, and Ilson (1986) and Benson, Benson, and Ilson (1997a) who 
compiled The BBI combinatory dictionary of English, consider collocations as a subgroup of fixed, 
identifiable, non-idiomatic phrases and constructions. Nation (2001) also regards collocations as 
“items which frequently occur together and have some degree of semantic unpredictability” (p. 
317).  
The idiosyncratic nature of collocations has been emphasised by Benson (1989b), Smadja (1993), 
Vasiljevic (2008), and Nation (2001) who consider collocations as arbitrary, recurrent, and non-
predictable word combinations that could not accurately be translated word by word.  
In terms of the difficulty of collocations for L2 learning, a distinction has been made between 
congruent and incongruent collocations in L2 acquisition (e.g., Vasiljevic, 2008; Wolter & Gyllstad 
2011; Wolter & Gyllstad, 2013; Yamashita & Jiang, 2008, 2010; Yassami, 2011). Collocation 
congruency refers to whether two languages share the same or have different word combinations to 
express the same concept, that is, congruent collocations share the same lexical components in 
learners’ L1 and L2, while incongruent collocations are those where lexical components are 
different in L1 and L2. In other words, congruent collocations are those with L1 direct and word-
for-word translation equivalent in L2, for example, “handsome man” is considered a congruent 
collocation across English and Swedish as it corresponds to the Swedish collocation “snygg man” 
(Wolter & Gyllstad, 2013, p. 8).  
On the other hand, a collocation is considered incongruent if either the verb or the noun component 
(or both) do not have a translation equivalent in L1 (Nesselhauf, 2005; Wolter & Gyllstad, 2013; 
Yassami, 2011). For example, “identical twins”, is considered an incongruent collocation across 
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English and Swedish, because identical would be translated as “identisk” in Swedish, and twins 
would be translated as “tvillingar”, which would result in a Swedish miscollocation like * 
“identiska tvillingar”, while “enäggstvillingar” , is the correct collocation in Swedish which 
literally means “one-egg twins” (Wolter & Gyllstad, 2013, p. 8). 
Incongruent collocations are more difficult than congruent collocations, and they are harder to 
acquire but, once acquired, they can be processed as efficiently as congruent collocations 
(Nesselhauf, 2005; Wolter & Gyllstad, 2013; Yamashita & Jiang, 2010) and it is the incongruent 
collocations that are known to be problematic in learners’ production of L2 collocations  (Boers, 
Eyckmans, & Lindstromberg, 2013; Vasiljevic, 2008) 
While Firth (1957a), Nattinger and Decarrico (1992) refer to mutual expectancies of words, many 
studies (e.g., Mel’ˇcuk, 1995; Moon, 1998; Nation, 2001; Wanner, 2004) have highlighted that there 
is not necessarily any special semantic bond between collocating items, so, the semantic of a word 
as a collocate does not need to be the same as the semantic of that word in isolation. The non-
predictability aspect of collocations has been emphasized by some researchers including: Benson 
(1989a, 1989b), Smadja (1993), and Nation (2001).  
As it can be seen from the plethora of definitions, there seems to be no agreement upon defining 
collocations (e.g., Hasib, 2005; Martynska, 2004; Nation, 2001), and collocation tends to be one of 
the most problematic and error-generating areas of vocabulary, especially for second language 
learners. In the current study collocations have also been considered as arbitrary, recurrent, and 
incongruent non-predictable word combinations that could not well be translated word by word 
(e.g., Benson, 1989a; Bonk, 2000; Lin, 1998; Nation, 2001; Smadja, 1993; Vasiljevic, 2008). The 
following section will identify a common agreed view on the classification of collocation, which is 
necessary to know for studying collocations and their acquisition.    
3.2   Classification of Collocations for L2 Acquisition 
Determining in a consistent way what should be classified as a collocation seems to be a problem in 
the study of collocations. Hence, there are two commonly agreed general classifications of 
collocations, for the purpose of studying L2 collocation acquisition. 
Collocations are normally divided into two major groups: grammatical collocations and lexical 
collocations (e.g., Benson et al., 1986; Michael Lewis, 2001b; Peppard, 2007). Grammatical 
collocations combine a lexical word, typically a noun, verb or adjective, with a preposition or 
grammatical structure such as an infinitive or clause (Michael Lewis, 2001b). The followings are 
some examples of grammatical collocations: to be afraid of, by accident, adjacent to, account for. 
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Lexical collocations contain verbs, nouns, adjectives, and adverbs. They could be verb + noun, 
adjective + noun, noun + verb, adverb + adjective, and verb + adverb. In other words, “Lexical 
collocations combine two equal lexical components (open class words)” (Michael Lewis, 2001b, p. 
134). Similarly, Martynska (2004) defines lexical collocations as combinations that do not contain 
prepositions, infinitives or relative clauses but consist of nouns, adjectives, verbs and adverbs. For 
example: verb + noun (e.g., charge fee), adjective + noun (e.g., ample opportunity), noun + noun 
(e.g., job interview), adverb + adjective (e.g., totally exhausted), verb + adverb (e.g., take it 
seriously). Hsu (2007) describes lexical collocations as word-associations where one word 
recurrently co-occurs along with one or more other words as the only or one of few possible lexical 
choices for that word.  
In terms of degree of idiomaticity lexical collocations have been classified (Howarth, 1998a; 
Nesselhauf, 2003; Wanner, 2004) in the following ways: free combinations (e.g., blow a trumpet, 
buy a house), restricted collocations (e.g., blow a fuse, gain knowledge), and idioms (e.g., blow the 
gaff, sleep on it). For example strong person is considered a free combination while, strong tea is 
considered a restricted collocation.  
From the perspective of L2 learners, collocations might be divided into two groups (Nation, 2008): 
those that have a word-for-word equivalent in L1, and those that do not. For example high court, 
high income, high spirit have word-for-word Persian equivalents; while high street, high water, 
high school do not.  
The current study will focus on restricted lexical collocations. Lexical collocations are defined as 
combinations that consist of nouns, adjectives, verbs and adverbs (e.g., Martynska, 2004) and the 
research study will focus on verb + noun lexical collocations, for example, charge a fee, as these 
collocations have been found to be a major problem for ESL learners and have been considered 
significant in the literature (e.g., Bahns, 1993; Erman et al., 2015; Gitsaki, 1999b; Hsu, 2007; 
Levitzky-Aviad & Laufer, 2013; Li, 2005; Nesselhauf, 2003; Rezaee, Marefat, & Saeedakhtar, 
2014; Wible, Kuo, Tsao, Liu, & Lin, 2003). The following section will explain why L2 collocations 
are difficult to learn which highlights the significant role of the teaching materials and tasks. 
3.3   Why Collocations are Problematic for L2 Acquisition  
The word collocation is relatively new to ESL students and to some teachers. However, 
collocational problems have always existed in learning second language (J. Hill, 2001). 
Collocational knowledge is one of the most difficult aspects in L2 learning and has been overlooked 
by SLA researchers (Shei & Pain, 2000).   
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Noticing the L2 learners’ collocational problems dates back at least to Palmer (1933) who 
mentioned a list of verb + noun lexical collocations (e.g., give trouble, ask a question, do a favour) 
and explained that:  
While these are fairly regular they show the learner (what sooner or later in the course of his 
study he must come to know) that this particular verb may be followed by this     particular 
object … Without such information the learner tends to form such combinations by guess 
work or on the analogy of his mother tongue, and we can imagine him coming up with such 
unusual expressions as *perform a favor, * do travel, * keep patience … (p. 8).  
Hill (2001) verifies that one of the main reasons L2 learners find listening or reading difficult is not 
because of the density of new words, but the density of unrecognized collocations. Moreover, the 
main difference between for example, an English native speaker and a non-native one is that the 
native speaker has been much more exposed to English than the non-native ones; so s/he can 
recognize and produce collocations which enables processing and producing the language in a much 
faster rate (J. Hill, 2001).  
Many studies (e.g., Mel’ˇcuk, 1995; Moon, 1998; Nation, 2001; Wanner, 2004) have highlighted 
that there is not necessarily any special semantic bond between collocating items, that is, the 
semantic of a word as a collocate does not need to be the same as the semantic of that word in 
isolation.  
The non-predictability of collocations has been emphasized by some researchers including Benson 
(1989a, 1989b), Smadja (1993), and Nation (2001). For example, it is not predictable that strong, 
and not powerful must be combined with tea to express the meaning with much caffeine, and the 
meaning of strong in combination with tea and coffee is not the same as the literal meaning of 
strong, as in free combination with, e.g., person: strong person (Wanner, 2004). 
Moreover, it is complex and difficult for collocations to be accurately translated word for word. For 
example, in English one takes a walk, in French, German, and Italian one makes a walk, and in 
Spanish one gives a walk; in English one gives a lecture (as in French and Spanish) but, in German 
and Italian one holds a lecture, and in Russian one reads a lecture (Wanner, 2004). 
According to Hill (2001) many ESL learners who have good ideas do not get good marks because 
they are not familiar with collocations of the key words in their writing. For example, in spite of 
knowing both the words make and mistake, or hold and conversation individually, ESL learners 
have not stored the collocations make a mistake, and hold a conversation in their mental lexicons as 
single items, resulting in mistakes like *do a conversation.  
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Even advanced learners often have considerable difficulties in the production of collocations and 
these are hard to overcome (Laufer, 2005; Laufer & Girsai, 2008a; Nesselhauf, 2003; Shei & Pain, 
2000), as most ESL teachers have noticed that their students often have problems in choosing the 
correct combination of words for example: *feeble tea, *put up a campaign, *laugh broadly, 
*commit treachery, *hold a burial, *climb a horse, and *healthy advice, where the majority of the 
collocational errors are the result of their L1 influence, for example, when students rely on their L1, 
they produce collocations such as (Bahns, 1993, pp. 56-61): 
a. *’drive a bookshop (from Polish kierowac skleperri) instead of run a bookshop 
b. *make attention at (from French faire attention a) instead of pay attention to 
c. *win money (from Bulgarian neneji napn) instead of make money 
d. *finish a conflict (from German einen Konflikt beenden) instead of resolve a conflict  
Moreover, collocational errors might happen even when L2 learners are familiar with both of the 
words that constitute the correct collocation (Wolter, 2001, 2006; K. J. Zimmerman, 2004). As it is 
evident from L2 collocation research, in verb + noun collocations, it is the verb component that 
creates more problems in determining the appropriate combinations for L2 learners. They might 
know the Noun, they have problems in choosing the right verbs to come with the target noun, as the 
verb in verb + noun collocations is generally unstressed and semantically bleached which causes 
them to be less noticed by L2 learners (Erman et al., 2015).   
In addition, emphasising the prominent role of collocational knowledge in L2 learning, Lewis 
(2000) asserts that, “Lack of collocational competence forces students into grammatical mistakes 
because they create longer utterances because they do not know the collocations which express 
precisely what they want to say” (p. 49).  
On the other hand, it seems that non-native speakers prefer one-word equivalents but in fact have to 
resort to multi-word alternatives because they lack vocabulary. Siyanova and Schmitt’s study 
(2007) explored the choice made by native and non-native speakers of English when they are 
exposed to multi-word and one-word verbs options. The participants were given a questionnaire in 
which they were asked to choose which of the two options, that is, multi-word verbs (e.g., go on) 
and one-word verb (e.g., continue) alternatives (A, or B) they were more likely to use in that 
context. Their study found that non-native speakers were less likely to use multi-word verbs than 
native speakers in an informal spoken context, however, one-word verb alternatives are often more 
frequent in both written and spoken discourse. Moreover, the amount of exposure to L2 
environment did not affect the likelihood of using of multi-word verbs by non-native speakers (p. 
130). The results of Siyanova and Schmitt’s study (2007) suggest that not only do L2 learners 
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perceive L2 multi-word verbs as difficult, but also they prefer to use one-word verb alternatives 
when possible. 
Based on the findings of Siyanova and Schmitt’s study (2007), Siyanova and Schmitt’s study 
(2008) focused on producing and processing of L2 collocations by extracting adjective-noun 
collocations from the essays written by native speakers and non-native learners of English. They 
found that non-natives were not as fast as native speakers in processing L2 collocations. Their study 
propose that although L2 learners are able to produce a great number of appropriate L2 collocations, 
the collocational competence of even advanced learners is lower than those of native speakers. The 
results of Siyanova and Schmitt’s study (2008) show the difficult nature of processing collocations 
for non-native learners of English even for advanced learners. 
Some corpus-based studies have elaborated on detecting collocational errors in the ESL learners’ 
language production (Chang, Chen, & Chang, 2004; Futagi, Deane, Chodorow, & Tetreault, 2008; 
Pantel & Lin, 2000; Shei & Pain, 2000; Wible et al., 2003). For instance, Wible, Kuo, Tsao, Liu and 
Lin (2003) found that such lexical collocational errors are some of  frequently ones occurred in ESL 
learners’ essays. In addition, the researcher’s experience of about five years teaching English to 
ESL university students also confirms that the use of collocations is known to be a major problem 
for L2 acquisition. 
Although many researchers including Schmitt (2008), Seesink (2007), Gardner (2007), Koya 
(2004), Hinkel (2004), Taiwo (2004), Lewis (2001), Hill (2001), Shei and Pain (2000), Bahns and 
Eldaw (1993), Zhang (1993), and Brown (1974) have come to agree on the fact that collocations are 
problematic for L2 acquisition and confirm the necessity of teaching collocations, there is little 
research on, the nature of the teaching materials and tasks, which will make the difference between 
retaining collocations and not retaining them. It is agreed by researchers (e.g.,Abel, 2003; 
Nesselhauf, 2004; Seesink, 2007; Shei & Pain, 2000) that few studies have addressed this issue and 
most studies on the acquisition of collocations have limited their focus to students’ collocational 
problems.  
Therefore, the holistic nature of collocations makes it more problematic for L2 learners when L2 
words are learnt separately not as collocation units. When the learners are taught L2 vocabulary as 
single words and their meanings, L2 learners’ problems when producing these specific 
combinations of words namely collocations becomes more prominent.  
The following section will explain how collocations are generally acquired in terms of their 
processing in the memory. It will provide a foundation for understanding the acquisition of 
collocations in second language, which will be discussed in the following sections.  
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3.4.   Holistic Learning of L2 Collocations  
L1 speakers of a language have a broad knowledge on how the words are combined in the language 
correctly, which are used when they need to retrieve and can combine the words when producing 
the language (Bonk, 2000). Efficient use of such combinations is considered an important element 
of native speaker competence (e.g., N. Ellis, 1996; Pawley & Syder, 1983). It has been recognized 
in English language teaching that as L1 speakers employ many expressions that are to some degree 
internally fixed, second language learners need to have a command of those same expressions and 
collocations to achieve a native speaker proficiency (Howarth, 1998a). As shown in Chapter 2 with 
regard to vocabulary acquisition, developing collocational competence in L1 is mainly an implicit 
process arising from interaction with adults and peers where there is exposure to a sufficiently large 
amount of language (e.g., N. Ellis, 1997; M. Hoey, 2001; Randall, 2007).  
The importance of collocations for children’s linguistic development, has been recognised by Handl 
and Graf (2007) who investigated collocations in first language acquisition. They performed an 
analysis of the language of young adults and children based on corpora, and found that younger 
children used more collocations, and the frequency of using these collocations increased by the age. 
Contrary to this, the intermediate stage showed a greater level of collocational use than both the 
youngest and the oldest stage. This is evidence of the U-Shaped acquisition of collocations which, 
according to McLaughlin (1990), is due to the qualitative changes in the learner’s interlanguage as 
they move from one stage to another as these restructuring changes occur. With emphasis on the 
role of collocations in learning the language, Bolinger (1976) claimed that “learning goes on 
constantly – but especially with young children – in segments of collocation size …” (p. 8). 
Palmer (1933) highlighted the important role that collocational knowledge plays for L2 learners in 
producing accurate and fluent language, and the necessity of making the learners aware of these 
combinations and helping them to acquire the L2 collocations. It has long been recognized in 
English language teaching that as L1 speakers frequently use combinations that are somehow fixed, 
and that L2 learners need to acquire such combinations in order to be able to achieve native like 
proficiency (Howarth, 1998a).  
English L1 speakers also store and use collocations in a more productive manner than non-native 
ones (N. Schmitt, Grandage, & Adolphs, 2004; Wray, 2000). The problem of second language 
collocational acquisition is even more complex as collocations comprise a significant portion of 
language production (Darwin & Gray, 1999; Moon, 1997). 
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From the cognitive perspective there is one mechanism that plays a central role in the acquisition of 
collocations, that is chunking (N. Ellis, 1996, 1997). The term chunking was first used in this 
particular way by George Miller (1956) in his review of Short Term Memory (STM) which refers to 
combining separate items into large, meaningful units (p. 85). Miller (1956) distinguished bits of 
information from chunks of information. Bits of information can be welded together and formed 
into a chunk, which itself becomes a unit of memory organization. Chunks that have already been 
formed in memory can be further brought together and developed into a larger chunk. Chunking 
helps develop permanent sets of associative connections in Long Term Memory (LTM) (N. Ellis, 
1996; Newell, 1990). Chunks need less space in memory than single items of information as the 
chunked information is remembered as a single unit. For example, remembering the following 24 
numbers (i) is much more difficult than remembering the same 24 numbers presented in only six 
chunks (ii) (Banikowski, 1999): 
(i) 194318672001140012071963  
(ii) 1943 1867 2001 1400 1207 1963  
Chunking is a distinctive feature of human memory and people chunk at a constant rate (Newell, 
1990). In L2 acquisition, when learners observe the same words frequently together (collocations) 
chunking happens (Nation, 2001). For example, after repeatedly observing the verb achieve 
together with the noun success, L2 learners acquire the verb + noun collocation achieve success as a 
unit. Nation (2001) considers “reduced processing time” (p. 320) as the main advantage of 
chunking. There are many recurring combinations and collocations in the language one hears or 
reads. The more these units occur in short term memory, the better they store in long term memory 
(see Melton, 1963). On the other hand, our phonological LTM allows these recurring patterns of 
collocations and regular sequences to be easily understood from what we hear or read (Y. Fan, 
2008). Moreover, Pawley and Syder (1983) proposed that most L2 words are stored multiple times, 
once as an individual word and numerous times as a part of a larger stored chunk, for example, a 
collocation, a phrase or a clause.  
Many empirical studies of language acquisition (e.g.‘, R. Clark, 1974; Nattinger & DeCarrico, 
1992; K. Nelson, 1973; A. M. Peters, 1983) have shown that attended speech is chunked 
automatically by L1 learners. Children use a large number of unanalysed or partly analysed chunks 
of language as if they form a single unsegmented unit before they learn the meanings of the 
individual words (e.g., How are you, Give me, go on).  
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Although L1 collocational knowledge is acquired mainly automatically and implicitly (e.g., N. 
Ellis, 1997; M. Hoey, 2001; Randall, 2007), acquisition of collocational knowledge in L2 is more 
than exposure to L2 collocations (e.g., Arnaud & Savignon, 1997; Huckin & Coady, 1999).  
Nation (2001) points out that “Collocations are processed as a unit, not as a group of two or more 
words” (p. 319), and the learning burden of a collocation productively, in speaking and writing, 
“depends on the predictability of the co-occurrence of its members” (p. 328). Nation (2001, p. 328) 
then raises the question of whether the collocations in a learner’s first language or in their previous 
L2 learning would allow L2 learners to predict L2 collocations; for instance, take medicine is not 
predictable from some learners’ first language (e.g., in Persian, one eats medicine), but the 
collocations take a pill, and take a tablet may be predictable from knowing take medicine. 
Collocations which have L1 equivalents need little learning; while collocations that do not have L1 
equivalents need to be noticed and remembered. 
Even knowing the L1 equivalents of both collocates would not be a guarantee for knowing the L2 
collocation, as it was found by Martynska (2004) that although ESL learners knew the meanings of 
both elements of a lexical collocation they had problems even in matching the correct collocations. 
Considering the crucial role of L2 collocations acquisition Lewis (2001b) argues that the single 
most important task for L2 learners is to acquire a sufficiently large vocabulary which consists of 
chunks and collocations. Additionally, it has been suggested (M. Hoey, 2001; Morgan Lewis, 2001; 
Nagy & Scott, 2000; N. Schmitt, 2008) that collocations are acquired through many repeated 
exposures to naturally occurring language in different contexts. Yet, collocations are not learned 
well through incidental exposure by L2 learners, and incidental exposure to L2 collocations is 
inadequate for acquisition (e.g., Arnaud & Savignon, 1997; Huckin & Coady, 1999).  
Bahns and Eldaw (1993) mentioned that L2 learners’ knowledge of collocations is not equal to  
their word competency, which has encouraged researchers (e.g., Farghal & Obiedat, 1995; Granger, 
1998; Howarth, 1998b) to highlight the significance of learning and teaching collocations rather 
than individual words. In addition, the research on vocabulary learning strategies indicate that good 
learners dedicate more attention to collocations (e.g., Ahmed, 1989), but it would be more 
beneficial in this field to have a clear focus on the process of learning collocations by learners and 
paying attention to how these strategies are associated to learning outcomes (N. Schmitt, 2000). 
Therefore, it appears that implicit exposure to L2 collocations is not enough for their acquisition 
and thus L2 students need also be taught collocations explicitly. To know how to improve the 
acquisition of L2 collocations and the nature of their teaching materials and tasks as a goal of this 
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study, it is crucial to understand the factors affecting the acquisition of L2 collocations as discussed 
in the following section.  
3.5   Factors Affecting the Acquisition of L2 Collocations  
A variety of factors that affect the acquisition of collocations in the ESL context have been 
distinguished in the literature, for example, exposure, level of language proficiency, type of 
strategy, the effect of context, type of collocations, the degree of differences in L1 and L2, test type, 
the combination of the learning and the test conditions, semantic difficulty of collocations, 
frequency of input, complexity (in terms of arbitrariness, unpredictability and idiomacity), the order 
in which the parts of a certain collocation type combine, and age.  
For example, Hill (2001, p. 54) suggested that the most important factor in the acquisition of L2 
lexical items is the number of times they are heard or read in a context where they are at least 
partially understood. He emphasizes that it is important to expose language learners to rich input 
from the earliest stages as it culminates in good quality retrieval in the same way as poor input 
exposure result in poor outcome, accordingly. Haymes (2006) in addition to the contextualized 
exposure to collocations, considers noticing activities as effective factors for their acquisition. 
Extensive reading and experiencing L2 collocations in different contexts were recognised as 
strategies to get exposed to collocations and acquire them incidentally (N. Schmitt, 2008). While 
incidental acquisition can take place incrementally over time, there is no agreement on the number 
and kinds of exposures that are needed for successful acquisition, suggesting that L2 learners 
benefit from explicit instruction together with extensive reading (Huckin & Coady, 1999). 
In terms of type of strategy as a factor affecting the acquisition of L2 collocations, using synonyms 
was found to be a strategy applied by ESL learners in the literature. Although L2 learners might rely 
on synonyms, collocational expertise cannot rely on synonyms because words are not 
collocationally interchangeable. Martin (1984) observed that students in general are inclined to use 
synonyms as a strategy in solving L2 lexical problems. However, without collocational information 
of the synonyms they were using, students frequently produce unidiomatic collocations like *emend 
a person for reform a person, *rehearse the piano for practice the piano, and *rectify a person for 
correct a person (Liu, 2000). 
Similarly, Li (2005) found the use of synonyms by the learners as a source of collocational errors. 
In addition, Zughoul and Hussein (2003), in studying the receptive and productive knowledge of 
collocations of Arab learners of English by using translation tests, found that a distinct 
communicative strategy applied by the learners was assumed synonymity. When unable to access 
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the appropriate collocation, the learners look for a synonym or a near-synonym which can lead to a 
non-idiomatic combination.  
Zughoul and Hussein (2003) highlighted that although the learners knew many synonymous words, 
they did not know their collocations in all the contexts. In other words, their knowledge is limited to 
type and amount of input they receive, and reliance on bilingual dictionaries. Bilingual dictionaries 
introduce some words as synonymous, without presenting also the collocations of those words. 
Presenting the collocations of those words would provide the contextual distinction between the 
synonymous words.  
Xiao and McEnery (2006) define near synonyms as lexical pairs that have very similar cognitive or 
denotational meanings, but which might vary in prosodic or collocational behaviour. They compare 
the synonymous pairs: result and outcome, with cause and bring about in terms of their 
collocations. Xiao and McEnery (2006) point out that while the word result is significantly more 
common than its synonym outcome, it seems that both nouns are associated with a favourable 
affective meaning, for example, a good result, a great result, an excellent result, a brilliant result, a 
successful outcome (cf. Michael Hoey, 2005), as reflected by their significant collocates which 
indicate the nature of a result or outcome (pp. 119-123). 
Result:  better, different, early, final, similar, direct, empirical, experimental, desired 
Outcome:  likely, positive, successful 
However, cause and bring about have a similar denotational meaning, yet their collocational 
behaviour and semantic prosodies are very different. In contrast to the negative prosody of cause, 
the objects of bring about generally denote desirable or non-negative situations. It has been 
proposed that semantically possible but collocationally impossible word combinations need to be 
emphasized, particularly those that are possible in the learners’ first language. As Gitsaki, Daigaku 
and Taylor (2000) explained, joining words that are semantically compatible does not always 
produce an acceptable combination. For example, Lin (1998) explained that although baggage and 
luggage are considered as synonym, only baggage could be defined by emotional, historical or 
psychological. Gitsaki and Taylor (2000) give examples of such problematic word combinations in 
English:  
 many thanks *several thanks 
 strong coffee *powerful coffee 
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Many thanks and strong coffee are examples of collocations; while, *several thanks and *powerful 
coffee are anti-collocations3.  
 Based on the idea that synonymous words can not be used in collocations interchangeably, 
Greenbaum (1974) pointed out that synonyms may “be separated collocationally because of the 
restrictions to a language variety or style” (p. 81). Halliday (1976) also pointed out that tea is 
normally said to be strong instead of powerful, while a car is said to be powerful rather than strong, 
although both adjectives refer to the same meaning and are considered synonyms. Similarly, feeble 
and weak also have similar meanings, but native English speakers would say weak tea instead of 
feeble tea. Choosing the lexical items can be particularly difficult when communicating a meaning 
that could be expressed by several synonyms; the question of which of these words should be used 
(Reiter & Sripada, 2004). 
In addition, Liao and Fukuya’s study (2004) identified avoidance of ESL collocations by L2 
learners as a strategy in their study. They applied the three tests of ESL collocational knowledge:  
multiple-choice, translation, recall. The results showed that three factors of proficiency level, 
collocation type, and test type affected the learners’ avoidance of collocations. The results are in 
line with Schachter’s study (1974) that concluded when learners find a combination construction in 
their L2 difficult to comprehend they tend to avoid producing it, mentioning that. Moreover, Liao 
and Fukuya (2004) also proposed that the differences between L1and L2 and the semantic difficulty 
of collocations may be reasons for the learners’ avoidance which might be a manifestation of the 
interlanguage development. 
Retrieval from memory was also claimed by Liu (2000) as an effective type of strategy in producing 
acceptable lexical collocations. Liu (2000) used a 32-item collocation blank filling test including six 
lexical collocations to assess 34 ESL learners’ ability to produce acceptable lexical collocations, an 
optional revision task which involved referring to a dictionary to find a better answer for difficult 
collocations, and a five-item questionnaire. Liu (2000) found that good writers and poor writers 
differed greatly in the frequency of strategy use. Good students could also make more effective use 
of this strategy than poor students.  
However, Liu (2000) found this through asking the participants whether they retrieved it from their 
memory or not. It was not about what they did to retrieve it, or what they did to find the answer. 
The reason that this strategy was less used by poor students seems to be that they had not heard or 
                                                
3 In term of the degree of preference, Inkpen and Hirst (2002, p. 71) classify collocations in the three groups: preferred 
collocations, less preferred collocations, and anti-collocations. 
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read those collocations before. However, the participants could have been asked if they already 
knew the collocations.  
In addition, the difference between learners in terms of the strategy, use was also found in the 
literature as a factor affecting their acquisition (e.g., Ahmed, 1989; Gu, 2002; Oxford, 1996). For 
example, some differences between the good learners’ and weak learners’ strategies indicate that 
the good learners initiate their own learning, try to recall and use the words, have more awareness 
on what they could learn about the new words and contextual learning, and also pay attention to 
collocations, while weak learners seem to be more passive in their learning, and consider words 
separately without relation to other words, they easily ignore the unknown words and tend not to 
use the dictionary (Boyle, 1987; Oxford, Lavine, Hollaway, Felkins, & Saleh, 1996; Young & 
Oxford, 1997). 
Not only strategy use and the differences between L2 learners are effective in their acquisition of L2 
collocations, but also the effect of L1 on the acquisition of L2 was found in the research studies. For 
example, Wolter (2006) argued that L2 learners use their first language word knowledge for 
organizing second language word knowledge, and proposed that first language word knowledge 
could facilitate as well as hinder forming L2 collocations. Wolter (2006) mentioned that L1 has a 
significant impact on the way leaners combine words in second language learning, and the learners 
are not likely to structure their second language collocations from scratch, when they come across 
new second language single new words. Wolter (2006) suggested that learners’ L1 lexical 
knowledge allows them to make proper predictions of  how to combine L2 words appropriately, 
while producing unusual collocations in L2 is possibly occur due to total reliance on their first 
language collocations. Moreover, Kaushanskaya (2007) suggested that the experience of learning a 
language will affect subsequent language learning processes in a consistent way.  
Recognising the effect of L1 in the acquisition of L2 collocational knowledge, Nesselhauf (2003), 
in her empirical study of the use of collocations by advanced learners, considered three kinds of 
combinations: free combinations (buy a house), restricted collocations (gain knowledge), and 
idioms (sleep on it) (p. 235), and argued that the L1 had an influence on all types of collocational 
mistakes; while the influence of the L1 on verb + noun combination mistakes was considerable in 
general, it was greatest in collocations. The effect of interference from the L1 on L2 collocation 
which might create difficulty for L2 learners was also pointed out by Vasiljevic (2008). 
Moreover, a correlation between ESL proficiency and ESL collocational knowledge has been found 
in a number of studies. Bonk (2000), for example, indicates that L2 collocational knowledge greatly 
increases with proficiency, while L1 collocational knowledge is not an extremely efficient predictor 
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of general proficiency in the L2. Through administering a test of collocational knowledge for ESL 
learners of a wide range of proficiency levels, Bonk (2000) found that ESL collocational knowledge 
correlates strongly with ESL proficiency.  
In an attempt to describe how collocational knowledge develops across three different language 
proficiency levels, Gitsaki (1996) had three groups of EFL Greek high school students. For 
measuring their writing proficiency in English and free-production data she used an essay writing 
task; and for eliciting both frequency and accuracy in the use of collocations, she used a translation 
and a blank-filling task. She found that students from all the proficiency levels had difficulties with 
lexical collocations that are fairly fixed and arbitrary in English, for example, verb + noun 
collocations such as earn a living, take shorthand, and call a penalty (p. 231). Frequency of input, 
complexity (in terms of arbitrariness, unpredictability and idiomacity), the order in which the parts 
of a certain collocation type combine, the degree of L1-L2 differences, overall language 
proficiency, and age, were distinguished as some factors affecting the development of collocational 
knowledge. Kaushanskaya (2007) also found age and proficiency of the learners affected their 
learning results.  
Similarly, but using a different method, Keshavarz and Salimi (2007) conducted a study to compare  
the performance of  L2 students on the basis of their collocational knowledge and their ability to 
produce collocations through cloze tests, and found that collocational competence and proficiency 
level of the learners were closely and positively associated. Their research confirms that more 
proficient language learners have a larger L2 collocational knowledge (see also N. Schmitt, 
Dornyei, Adolphs, & Durow, 2004; Wray, 2002). 
Cheon (2006) investigated the effect of context in learning phrasal verbs with Arabic and Korean 
learners of English, and suggested that the use of sentence context was more beneficial in achieving 
retention than using the translation condition. However, the effect of the learning conditions was 
closely related to the other factors such as the proficiency level, first language, and the combination 
of the learning and the test conditions. While the use of the translation method was not beneficial in 
learning and retaining phrasal verbs, it was suggested that the effect of context should also be 
estimated in consideration of the interaction with other variables. Cheon (2006) also found that the 
participants gained lower scores on the idiomatic phrasal verbs than the transparent phrasal verbs. 
Though the effect was not prominent, the translation learning condition was slightly beneficial in 
learning the idiomatic phrasal verbs.  
In a correlational study on the use of English lexical collocations and their impact on the online 
writing of Taiwanese ESL learners, Hsu (2007) found some patterns for the acquisition of lexical 
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collocations. The subjects were asked to take a 45-minute online English writing test in which seven 
types of lexical collocations were investigated. Hsu (2007) concludes that there is a positive 
correlation between the learners’ frequency of use of lexical collocations and their online writing 
scores; and also a significantly positive correlation between the subjects’ variety of lexical 
collocations and their online writing scores. Moreover, it was suggested that verb + noun and 
adjective + noun collocations might have been the earliest acquired lexical collocations. Fairly fixed 
and arbitrary verb + noun collocations, for example, draw conclusions were also found to be 
difficult for students from all the proficiency levels in Gitsaki’s study (1996, 1999a). 
Knowledge of lexical collocations has also been shown to correlate significantly with the ESL 
learners’ speaking proficiency in a research study by Hsu and Chiu (2007). The data was collected 
through one written test which was a fill-in-the-blanks lexical collocation test, two spoken English 
tests, and a Phone Pass spoken English test to measure their general speaking proficiency. The 
Taiwanese ESL learners performed the worst on the adverb + adjective collocations (e.g., strictly 
accurate) both in their knowledge and use of lexical collocations as they might not have learnt 
much about the adverb + adjective lexical collocations and still could not produce them correctly.  
Some other studies focusing on the collocational errors have also found some patterns for these 
errors. Li (2005) investigated the collocational errors in 38 EFL Chinese learners’ writing including 
essays (writing 300-400 words about “The most influential person in your life”), and in-class 
practice (writing 100-200 words about “Childhood experience”). Li (2005) also administered a 
questionnaire to explore the EFL learners’ perceptions in regard to the difficulty of collocations. It 
included twelve collocational types which were in the participants’ writing. The participants were 
required to rank the order of these collocational types according to the difficulty. The results 
indicated that verb + noun and verb + preposition + noun / verb + noun + preposition + noun errors 
happened most frequently in the participants’ writing. The questionnaire results indicated that the 
participants considered the patterns preposition + noun and adjective + preposition were the most 
difficult patterns and verb + noun +to be +complement / verb + noun + complement /  verb + 
complement  and verb + infinitive/ verb + noun + infinitive were the easiest patterns because they 
were easy to memorize and understand the grammatical pattern for them (2005). Moreover, it was 
revealed that there was a difference between the perception of participants towards collocations and 
the actual errors found in their writing; hence, their responses to the questionnaire varied for their 
performance in the test. False concepts hypothesized, overgeneralization, the use of synonym, 
ignorance of rule restrictions, negative transfer, and approximation were classified as the sources of 
collocational errors in the study. It was concluded that the errors learners make in regard to lexical 
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collocations are related to the word usage, while their errors in grammatical collocations are related 
to a grammatical structure such as an infinitive, a clause, or a preposition (Li, 2005).  
While mentioning that the participants’ perceptions of collocational types were different from the 
collocational error types the participants made in their writing samples, the reason for this 
difference were not explained in Li’s (2005) study. It seems that this happened because the 
participants tried to avoid the difficult collocations if they did not have to use them, and probably 
free essay writing was not an appropriate tool to identify the patterns they had perceived as the most 
difficult ones, because ESL learners might tend to avoid using these patterns in their writing.  
With regard to EFL learners’ knowledge of English collocations and their collocational errors, a 
study was conducted by Huang (2001) in Taiwan, by using a self-designed simple completion test 
that measured learners’ knowledge of four types of lexical collocations (Howarth, 1998a): free 
combinations, restricted collocations, figurative idioms, and pure idioms. The study showed that 
free combinations were the easiest while pure idioms were the most difficult ones for the learners, 
and they performed similarly well on restricted collocations and figurative idioms. Concluding that 
the learners’ answers indicated their insufficient knowledge of English collocations, Huang (2001) 
suggested that EFL learners’ errors in collocations could be attributed to negative L1 transfer ( pp. 
112-114).  
Huang  (2001) decided on adopting Howarth’s (1998a) categorisation approach to lexical 
collocations, which is similar to categories in Nation (2013, p.489).  Categories come from a 
meaning-based approach where multiword units can be located on continuum depending on how 
closely the meaning of the individual items in the unit are related to the meaning of the whole unit 
(Nation, 2013, p. 489). 
This approach is useful because it enables the investigation of collocations on different categories 
and comparing them as well as providing understanding of the problematic nature of L2 
collocations to some extent.  
However, the tendency of words coming together and the strength of their relationship might 
change synchronically. From a learning perspective, it seems not to be easy to locate a multiword 
on the continuum as language is not a static phenomenon and a combination can move from being a 
free combination, to a more fixed and restricted form. For example, the participants in Huang’s 
(2001) study could not recognise that some of the target items were considered as fixed and idioms, 
and they provided words that did not make an idiom. For instance, 20 out of 60 participants put the 
word coffee instead of tea, in the idiom not one’s cup of tea (Huang, 2001, p. 123). This also means 
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that one combination in a language might not even exist in another language, or be considered in a 
different category in another language. 
Moreover, a meaning-based approach does not seem to identify the most important and more 
frequently used collocations in English. The most difficult collocations found by Huang’s study 
(i.e., idioms) do not seem to be the most important or most productive English collocations which 
should be the focus of L2 teaching and learning. The degree of difficulty of collocations was 
equivalent to the position of the combination on the continuum beginning with free combinations as 
the easiest type based on their semantic transparency, degree of substitutability of items for their 
constituent elements, and degree of productivity; and ending with pure idioms at the other end 
which were the most difficult type as they were less transparent, less substitutable, and less 
productive. 
Furthermore, Huang used only one self-designed simple completion test in order to measure 
learners’ knowledge of four types of multiword units.  The target words in Huang’s study had 
different parts of speech, without explaining whether the differences in the results were also related 
to the differences of target items’ parts of speech. The low number of target items in each category 
and section (e.g., three verbs in free combinations) also makes it more difficult to generalise the 
results of the study. Using more specified collocations and adopting a more comprehensive 
approach that enables identifying important and productive collocations for L2 learners, would 
result in better understanding of the difficulty of L2 collocations as the focus of teaching and also 
learning. 
Martynska (2004) also found that although ESL learners knew the meanings of both components of 
a lexical collocation they had problems even in matching the correct collocations. Martynska (2004) 
investigated the level of collocational competence of ESL learners. A two-page test was submitted 
to fifty-three Polish high school students. They were given four different tasks including: matching 
words, completing three missing collocates of the central word, and circling the correct option. 
Martynska (2004) concluded that there was no direct correlation between a student’s result and the 
number of years s/he has been learning English. Also, despite knowing the meanings of both 
elements of a collocation they did not always succeed in correct matching. Moreover, the students 
found choosing the right option was the easiest task, while the most difficult was the one in which 
the students were asked to produce three optional words which both collocate with the central word 
and belong to the specified part of speech. Students found it easier to match two words in a 
collocation if they were given a group of words to choose from than if they had to think of a small 
group of three collocates.  
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With regard to frequency and ordering of words, Siyanova-Chanturia, Conklin, and Van Heuven did 
an eye-tracking study (2011, p. 776) that investigated the processing of 3-word binomial phrases 
(e.g., bride and groom) and their reversed forms (e.g., groom and bride) which have the same parts 
of speech and meaning but different frequency with which they occur in English, by native speakers 
and proficient non-native learners of English. They found that the frequency with which phrases 
occur in English makes a difference in their processing and the higher the frequency of occurrence 
the faster the phrases are read by both native and non-native speakers with different proficiency 
levels. Siyanova-Chanturia et al.’s (2011) study also showed that native speakers and higher 
proficiency non-natives have different processing to whether a phrase occurs in binomial form (e.g., 
bride and groom) versus their reversed forms (e.g., groom and bride) in English, highlighting the 
view that each and every exposure to a word or a phrase strengthens the trace of that form in the 
memory (p. 780). 
The literature shows that knowing a large number of words and synonyms is not the same as 
knowing the collocations, but collocational knowledge can help in the process of choosing between 
synonyms (Inkpen & Hirst, 2002, 2006). On one hand, proficiency plays a major role in the 
acquisition of collocation. On the other hand, from the findings reviewed in the literature, ESL 
context, the degree of L1-L2 differences, the type of collocation, its complexity, the semantic 
difficulty of collocations, the test type, the frequency of input, and age have been distinguished as 
factors that affect the acquisition of collocations.  
Although it has been mentioned (M. Hoey, 2001; Morgan Lewis, 2001; Nagy & Scott, 2000; N. 
Schmitt, 2008) that many repeated exposures to language are required in order to acquire L2 
collocations, incidental exposure to L2 collocations is insufficient for their acquisition by L2 
learners, and L2 learners need explicit instruction on the use of collocations (e.g., Arnaud & 
Savignon, 1997; Huckin & Coady, 1999).  
Therefore, explicit teaching of collocations has been proposed by several researchers including 
Schmitt (2008), Seesink (2007), Gardner (2007), Koya (2004), Hinkel (2004), Taiwo (2004), Lewis 
(2001), Hill (2001), Shei and Pain (2000), Bahns and Eldaw (1993), Zhang (1993), and Brown 
(1974).   
In addition to the various factors affecting the L2 collocations acquisition mentioned in the above 
literature, teaching materials and tasks not the strategic approach taken by the vocabulary learners 
has been proposed to brings about effective learning. The following two sections reveal what to 
highlight on the teaching tasks to facilitate the acquisition of L2 collocations in terms of the 
efficiency. 
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Yet, to better understand how to improve the acquisition of L2 collocations, which is a goal of the 
current study, it is important to know the process of acquisition of L2 collocations, and investigate 
the effective factors for better retention. The levels of processing theory, and the Involvement Load 
Hypothesis present explanations of what proves to be effective for learning and retention of L2 
words, as discussed in the two following sections. Moreover, the following two sections will 
present a review of the important related empirical studies in the literature and will identify the gaps 
from the research done and will conclude with the aims and the research questions for this thesis. 
3.6   Levels of Processing Theory  
The natural word acquisition process in L1 consists of the gradual acquisition of the various 
properties of a word through repeated exposures in a wide range of authentic contexts illustrative of 
the word’s various features (Groot, 2000, p. 62). However, adult L2 learners are not exposed to as 
much contextualized input as children learning their L1 (Jiang, 2004, p. 417). Moreover, adult L2 
learners already have an established conceptual and lexical system. In addition, L2 learners need to 
notice language features in order to acquire them (Schmidt, 2001). Good L2 learners are more 
aware of what they can learn about new unknown words, pay more attention to collocations, and are 
more conscious of contextual learning, while weak learners avoid using a dictionary, ignore the 
unknown words, and consider each word separately without any relation to previously learned 
words (Ahmed, 1989). For instance, to learn new words, the learners need to notice the unknown 
words and pay considerable attention to them. Retention of the new words is also further 
determined through the way in which the words are processed, considering that deeper and more 
elaborate processing would result in better word retention (Hulstijn, 2001).  
Craik and Lockhert (1972) under the levels of processing theory, debated that the chance that some 
piece of new information will be stored in long-term memory is not determined by the length of 
time that is held in short-term memory, but rather by the shallowness or depth with which it is 
initially processed (as cited in Laufer & Hulstijn, 2001, pp. 540-542). They proposed different 
levels for the depth of processing, for example, processing the meaning of a new word happens at a 
rather deeper level than processing its phonological form. Craik and Tulving (1975) proposed that 
the key to retention of the meanings of the new words is not only the presence or absence of 
semantic encoding, but the richness of encoding the material is encoded, which is a quantitative 
construct.   
The levels of processing theory was criticized by Baddeley (1978), Nelson (1977), and Eysenck 
(1978). They were concerned about two problems: what precisely constitutes a level of processing, 
and also, how might one know that one level is deeper than another? Hence, it seems to be 
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commonly agreed that retention of new words’ information depends on the amount and the quality 
of attention that language learners pay to different aspects of words (Hulstijn & Laufer, 2001). Rich 
(qualitative) and numerous (quantitative) associations with the existing word knowledge increase 
the chances that the new information will be better retained (Hulstijn & Laufer, 2001). Cognitive 
psychologists agree that the performance of memory is determined far more by the nature of the 
processing activities that the learner is engaged in than by the intention to learn by itself (Eysenck, 
1978). They also propose that processing new lexical information more elaborately (e.g., by paying 
careful attention to the word’s pronunciation, orthography, grammatical category, meaning and 
relations to other words) would result in greater retention than by processing new lexical 
information less elaborately (e.g., by paying attention to only one or two of these dimensions) 
(Laufer & Hulstijn, 2001, p. 19). 
The levels of processing theory provided a platform for studies trying to examine L2 vocabulary 
acquisition and retention. The following section examines the Involvement Load Hypothesis, a 
construct based on the levels of processing theory and how it has been used in SLA research. 
3.7   The Involvement Load Hypothesis 
The Involvement Load Hypothesis attempts to operationalize through task-specific constructs the 
general cognitive notions of depth of processing (Craik & Lockhart, 1972) and richness of encoding 
and elaboration (Craik & Tulving, 1975), considered to be the key to word learning and retention.  
Recognizing the importance of the depth of processing (Craik & Lockhart, 1972) and elaboration 
(Craik & Tulving, 1975), but feeling the need to unfold and operationalize these general cognitive 
notions in terms of second language vocabulary learning tasks, Hulstijn and Laufer (2001) 
developed the Involvement Load Hypothesis for second language vocabulary learning. The 
Involvement Load Hypothesis proposed by Hulstijn and Laufer (2001) remarks that word learning 
and retention depend on the amount of mental effort or involvement in processing these words in a 
language learning task (Keating, 2008). The greater the involvement load, the better the retention 
(Hulstijn & Laufer, 2001, p. 545). Hulstijn and Laufer (2001) proposed a motivational – cognitive 
construct of involvement, consisting of three basic components: Need, Search, and Evaluation.  
The Need component is the motivational, non-cognitive dimension of involvement. Need refers to 
whether the knowledge of novel words is required to complete a task. Need is moderate when it is 
imposed by the task, for example, the need to use a word in a sentence that the teacher has asked 
for; or answering reading comprehension questions that require knowledge of previously unknown 
words. Need is strong when it is imposed by the learner, for example, by the decision to look up a 
word in a dictionary when writing a composition; or when a learner wants to communicate what 
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s/he means but lacks a word. Search and Evaluation are cognitive dimensions of involvement as 
they are related to the noticing and attention to form-meaning associations (Schmidt, 1994, 2001).  
Search is the attempt by an L2 learner to find the meaning of an unknown word or finding an 
appropriate word for a specific concept. Search is present when learners need to look up, for 
example, the L2 equivalent of an L1 word using a dictionary to complete a task. Search is absent 
when learners can complete a task (e.g., reading comprehension tasks accompanied by marginal 
glosses) with no need to refer to a dictionary or other sources.  
Evaluation involves comparing a word with other words, making a decision about a specific 
meaning of the word among its other meanings, assessing if the word is suitable for that context and 
choosing the best option. Evaluation is moderate when learners need to understand differences 
between the provided words in a task, for example in a fill-in-the-blanks task with words provided; 
or distinguishing the different meanings of a word in a context. Evaluation is strong when the task 
requires making a decision on how other words combine with the new word (i.e., collocations). The 
combination of the three mentioned components determines Involvement Load. Tasks with higher 
Involvement Load are considered more effective in learning and retaining words than those with 
lower Involvement Load (Hulstijn & Laufer, 2001).  
To be able to compare different tasks in term of the level of involvement they induce, tasks are 
assigned an involvement load index on the basis of the presence or absence of involvement factors, 
where absence of a factor is scored as 0, moderate presence of a factor as 1, and strong presence of 
a factor as 2 (Hulstijn & Laufer, 2001, p. 546). Hulstijn and Laufer (2001) compared two tasks with 
different involvement loads. In the first task, the teacher asks the learners to write sentences using 
the new words provided with their translation or explained by the teacher. Such a task induces a 
moderate Need as it is imposed by the teacher. As the words are glossed, the task induces no 
Search. It induces a strong Evaluation as the new words are evaluated against appropriate 
collocations in the context. To describe this task in terms of an Involvement Load index, the Need 
factor is moderate (1), no Search (0), and Evaluation (2); then the involvement index of the task is 
3, i.e., (N+S+E) is (1+0+2). In the second task L2 learners read a text and answer comprehension 
questions that require knowledge of unknown words glossed in the margin. This task would receive 
an Involvement Load index of 1 because Need is moderate (imposed by the task) and Search and 
Evaluation are absent, that is, (N+S+E) is (1+0+0). According to the Involvement Load Hypothesis, 
the first task is more effective as a learning task than the second task because the first task induces a 
higher involvement load (i.e., more mental effort) (p.546). 
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The following section is a review of research studies in SLA that attempted to provide empirical 
evidence for the Involvement Load Hypothesis. 
3.7.1   Empirical Evidence for the Involvement Load Hypothesis 
A number of factors have been recognized as affecting the retention of words through tasks based 
on empirical research. It was proposed by most of the researchers that the more effective task 
demanded a deeper level of processing of the new words (Hulstijn & Laufer, 2001, p. 542). Laufer 
and other SLA researchers hypothesized that it is the nature of the teaching materials and tasks, not 
the strategic approach taken by the vocabulary learner, that brings about effective learning (Nyikos 
& Fan, 2007).  
This section provides a more detailed review of some empirical studies that have adopted the levels 
of processing theory and in particular the Involvement Load Hypothesis in an attempt to find more 
effective tasks that result in retaining L2 words, and to improve the nature of the teaching materials 
and tasks. Some studies have tried to answer the questions with regards to single words, mainly 
with participants of the same L1, including Keating (2008), Laufer and Girsai (2008a), Fan (2008), 
Hulstijn and Laufer (2001), while other studies in the literature have dealt with collocations in 
regards to describing collocations and investigating L2 learners’ problems with collocations (Chang 
et al., 2004; Futagi et al., 2008; Pantel & Lin, 2000; Shei & Pain, 2000; Wible et al., 2003). Table 1 
presents a summary of the studies investigating factors affecting the retention of words through 
tasks. 
Table 1  Studies Investigating Factors Affecting the Retention of Words 
Better retention Less retention Study 
Words whose meanings were 
correctly inferred during a 
reading task.  
Words explained by a 
synonym.  
(Hulstijn, 1992) 
Words that were looked up in a 
dictionary during a reading 
task.  
Words that were not looked up.  (Cho & Krashen, 1994); (Knight, 
1994); (Luppesku & Day, 1993) 
   
Words that were looked up in a 
dictionary during a reading 
task. 
Words that were glossed in text 
margin. 
 
Words that were negotiated 
during communicative 
activities. 
 
Words that were glossed in text 
margin. 
 
Words that were not glossed in 
text margin. 
 
Words that were not negotiated 
during communicative 
activities. 
 
(Hulstijn et al., 1996) 
 
 
(Hulstijn, 1992); (Hulstijn et al., 
1996); Jacobs, Dufon, & Fong, 
1994; (Watanabe, 1997) 
 
(R. Ellis, Tanaka, & Yamazaki, 
1994); (Newton, 1995) 
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Words that were used in 
productive tasks, especially 
those used in original context. 
 
Words practiced in a series of 
vocabulary-focused exercises 
following a reading task. 
Words practiced in non-
productive tasks. 
 
 
Words that received additional 
exposure in texts. 
(R. Ellis & He, 1999); (Hulstijn & 
Trompetter, 1998); (Joe, 1995, 
1998)  
 
(Wesche & Paribakht, 2000)  
Words those were relevant in a 
reading task. 
Words those were not relevant 
in a reading task.  
(E. Peters, 2007) 
Words in vocabulary learning 
tasks: sentence writing task.     
Words in the reading plus fill-
in task; and reading 
comprehension task.                          
(Keating, 2008) 
Words and collocations in only 
read the text + two translation 
activities.    
Words in read a text and 
answering comprehension 
questions.       
(Laufer & Girsai, 2008b) 
Words and collocations in 
contrastive analysis and 
translation.  
Words and collocations in 
meaning focused instruction; 
and non-contrastive form-
focused instruction.     
(Laufer & Girsai, 2008a) 
Collocations in memorization 
for recall and rule given plus 
negative evidence conditions.  
Collocations in semantic 
processing condition where 
exposed to the collocations 
without paying any attention to 
them. 
(Y. Fan, 2008) 
Words practiced in 
composition-writing task.    
Words practiced in reading 
comprehension.   
(Hulstijn & Laufer, 2001) 
 
Words practiced in two form-
oriented tasks.    
Words practiced in a meaning-
oriented task.    
(M. Hill & Laufer, 2003) 
 
Words practiced in three fill in 
the blanks exercises 
Words practiced in writing 
original sentence.   
(Folse, 2006) 
 
Collocations practiced in the 
exercise where collocations 
were presented as intact 
wholes.     
Collocations practiced in verb–
noun matching exercises. 
(Boers, Demecheleer, Coxhead, & 
Webb, 2014) 
 
Words practiced in 
composition-writing with target 
words.  
 
Reading comprehension  task  Kim (2011) 
 
 
Hulstijn and Laufer (2001) performed two parallel experiments to figure out if retention of 
incidentally acquired vocabulary is contingent on the amount of task-induced involvement. EFL 
learners in two countries participated in the study. Retention of ten target words was examined in 
three different tasks with different involvement loads (various combinations of Need, Search, and 
Evaluation). Task 1, which was reading comprehension, took about 40-45 minutes to complete, 
while 50-55 minutes were spent on task 2 because it included reading comprehension plus filling in 
target words, and task 3 composition-writing with target words, which was the most demanding 
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task, took 70-80 minutes (2001, p. 548). They found that the amount of retention was associated 
with the amount of task-induced Involvement Load, that retention was highest in the composition 
task, lower in reading plus fill-in, and lowest in the reading. However, Hulstijn and Laufer (2001) 
decided not to consider time on task as a separate variable, and argued that the difference in time for 
completing the tasks reflects the inherent differences in the nature of tasks, and the more demanding 
tasks would require more time to complete, but their benefits would offset the requirement for extra 
time. Moreover, they argued as the purpose of their study was to examine the retention effects of 
the tasks, they did not try to control the time spent on the tasks. Yet, this might affect the 
interpretation of their study results as spending equal time on completing the tasks might have 
provided different results than having different time on the tasks as in their study.   
This issue of time was further investigated by Hill and Laufer (2003) who raised the question 
whether the reason for gaining the highest retention of words in the composition task in Hulstijn 
and Laufer’s (2001) study, was because of spending the longest time (70-80 minutes) on that task, 
or it was type and nature of the task. A further distinction was made “between time-on-task and 
time-on-target items” (p. 91) claiming that spending more time on the composition task (than the 
reading comprehension), is not necessarily an indication of dedicating more time to the target 
words. In other words, learners might spend 70 minutes for completing a composition task, but they 
might actually spend only 17 minutes for checking the use of the target words and including them in 
their writing. Hill and Laufer (2003) examined the claim that the differences in the effectiveness of 
the tasks does not depend on time on tasks. In their study which focused on finding out whether it is 
the nature of tasks, or the time spent on tasks that could be considered an important factor for 
determining the effectiveness of word learning tasks, Hill and Laufer (2003) compared the effects 
of three tasks including “a form-oriented production task, a form-oriented comprehension task and a 
meaning-oriented task” (p. 87) on learning 12 target words. Hill and Laufer (2003) found no 
significant difference for the time spent on tasks (Task 1 took 5.23 minutes, Task 2 5.62 minutes, 
and Task 3 took 5.62 minutes) (p. 100), and differences in the tasks type did not result in 
differences in the time spent on tasks. The difference among the tasks was in terms of the amount of 
dictionary word-related activities they induced. As they found no significant difference for the time 
that was required to complete the tasks, they concluded that the difference in the effectiveness of 
tasks could not be due to time on task. However, they found significant differences in the amount of 
dictionary word-related activities that the tasks induced, which was identified as an important factor 
for determining the effectiveness of word learning tasks (p. 87). 
Moreover, it has been discussed (E. Peters, 2007) that when the target words in a task are more 
relevant, it induces more involvement which results in more retention. Peters (2007) examined the 
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effect of two enhancement techniques on L2 learners’ look-up behaviour during a reading task and 
word retention afterwards: announcing to the subjects that they will be taking a vocabulary test after 
their reading task, plus-relevant and minus-relevant target words (Task-induced Word Relevance). 
The eighty-four Flemish learners of German were randomly assigned to one of two groups: first, 
not forewarned of an upcoming vocabulary test (incidental condition) or second, forewarned of a 
vocabulary test (intentional condition). Task-induced Word Relevance was operationalized by a 
reading comprehension task, which included plus-relevant and minus-relevant target words. Plus-
relevant words were the ones that needed to be looked up to answer the comprehension questions. 
Minus-relevant target words were the ones that L2 learners could answer reading comprehension 
questions without knowing their meaning. The study found a significant effect of Test 
Announcement and Word Relevance on whether a target word was looked up. Word Relevance also 
affected the frequency of their clicks on target words. Yet, word retention was influenced only by 
Task-induced word relevance.  
Peters (2007) used the Involvement Load Hypothesis to explain the reason for the better retention of 
the plus-relevant words in compare with the minus-relevant words. The comprehension task made 
the plus-relevant target words noticeable by directing L2 learners’ attention to those words. The 
reading comprehension questions induced a need for the learners to know the meaning of the plus-
relevant target words, where the value of this need was moderate since it was externally driven. As 
the minus-relevant target words were not linked to the reading comprehension questions, they did 
not induce an externally driven need to know the meaning. The L2 learners referred to an online 
dictionary in order to find the meaning of the plus-relevant target words. As all dictionary 
explanations were context-bound, evaluation did not play a role in the study. In addition, Peters 
(2007) reminds that as a result of the growing interest in L2 collocations, more research is required 
into the effect of the enhancement techniques on the retention of collocations. 
In addition, in a study replicating research by Laufer and Hulstijn (2001), Keating (2008) examined 
the claim that word learning and retention in L2 are contingent upon a task’s Involvement Load. 
Keating (2008) used eight target words (five nouns and three verbs) that were relevant to the 
understanding of a text about tigers. Seventy-nine beginning learners of Spanish completed one of 
three vocabulary learning tasks that varied in the amount of involvement (i.e., mental effort) they 
induced: reading comprehension (no effort), reading comprehension plus target word supply 
(moderate effort), and sentence writing (strong effort). Passive and active knowledge of the target 
words was measured immediately after treatment and two weeks later. Keating (2008) found that 
consistent with the predictions of the Involvement Load Hypothesis, retention was highest in the 
sentence writing task, lower in the reading plus fill-in task, and lowest in the reading 
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comprehension task (pp. 369-374). The results provided evidence for the validity of the 
Involvement Load Hypothesis with regards to the acquisition and retention of single words.  
With regards to the acquisition of collocations, an experiment by Laufer and Girsai (2008b) 
investigated two groups of EFL Hebrew high school learners of the same English proficiency who 
were taught unfamiliar words and collocations in English. Group A experienced the target items by 
reading a text and answering comprehension questions. Group B not only read the text, but also was 
given two translation activities – English into Hebrew and later Hebrew into English – during which 
the differences of the target items between the two languages were explained by the teacher. After 
completing the tasks, the two groups were tested on the retention of the target items. Laufer and 
Girsai (2008b) found that Group B (the ‘reading + translation’ group) performed better than Group 
A (the ‘reading’ group) on both tests.  
Furthermore, in another study, Laufer and Girsai (2008a) investigated the effect of explicit 
contrastive analysis and translation activities on the incidental acquisition of single words and 
collocations. Three groups of EFL Hebrew high school learners were compared. Each group had a 
different experimental condition: Group A: meaning focused instruction, Group B: non-contrastive 
form-focused instruction, and Group C: contrastive analysis and translation. The target items were 
ten unfamiliar words and ten English verb + noun collocations. The meaning focused instruction 
group did content-oriented tasks, which did not need attention to the target words. The form-
focused instruction group performed text-based vocabulary tasks that focused on the target words. 
The contrastive analysis and translation group received two text-based translation tasks: L2 into L1, 
and L1 into L2. The teacher also provided a contrastive analysis of the target items and their L1 
equivalents. A day after the treatment, and a week after the treatment the same two translation tests 
were administered to all the three groups to check the retention of the target items. Laufer and 
Girsai (2008a) found that the contrastive analysis and translation group significantly outperformed 
the two other groups on all the tests. In other words, the amount of retention was related to the 
amount of task-induced Involvement Load (p. 697).  
Another study by Fan (2008) investigated the effect of different levels of attention on the 
acquisition of L2 collocations, and whether the effect of attention is mediated by collocational 
complexity and proficiency level. The Chinese ESL learners had different levels of proficiency. 
Four levels of attention were considered: (1) semantic processing: learners were only asked to 
understand passages with the target collocations embedded; (2) memorization for recall: learners 
were instructed to memorize the target collocations in the passages for a later recall test; (3) rule 
given: learners were provided with the target collocational rules and studied how the rules applied 
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to the instances in the passages; (4) rule given plus negative evidence: learners were provided with 
the target rules, and were informed of impossible noun collocates for the target verbs. The target 
items were four verbs (i.e., wield, wrap, make, take) totally 24 verb + noun collocations (Y. Fan, 
2008). The learners were assigned to one of the four attentional conditions and received a three-day 
treatment. On the fourth day, all the participants did a test that consisted of three parts: 
(1) determining the basic meaning of the target verbs; (2) writing down as many noun collocates as 
possible for the target verbs, (3) judging whether a sentence containing one of the target verbs was 
acceptable or not. The results indicated that, overall, learners in the two rule-oriented conditions (3 
and 4) were better in various parts of the test: recall of phrases that appeared in the passages, 
production of new collocates for the target verbs, and judgment of unacceptable collocations (Y. 
Fan, 2008). Learners under the memorization for recall condition were better in storing old phrases, 
but not in other areas. The semantic processing condition was the least efficient for learning L2 
collocations as the learners were only exposed to the target collocations without paying any 
attention to them. It was also found that negative evidence in L2 collocations could help to reduce 
overgeneralization errors. The study did not find an interaction between attention and collocational 
complexity, but it showed an interaction between attention and proficiency level. The memorization 
for recall and rule given plus negative evidence conditions were more effective for more advanced 
learners (Y. Fan, 2008).  
Furthermore, the interaction between the involvement load level of the tasks (Laufer & Hulstijn, 
2001) and the L2 proficiency levels on the acquisition and retention of target words was further 
examined by Kim (2011), through two different experiments. The effects of three tasks with three 
different levels of involvement load were compared in experiment 1 which was a replication of 
Hulstijn and Laufer’s study (2001). It included: task 1 a reading comprehension task (involvement 
index = 1); task 2 a reading comprehension plus gap-fill activity (involvement index = 2); and task 
3 a composition-writing with target words (involvement index = 3). The results of experiment 1 
supported the involvement load hypothesis as the tasks with higher level of involvement load 
resulted in better retention of the target words in experiment 1.  
In experiment 2, tasks with the same levels of involvement loads (moderate need, no search, and 
strong evaluation) (i.e., involvement index = 3), including a writing composition, and writing 
sentences, were compared. Again, the results supported the involvement load hypothesis as the 
tasks with the same level of involvement load were found to be equally beneficial and resulted in 
similar retention of the target words in experiment 1 (p. 126).  
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However, different from Fan’s study (2008), Kim (2011) did not show an interaction between the 
involvement load level of the tasks and proficiency level and found consistent results across the two 
different proficiency levels of the L2 learners. 
This issue of the tasks’ effectiveness was further investigated by Folse (2006) who examined the 
efficacy of 3 written exercise conditions for L2 words learning, with participants coming from 
different L1s. The target items consisted of 6 single words for each condition as follows. 
1.  Condition 1 was “one” fill-in-the-blanks exercise. It contained 5 unrelated sentences 
with a gap to be filled with one of the 6 given words (one exposure to each word).   
2.  Condition 2 was “three” fill-in-the-blanks exercises (three times exposed to each word).   
3.  Condition 3 was writing an original sentence with each of the 6 target words. 
Conditions 1 and 3 took different amounts of time to complete because of what the tasks required of 
learners (a pilot test showed that writing sentences took almost three times as long as a completion 
exercise for the same words). Therefore, Condition 2 consisted of three fill-in-the-blanks exercises, 
because it was considered that students would take the same amount of time to do Condition 2 as 
they would for Condition 3. The students were given up to 40 minutes to complete these exercises 
(2006, p. 283).  
There was a significant difference between Conditions 1 and 2 as well as between Conditions 2 and 
3. However, there was no significant difference between Conditions 1 and 3 (2006, p. 285). 
Folse found that multiple exposures to target items (3 fill in the blank exercises) produce better 
vocabulary retention than single exposure to target items in writing original sentences with deeper 
processing (2006, p. 287). Folse suggested that the important factor in the effectiveness of an 
exercise is not involvement load level but doing multiple retrievals of the target word, no matter 
how superficial the exercise may seem. The results suggest that multiple retrieval is a more 
effective factor for L2 vocabulary learning than involvement load level. 
In order to further explore this issue of effectiveness in learning collocations, Boers, Demecheleer, 
Coxhead, & Webb (2014) compared the effectiveness of four types of collocation exercises in 
regard to the learning gains of verb-noun collocations. The participants in their study gained 
collocations better from the type four exercise that keeps the verb + noun collocation patterns 
together, which according to their study, “This format appears more in accordance with the 
psycholinguistics literature, which suggests that the processing advantages afforded by formulaic 
language stem from a ‘holistic’ representation of formulaic sequences in memory (Wray, 2002)” 
(Boers et al., 2014, p. 59). 
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Moreover, the effect of some factors such as learners’ beliefs, quality and frequency of vocabulary 
encounters on the retention of vocabulary knowledge in terms of the involvement load, was 
examined by Joe (2006). An intrinsically motivated need which is self-imposed by the learners to 
complete a task as proposed by Laufer and Hulstijn (2001), was found by Joe to be more effective 
for the learning and retention of vocabulary knowledge. On the other hand, Joe (2006, p. 260) 
remarks that the ILH (Laufer & Hulstijn, 2001) is limited in explaining how the learners actually 
perceive, understand, and use a task. Joe (2006, p. 255) also highlights the point that it is the learner 
not the task designer who determines the perceived need for learning, and argues (p. 260) that a 
focus on the learners not task designers determine how to perceive and manage the tasks and the 
outcomes of the vocabulary learning.  
Joe (2006, p. 231) found that learners motivation and degree of their involvement in learning 
vocabulary, was influenced by multiple factors beyond the task itself and included  their prior 
experience of learning, their perceptions of their class programme, and their beliefs about learning 
vocabulary. Moreover, learners’ purpose and learning goals had an important role on their 
approaches to learning (p. 234). For example, a participant who knew she was staying in New 
Zealand for a short period of time to achieve her goals of passing the IELTS test in order to improve 
her job prospects when back to her home country Switzerland, regarded vocabulary practices as 
relatively unimportant in reaching her language goals (p. 163). She perceived no benefit in 
attending the class and doing the required activities and completing the task as her perception was 
that it did not prepare her for her IELTS test and it was not relevant to any other language learning 
goals (p. 169). From these attitudes and beliefs, very little time and little desire and effort was spent 
each week to prepare for vocabulary tests, and to develop her vocabulary through the weekly study 
task (p. 169). Joe (2006, p. 166) also found that learners who believed learning vocabulary in 
isolation was ineffective, resisted such isolated vocabulary tasks (p. 167).  
Moreover, as they were confident that with their current proficiency level of the English they could 
continue their jobs or studies successfully when they were back to their home countries, their 
communicative needs were met without the need to expand their vocabulary (p. 234). This is 
consistent with what Laufer (Laufer, 1991) had noted earlier, namely, that learners lose the 
motivation to broaden their vocabulary knowledge when they do not perceive a need to develop 
their vocabulary knowledge further. 
On the other hand, some other participants’ attitude towards learning was shaped by the fact that 
they lived permanently in New Zealand and were determined to study, stay and work there (p. 234). 
When they felt comfortable with the class programme it had a lasting impact on their attitude to 
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future studies (p. 267) and they felt a need to address perceived gaps in their vocabulary knowledge 
which motivated them to learn the required vocabulary and complete the tasks (p. 234). 
Not only L2 learners’ attitude was known as a factor affecting the involvement load, but also 
learners’ cognition and decision-making were found to be affecting the results. Coxhead (2011) 
investigated whether L2 writers use the unknown target words from a given source text in their 
writing without prior instructions on the words, how the process works, under what conditions they 
might pick up the words, and what are the factors that might affect learners’ cognition and decision-
making process (p. 2). The seven participants in the study were provided with a source text and a set 
of teacher’s notes for creating more exposure and repetition of the target words and to make it more 
noticeable for using in their writing (p. 109). Four participants were marked text writers who had 
source texts with underlined target words which they were explicitly asked to use in their essays (p. 
77). The unmarked group consisted of three participants as the control group who had the same 
source texts but the target words were not underlined, and they were asked to use the text as a help 
for writing their essay, without requiring them to use the target words (p. 88).  
A number of factors including knowledge of the topic, personal attitudes, being certain about a 
word and having confidence in using it, and academic context were found to be affecting the 
decision-making process about which words to use or not to use in their writing, for example when 
they have problems with the knowledge about the word or are uncertain if the word might fit in 
their writing (pp. 211-214), or when some participants from the marked text condition decided to 
use unmarked words (p. 227). Sometimes even after spending a lot of time on referencing a target 
word from a dictionary and exploring it, which is considered as part of their decision-making 
process, participants did not use it in their writing. For example, one of the participants when 
considering whether to use a specific marked word in his writing and searched the word in the 
dictionary, finally decided not to use that word and use its synonym from the dictionary instead (p. 
210). 
Coxhead’s (2011) study supported the concept of depth of processing (Craik & Lockhart, 1972) 
operationalised through the ILH (Laufer & Hulstijn, 2001). The involvement load for the marked 
text condition was considered four; Need = 1, Search = 1, and Evaluation = 2, while the unmarked 
text condition had a higher involvement load; Need = 2, Search = 1, and Evaluation = 2 when the 
participants actually used the target words in their writing (p. 226). The difference between the 
unmarked and marked texts condition in terms of the Involvement Load was in the Need element. It 
was a self-imposed need in the unmarked text condition, while in the marked condition the need 
was imposed by the researcher. 
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The results from Coxhead’s (2011) study showed that the level of involvement load might vary 
within an essay writing task, which depends on the status of the words that the writer might decide 
to use (p. 227). The effect of previous knowledge of words played a large part in deciding whether 
to use a word or not (p. 79). Coxhead (2011) stated that many instances of evaluation were found in 
the process of making decisions of whether to use or not to use the unknown words in their writing, 
but some of the evaluation of the unknown words in the source text did not result into using the 
words in their writings in the study.  For example, they consulted the dictionary but did not use the 
words where they were not sure about their decisions and if it was the right usage of the words (p. 
227). They searched for an unknown marked word from a dictionary to make sure about their 
meaning or use, and sometimes they overlooked the unknown words and used only the words 
known to them (p. 227). For example, a participant who had considered to use a target word in his 
writing, and consulted the dictionary for it, but finally decided to use the synonym of the word that 
he found in the dictionary, not the target word. Then, although the elements of need, search, and 
evaluation process existed, but any of the vocabulary knowledge that he had learned through that 
process was not demonstrated by using the words in his writing (p. 210). 
Coxhead’s study support Joe’s (2006) finding that the ILH does not explain learners’ attitudes and 
own approaches to a vocabulary learning task as, for the participants in Coxhead’s (2011) study, the 
process of selecting the words to use in their writing was also mostly based on their own decision 
making process which was not necessarily based on the task requirement for using those words 
(Coxhead, 2011, p. 228). 
In summary, this section provided a review of empirical research studies in SLA that investigated a 
number of factors that affect the retention of vocabulary items through tasks and exercises from the 
perspective of the Involvement Load Hypothesis which proposed that the more effective task 
demanded a deeper level of processing of the new words (Hulstijn & Laufer, 2001, p. 542). Laufer 
and other SLA researchers hypothesized that it is the nature of the teaching materials and tasks, not 
L2 learners’ strategic approach that would result in effective learning (Nyikos & Fan, 2007). The 
nature of the tasks (Boers et al., 2014; M. Hill & Laufer, 2003), the number of exposures to the 
target items through the tasks (Folse, 2006), as well as L2 learners’ attitude, beliefs, cognition and 
decision making (Coxhead, 2011; Joe, 2006) were found to be some factors affecting the results. 
The next section will talk about the aims and research questions of the study. 
3.8   Aims and Research Questions 
L2 collocations are hard for ESL learners, and collocational problems have existed since the 
beginnings of L2 learning (J. Hill, 2001) hence, collocation is identified as one of the most difficult 
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concepts in L2 learning that has been overlooked by Second Language Acquisition researchers 
(Shei & Pain, 2000). From the literature reviewed it is evident that collocation has many 
implications for both the content and methodology of language teaching. As illustrated by (Morgan 
Lewis, 2001) when L2 learners ask what is the difference between two words with similar meaning 
such as wound/injury, instead of spending too much time explaining the differences, teachers might 
provide three or four appropriate collocations for each word. For example, in regard to the nouns 
that have very little meaning by themselves, for instance, effect, position, action, way, ground, 
providing the contextualised examples of these collocations is particularly useful. The same strategy 
with verbs, for example, make, would be useful by providing the nouns that collocate with the verb: 
make a mistake, make an enquiry. The most important part of knowing a word like this is knowing 
its collocations. 
It has been known from the literature that even advanced learners with a large vocabulary have 
considerable difficulties in the production of collocations and such proficiency is difficult to obtain 
(e.g., Laufer, 2005; Laufer & Girsai, 2008a; Laufer & Waldman, 2011; Nesselhauf, 2003; Shei & 
Pain, 2000). Zughoul and Hussein (2003) emphasized that although the learners knew many 
synonymous words, they did not know their collocations. Moreover, Li (2005) found the use of 
synonyms by the learners to be a source of collocational errors. Moreover, choosing between words 
to combine can be an especially difficult task when communicating a meaning that can be expressed 
by several synonyms (Reiter & Sripada, 2004). ESL learners even with a good knowledge of 
synonyms have serious collocational problems (Martynska, 2004). Even L2 learners’ lack of ideas 
in writing essays was known to be closely related to the lack of collocational knowledge (Michael 
Lewis, 2001b). 
It has been suggested (M. Hoey, 2001; Morgan Lewis, 2001; Nagy & Scott, 2000; N. Schmitt, 
2008) that collocations are acquired through many repeated exposures to as much naturally 
occurring language as possible in different contexts. For the L2 acquisition of collocations Schmitt 
(2008) mentioned extensive reading and experiencing the collocations in different contexts as 
strategies to get exposed to collocations and acquire them incidentally. While incidental acquisition 
can take place incrementally over a period of time, there is no agreement as to how many and what 
kinds of exposures are needed for successful acquisition; and learners benefit from explicit 
instruction together with extensive reading (Huckin & Coady, 1999).  
Some research studies propose that L2 collocations are not learnt well by incidental exposures, and 
incidental exposure to L2 collocations is not adequate for their acquisition (e.g., Arnaud & 
Savignon, 1997; Huckin & Coady, 1999). Therefore, explicit teaching of collocations has been 
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proposed by several researchers including Schmitt (2008), Seesink (2007), Gardner (2007), Koya 
(2004), Hinkel (2004). 
Consequently, from the literature it is evident that collocations play a significant role in the 
acquisition of L2 language; that L2 collocations are hard to learn and have been a major source of 
problems for ESL learners; and current approaches to teaching are not particularly effective, hence 
there is a need to develop new, more effective, approaches to teach collocations, and that is the 
main aim of this thesis: namely to increase our understanding of effective ways to teach ESL 
learners how to acquire and deploy collocations.  
Chapter 3 examined the kinds of processing employed by ESL learners to acquire ESL collocations, 
as well as introducing the key notions of Levels of Processing and Involvement Load, which focus 
research on the nature of the teaching materials and tasks, not primarily the particular strategic 
approach taken by learners (Nyikos & Fan, 2007). Amongst the factors, Task type was proposed 
(Hulstijn & Laufer, 2001, p. 542) to be the effective factor for the acquisition and retention of new 
words. Laufer and other SLA researchers hypothesized that Levels of Processing and Involvement 
Load could be manipulated and tested for effectiveness through empirical studies. Empirical studies 
by researchers show evidence in regard to the effects of levels of processing and involvement load 
on the acquisition and retention of single words, for instance, Cho and Krashen (1994), Ellis, 
Tanaka, and Yamazaki (1994), Hulstijn, Hollander, and Greidanus (1996), Watanabe (1997), 
Newton (1995), Joe (1998), Ellis and He (1999), Hulstijn and Trompetter (1998), and Wesche and 
Paribakht (2000); as well as words and collocations (e.g., Y. Fan, 2008; Hulstijn & Laufer, 2001; 
Keating, 2008; Laufer & Girsai, 2008a, 2008b; E. Peters, 2007).   
As collocational knowledge is an essential part of vocabulary knowledge, the current study tests 
Hulstijn and Laufer’s (2001) approach with regard to learning collocations rather than single word 
vocabulary, and examines both acquisition and retention of ESL collocations through tasks with 
different Involvement Loads, with L2 participants from the same L1 background. 
Finally, as evident from the literature, the most frequently occurring type of mistake made by L2 
learners when producing collocations is the wrong choice of verbs, and fairly frequently is the 
wrong choice of noun resulting in a completely wrong combination (e.g., Nesselhauf, 2003). 
Moreover, some types of L2 collocations are found harder to learn and are particularly problematic 
such as verb + noun collocations, which are the focus of the current study.  
In the current study the headwords are nouns. The most important word in a sentence is deemed to 
be “noun”, because it is what a person is talking about  (Michael Lewis, 2001b), which is also the 
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most effective focus for learning collocations (Woolard, 2005). Lexical collocations are 
combinations that consist of nouns, adjectives, verbs and adverbs (e.g., Martynska, 2004). Lexical 
collocations such as verb + noun, are the most efficient way of expressing a particular idea, so 
lacking of large collocational knowledge is equivalent to lacking ideas (J. Hill et al., 2001, p. 93). 
The current study attempts to find out if more involvement in learning collocations leads to better 
retention. The research builds on earlier work by Hulstijn and Laufer (2001) which demonstrated 
that degree of involvement load is a predictor for the learning of single words in the second 
language. This study will extend this line of research to investigate the relationship between 
involvement load and the acquisition of L2 collocations. Among the issues it seeks to address are 
whether involvement load affects the acquisition of collocations and single words differently, and 
how involvement load affects the retention of L2 collocations. 
The overall goal of this thesis is to increase our understanding of how ESL learners acquire and 
deploy collocations, and to improve the effectiveness of tasks designed for assisting the acquisition 
and retention of L2 collocations.  More specifically the current study addresses the following 
research questions: 
1. Is there a relationship between students’ vocabulary knowledge and collocational 
knowledge?   
2. Does engaging ESL learners with collocation tasks enable the learners to improve their 
acquisition and retention of collocational knowledge? 
3. To what extent does the variation in involvement load predict the acquisition and retention of 
collocations in ESL learners? Specifically, are tasks with higher involvement load more 
effective than tasks with medium or low involvement load in acquisition of collocational 
knowledge? 
4. Does the experimental variation in involvement load predict the acquisition of collocations in 
the same manner for recognition and production tests? 
5. To what extent are ESL learners aware of: (i) the relative difficulty of learning collocations 
under different task conditions; and (ii) the strategies they deployed in learning collocations 
under different task conditions? 
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Chapter 4: Research Methodology 
This Chapter describes the research design, participants, data collection instruments, as well as the 
development of the tasks, the pilot study, and the main study. The focus of this research is on verb + 
noun lexical collocations as these are particularly important in language fluency and difficult to 
learn.  
4.1   Research Design 
This is an experimental study that uses specific instruments to measure the acquisition and retention 
of collocations, and it includes a qualitative component to examine the participants’ perception of 
their own learning experiences during the experimental phase of the study. The qualitative 
component provides an opportunity to add interpretive depth to understanding the treatment effects. 
A within-subjects design has been used. Participants engaged in learning distinct sets of collocation 
(A, B and C) items under different levels of involvement (High, Medium, and Low). Each 
participant experienced the three sets of collocations and the three different conditions (High, 
Medium and Low Involvement). By carefully tracking, for each participant, which set of 
collocations was learned under which condition, the effects of the independent variable could be 
measured for each participant while controlling for order effects.   
The order in which participants experienced the conditions (High Medium and Low) was 
counterbalanced to control for any effects of order. The presentation of items within a particular set 
(Set A, B or C) was also varied to control for any effects of the order of items. This careful counter-
balancing of condition and items avoided any effects due to the combination of specific items and 
treatment condition. The order of the items and the conditions under which the items appear are 
shown in Table 2. 
To summarise the within subjects design, 30 participants were randomly assigned to three Groups 
(1, 2 or 3) of 10. All 30 participants practiced the same 36 target collocations. However, the 
collocations were divided into three equivalent sets: A (1-12), B (13-24), C (25-36) of 12 each, and 
groups of participants practiced each set of collocations under one of the three involvement load 
conditions (see Appendix F, Appendix G, and Appendix H). Thus, each participant practiced all 
three sets of collocations but with the involvement condition randomly assigned to each set. This 
meant that different groups of subjects practiced the different involvement load conditions in 
different orders. 
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Table 2  Counter-balancing Order of Condition Presentation and Item Sets 
Order High Involvement Condition Medium Involvement 
Condition 
Low Involvement 
Condition 
First Set A Items  1-12 Set B Items  1-12 Set C Items 1-12 
Second Set C Items   13-24 Set A Items 13-24 Set B Items 13-24 
Third Set B Items   25-36 Set C Items   25-36 Set A Items 25-36 
 
The Students were sitting the tests and doing the tasks at a computer by themselves in a room with 
others. The whole group finished in about an hour and ten minutes. When they entered they were 
assigned to a computer which had already been preprogrammed, and they just proceeded through 
the tests, did the task, and did the posttest, taking as much time as they needed. The task did not 
take a long time. There were three tasks which they all did in some way, with the first one taking 
about 4 minutes, the second one about 6, and the third one about 10. Task one was the Low; the 
Med, and the High took the longest. 
4.2   Selecting the Collocation Items 
The current study focused on verb + noun collocation, as the literature suggests the most important 
type of collocation is usually verb + noun, for example, move house (e.g., Lewis, 2002) and lexical 
miscollocations appear to be the most common problem when producing L2 collocations. Not only 
were verb + noun collocations found to be more difficult for ESL learners than other collocation 
types (Hsu, 2007; Li, 2005; Martynska, 2004; Nesselhauf, 2003), but also it was found that students 
from all the proficiency levels had difficulties with lexical collocations, for example, draw 
conclusions, earn a living (Gitsaki et al., 2000). 
A number of sources and references which have been designed for developing English collocational 
knowledge were used to select the verb + noun collocations, the sentences, and the distractors used 
for the purpose of the current study including Woolard (2005), McCarthy and O’Dell (2005), Hill 
and Lewis (1999), McIntosh, Poole, and Francis (2009), and Hoffmann, Evert, Smith, Lee, and 
Berglund Prytz (2008). 
The original verb + noun collocations (see Appendix A) were selected from Woolard (2005). In the 
introduction to the book (Woolard, 2005, pp. 4-5) it is explained that the book includes some of the 
most useful collocations of 165 key words (nouns) in English which amount to around 2,500 
vocabulary items, and presents the key words that are used in a very wide range of topics. There are 
145 units in the first section of the book where each unit focuses on a key word (noun). Each unit 
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presents a series of exercises in real and authentic language for practicing the most common 
collocations of the key word such as verb, adjective, preposition and noun combinations, along with 
their related sentence contexts, and an answer key at the end of the book, designed for Upper-
intermediate collocation practice.  
The process of selecting the target items from Woolard (2005) was as follows: 
First, 40 most frequent head nouns were selected. Their frequency were checked with the BNC 4 
corpus (see Appendix V). Then, for consistency the head nouns which had the following 
characteristics were selected: 
• The target nouns which had “verb + noun” collocations: the target nouns which did not have 
“verb” + noun collocations were eliminated. For example the noun “day” was eliminated 
because only adjective + noun, preposition + noun, and determiner + noun combinations 
were available and there were no verb + noun combinations for the head noun “day”; or the 
noun “state” was eliminated because it had only adjective collocates coming before the head 
noun, and no verb collocates coming before the noun were available. 
• The target nouns which had “six” “verb” + noun collocations (i.e., six verbs to collocate 
with the noun), otherwise, they were eliminated.      
• The target nouns which had six “one-word” verb collocates. If they had two-words verb 
collocates: The ones which did not have 6 one-word verb collocates, were eliminated. 
The result was a selection of 20 head nouns plus six verb collocates for each (120 verb + noun 
collocations) (see Appendix A). 
Next, relevant sentences were added containing the head noun collocates and the missing verb 
collocates. That is, there was one sentence for each verb, and the sentences had blanks to be filled 
by using one of the 6 verb collocates (see Appendix B: 120 verb + noun collocations + sentences).  
Then, the final items for the preliminary stage of the study were then selected in two stages: 
First, as the sentence contexts needed to be consistent in length, the sentences longer than a line 
length or multiple sentences were eliminated (their collocations were eliminated). Moreover, some 
sentences were eliminated because there was more than one alternative correct answer after each 
sentence was checked in the BNC and the other previously mentioned books.   
                                                
4. The British National Corpus (BNC) is a 100 million word collection of samples of written and spoken language from 
a wide range of sources, designed to represent a wide cross-section of current British English, both spoken and written. 
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The result was the selection of 60 sentences including the head noun and a missing a verb collocate, 
plus one correct answer which was a verb collocate, for use in the study.  
Second, to create a multiple choice formats, three more verb collocates (that is 180 new verb 
collocates = 60 already existing correct answers x (times) three more distractors) were required to 
act as distracters.  
To provide and select the 180 verb collocate distractors for multiple choice items needed for the 
purpose of the current study, that were not available in the book (Woolard, 2005), some sources 
including McCarthy and O’Dell (2005), Hill and Lewis  (1999), McIntosh, Poole, and Francis 
(2009), and Hoffmann, Evert, Smith, Lee, and Berglund Prytz (2008) were searched and checked to 
find verb collocates distractors for the target head nouns. The distracters needed to be possible 
combinations with the target noun collocates, but which were incorrect collocates in those particular 
target sentence contexts.  
The result was the selection of 60 verb + noun collocations including one sentence context for each 
collocation, one verb collocate as the correct answer for each target head noun, plus three more 
distractors as options (see Appendix C). 
Finally, the 60 verb + noun collocations and their related sentences were used for pilot/preliminary 
test.  
4.3   Designing the Treatment Conditions 
Most of the previous research on collocations has been concerned with identifying L2 learners’ 
problems with collocations and analysing their errors (e.g., Chang et al., 2004; Chen, 2002; Futagi 
et al., 2008; Huang, 2001; Li, 2005; Pantel & Lin, 2000; Pecina, 2010; Shei & Pain, 2000; Taiwo, 
2004; Wible et al., 2003). How to effectively teach collocations to L2 learners has not been the 
major research focus. This thesis has focussed on the depth of processing approach to improving 
collocation knowledge in L2 learners, in order to build a better understanding of this learning 
process. In testing the involvement load hypothesis (ILH), each collocation task in this study was 
designed with an involvement index based on variations in the criteria – Need + Search + 
Evaluation. 
The current study also adopted the same rating as proposed by Hulstijn and Laufer (2001) to assess 
the involvement load of the tasks (see also Tables A4 and A5 in the Appendices). Table A5 
provided by Laufer and Hulstijn (2001, p. 18), presents seven types of tasks on a continuum starting 
from the lowest level of involvement (i.e., 0) and ending with the highest level of involvement load 
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(i.e., 5). In the present study, the involvement load of the Low condition was considered to be 
parallel to type two task which consisted of a reading and comprehension questions task, and the 
target words were glossed in text and relevant to task: Need (+), Search (-), Evaluation (-), in the 
Table A5 presented by Laufer and Hulstijn (2001, p. 18). In the low task of the current study, 
however, instead of a text consisting of connected sentences, separate sentence contexts were 
presented. And instead of the target words glossed in text, the target words were bolded in sentence 
contexts. Moreover, instead of target items, being single words with their meaning, the target items 
consisted of two words combinations (verb + noun) bolded in the sentence contexts without their 
meaning presented. Since the focus of study was on learning the words that come together, that is, 
collocations, and the problem of collocation is more about forms than meanings, a combination of 
separate sentence contexts were presented instead of a text, and every sentence contained 
consistently one target item.  
The involvement load of Medium condition was considered to be parallel to type four task which 
consisted of reading and comprehension questions and filling gaps task, and the target words were 
listed and glossed at the end of text and relevant to task: Need (+), Search (-), Evaluation (+), in the 
Table A5 by presented Laufer and Hulstijn (2001, p. 18). Based on the rating proposed by Hulstijn 
and Laufer (2001) fill-in-the-blank tasks induce less involvement in comparison with writing 
sentences. Folse (2006) also used this indexing to rate the fill-in-the-blanks and sentence-writing 
exercises that used were in his study to compare their effect on L2 learning. The present study also 
adopted the same rating as proposed by Hulstijn and Laufer (2001) to assess the involvement load 
of the tasks including the fill-in-the-blanks task for the Medium condition. 
The involvement load of High condition was considered to be parallel to type six task which 
consisted of writing a composition task, and the concepts provided in L1; the L2 learners must look 
up the L2 form: Need (+), Search (+), Evaluation (++), in the Table A5 presented by Laufer and 
Hulstijn (2001, p. 18). In the current study, therefore, by considering the three involvement 
components of Need (+), Search (+), Evaluation (++) here, High condition was an attempt to 
provide a task which facilitate their learning and access to the target items through hyperlinks to a 
digital computer resource. It is believed that (McLoughlin & Marshall, 2000; Segler, 2001, p. 37) 
providing hyperlinks in the online texts facilitates flexible learning situations that provide the 
opportunity for the learners to develop skills of searching, and viewing the hyperlinked resources. 
This could motivate and affect L2 vocabulary acquisition positively. Furthermore, De Ridder’s 
study (2002, p. 123) investigated how highlighted hyperlinks with dictionary definitions presented 
digitally on a computer screen might influence the outcome of L2 incidental vocabulary learning. 
The results showed that when reading the text, the highlighted hyperlinks affected their learning as 
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the learners were considerably more willing to consult the word meanings in the hyperlinked 
dictionary. Similarly, Laufer and Hill (2000, p. 27) investigated the relationship between look-up 
patterns in a CALL dictionary and L2 learners vocabulary retention, and found that the quality of 
their attention and having access to more various and richer information through the dictionaries 
appeared to be more important than the number or quantity of look-ups for their retention.  
Prior to finalising the tasks used in the current study, an evaluation of alternative formats was 
carefully considered. First, a range of tasks from the literature was considered to identify potentially 
useful learning tasks for the current study (see Appendix I for a summary of these different tasks). 
Advantages and disadvantages of the tasks were considered as more or less effective ways of 
operationalizing different levels of involvement. The tasks from the literature were categorised into 
three broad types: (i) comprehension exercises, such as providing a written text for students to read, 
followed by questions which require them to identify collocations embedded in the text that would 
be appropriate for a given incomplete sentence; (ii) another approach is based on providing 
alternative sentences and asking students to detect errors in the use of collocations; (iii) the final 
approach is based on fluency exercises where students are given a set of nouns and asked to draw 
upon their individual and collective knowledge to generate as many alternative appropriate 
collocations as possible.   
After this evaluative survey of these different tasks, Woolard (2005) was selected as the most useful 
resource for designing the collocation treatments in the present study. Woolard’s approach involved 
students being presented with a noun (for example, approval) embedded in four separate sentences, 
with their task specified as choosing the correct verbs (e.g., seek, give, show, need) to complete the 
sentences appropriately. This basic task design was varied in the current study to provide a 
controlled context where involvement load could be varied without changing other aspects of the 
task or the information provided to students. It is important to note also that the tasks in the current 
study were designed in a way that did not focus on the meaning of the words per se, as the problem 
of collocation knowledge is not the meaning, as confirmed by studies highlighting that there is not 
necessarily any specific semantic connection between collocating items (e.g., Mel’ˇcuk, 1995; 
Moon, 1998; Nation, 2001; Wanner, 2004). 
Moreover, previous studies (Bonk, 2001; Gyllstad, 2005; Jaén, 2007; Karkozari & Ghaemi, 2011; 
Keshavarz & Salimi, 2007) found multiple choice items, and fill-in-the-blanks exercises to be 
appropriate for assessing collocations for a number of reasons such as their validity and reliability 
for testing verb + noun collocations, their effectiveness, the time they take to complete, and their 
processing.  
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Bonk’s (2001) study with the aim of investigating the validity and reliability of the collocation tests 
taken from 98 L2 university students, found that fill-in-the-gaps in the sentences with verb 
collocates (English sentences, each with a gap for a verb to be inserted) and multiple choice items 
were valid and reliable for testing verb + noun collocations. 
Moreover, Folse (2006) found that not only were multiple fill-in-the-blanks exercises more 
effective than single original sentence writing for learning and retention of the L2 target items, but 
also writing original sentences is time-consuming and takes more time than doing fill-in-the-blanks. 
Not only does writing sentences take much more time than multiple choice and fill-in-the-blanks 
exercises, but also previous research shows that the time dedicated to do the exercises was mostly 
spent on dealing with other aspects of language like grammar, than processing the target items, and 
they got distracted by other factors. Kargozari and Ghaemi (2011) investigated the effect of three 
exercise types including multiple choice exercise, fill-in-the-blank exercise, and sentence writing on 
the retention of L2 vocabulary items of 54 EFL learners. They found multiple choice items as the 
most effective exercise for retention of the target items. They suggested that the reasons for better 
retention of the L2 target items in the multiple choice type was that in fill-in-the-blank and sentence 
writing exercises, most of the time spent doing the exercises was used for processing other aspects 
of language such as grammar, than processing the target items. 
It seems the writing sentences exercise might involve other aspects of language as well, which were 
not the focused variable in the current study. The focus of the current study was on L2 collocations 
rather than other aspects of L2, for instance, words’ meaning, grammar, or spelling which are 
required for writing original sentences and will be the variables that might affect the results.  
Moreover, previous research shows that students might not necessarily use the target collocations in 
their writing and avoid using them, as mentioned in Schachter’s study (1974) that concluded when 
learners find an L2 collocation difficult to comprehend they are inclined to avoid producing it. Liao 
and Fukuya’s study (2004) also found that the type of exercise multiple-choice, translation and 
recall, affected the L2 learners’ avoidance of ESL collocations, where in translation type they were 
more likely to avoid using L2 collocations. It seems that in writing sentences L2 learners tend more 
to avoid producing collocations and are more likely to use one-word verb alternatives instead of 
multi-word verbs collocations (Siyanova & Schmitt, 2007). Even when the target words were 
marked and participants were instructed to use them in Coxhead’s (2011) study, and they noticed 
the words, they did not always use the words in their writing. The study showed there was no 
guarantee that those words were retained by the participants. 
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Also, the effect of factors like learner cognition and decision-making which were found by Coxhead 
(2011), or attitude and relationship between the teacher and the student as found by Joe (2006), 
might probably become more prominent on the results of writing sentence exercises than multiple 
choice or fill-in-the-blanks, and are some variables that are more difficult to control to obtain the 
results of the effectiveness of the exercises. 
4.3.1   Describing the Treatment Conditions 
After investigating different aspects of the tasks and comparing them with regard to the time they 
required to complete, their feasibility, their relevance to the research purposes, and to provide a 
more accurate measure for testing the ILH for L2 collocations, three levels of involvement load 
were specified as High Medium and Low based on variations in Need, Search and Evaluation.  
High involvement tasks involved consulting a hyperlinked dictionary to decide on the correct 
collocation pair. This task required the learners to generate the correct verb collocates – a 
productive activity – by considering the highlighted noun collocates that had hyperlinks to a digital 
collocation dictionary (McIntosh et al., 2009). Only the High condition required participants to 
select the right collocations by consulting a collocation dictionary. The following shows an example 
of the items presents in High involvement condition where the participants were asked to generate 
the correct verb collocates in the sentences considering the highlighted noun collocates  
Example: 1. It can …….... quite a long time to get used to living in a different country. 
Because the knowledge of collocations is required to complete this task, and this need is imposed 
by the task, so, the students need to use a verb in each sentence that the teacher has asked for, Need 
is moderate and will get an Involvement Load Index of 1in this task. Because the students attempt 
to find the appropriate verb collocates for the highlighted nouns from the digital collocation 
dictionary page, Search is present and will get an Involvement Load Index of 1in this task. Because 
the students compare different verb collocates of the highlighted nouns, make a decision about a 
specific verb that collocates for the noun, and assess if the verb is suitable for that context and 
choose the best option, Evaluation is strong and will get an Involvement Load Index of 2 in this 
task. This task would receive an overall Involvement Load Index of 4 because Need is moderate (1), 
Search is present (1), and Evaluation is strong (2), so (N+S+E) is (1+1+2).  
In Medium involvement condition (1+0+1), the missing verb collocate was provided along with 
three alternative verbs that were inappropriate for the particular noun highlighted in the sentence. 
The participants were asked to read the sentences and determine which of the alternatives 
appropriately fitted the sentence. 
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Example: It can ……..... quite a long time to get used to living in a different country.  
a. make b. afford c. take  d. kill  
Because the knowledge of collocations is required to complete this task, and this need is imposed 
by the task, and the students need to know which verbs could collocate with the target nouns, that 
the teacher has asked for, Need is moderate and will get an Involvement Load Index of 1in this task. 
Because the students are provided with alternatives of four verbs plus the target noun in contexts, 
Search is absent and will get an Involvement Load Index of 0 in this task. Because the students need 
to understand differences between the provided verbs and assess which specific verb is suitable for 
the target noun in that context, Evaluation is moderate and will get an Involvement Load Index of 1 
in this task. This task would receive an Involvement Load Index of 2 because Need is moderate (1), 
Search is absent (0), and Evaluation is moderate (1): (N+S+E) is (1+0+1).  
Low involvement condition (1+0+0), did not require producing any collocations, nor any dictionary 
search or evaluation, as there was no missing verb collocate. In the Low condition the participants 
needed to read the sentences including the highlighted verb + noun collocations and try to 
remember the highlighted combinations. 
Example: 1. It can take quite a long time to get used to living in a different country. 
Because the students need to remember the highlighted combinations, and this need is imposed by 
the task that the teacher has asked for, Need is moderate and will get an Involvement Load Index of 
1 in this task. Because the students do not need to attempt to do search or evaluation, this task 
would receive an overall Involvement Load Index of 1 because Need is moderate (1), Search is 
absent (0), and no Evaluation (0): (N+S+E) is (1+0+0).  
In summary, the key aspect of the High condition was that it involved all the three involvement 
factors – need, search, and evaluation. While the Low condition involved only the need element of 
the involvement factors; and the Medium condition was designed to induce a moderate involvement 
load in terms of indexes between High and Low.  
4.4   Participants 
International students from non-English speaking backgrounds constitute more than 15% of the 
students at the University of Queensland (UQ). Many international students have underdeveloped 
collocational knowledge or lack of collocations, which makes the process of communication very 
difficult, as well as hindering their understanding of research materials. As a consequence their 
progress may be quite slow and may result in academic failure. The researcher’s own experience of 
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four years of teaching English to ESL university students has confirmed the literature finding that 
collocation is a major problem for the learners. 
After obtaining official ethical clearance approval from the University of Queensland, 37 
participants were recruited. Thirty were randomly selected for the main study, and seven were 
randomly selected for the pilot study. All the participants were international Chinese students, 
between 25 and 45 years of age, studying at the University of Queensland. Their English language 
proficiency was at a Level 6.5 (overall) on the IELTS. None of the participants had lived in an 
English speaking country for more than one year. That is, they were international students whose 
first experience of living in an English speaking context was coming to Australia to study. 
To recruit participants an advertisement was distributed through the Business School at the 
University of Queensland for volunteers for a free vocabulary training session for International 
Chinese students.  
In order to minimise any possible effect of L1 on the treatment conditions of the study the 
participants were required to come from the same L1 background. The participants of the study 
were decided to be Chinese first language speakers due to the large number of mainland Chinese 
studying in the School of Business at the University of Queensland in Australia. 
The literature reviewed in the previous chapters (Keshavarz & Salimi, 2007; N. Schmitt, Dornyei, et 
al., 2004; Wray, 2002) suggests that ESL learners’ collocational competence and general language 
proficiency are positively correlated, with more proficient language users knowing a larger number 
of collocations. Therefore, it was a requirement for the participants in the study to have obtained a 
similar IELTS score of between 6.5 – 7.0, and to share the same L1.  
To summarize, the current study set out to control the key factors mentioned in the prior research 
literature as having an impact on collocation acquisition as follows:   
1. The degree of L1-L2 differences: this study did not test the effect of L1 on collocation 
knowledge. This study controlled for L1 by selecting participants from a single language and 
national group.  
2. Language proficiency in English and exposure to English speaking contexts: this study 
controlled for language proficiency by choosing as participants Chinese students whose 
IELTS score was between 6.5 and 7.0 and who had not lived in an English speaking country 
for more than one year. 
3. Age: all participants were mature adults between 25 and 45 years of age.  
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4. Type of collocations: all the target items consisted of verb + noun lexical collocations rather 
than other forms of collocations. 
5. Complexity in terms of arbitrariness: the target items were restricted verb + noun lexical 
collocations. 
6. Semantic difficulty: the target items were the 36 most difficult collocations identified from 
the preliminary test. 
4.5   Data Collection Instruments  
In this section, the instruments that were used to collect data in the current study are listed with the 
related research objectives.  
All the mentioned tests were administered at two levels: Reception and Production. As the literature 
suggests, the main challenge of collocations in L2 does not lie in their recognition, but in their 
production appropriate to context (e.g., Laufer, 2011).  
The following instruments were used in this thesis to collect data on the participants: 
Demographic Questionnaire: A nine-item questionnaire was administered to all 37 participants in 
the study (see Appendix K). This was designed to obtain participants’ biodata so that relationships 
between variables could be determined via correlational analysis, as well as to ensure that the 
participants were of a similar educational, language and national background.  
Preliminary Collocation Test: A 60 item collocation test was taken receptively by the seven 
participants in the pilot study (see Appendix C). The preliminary test was designed to identify the 
more difficult collocation items for the main study.   
a. Receptive Pretest: 
Vocabulary Knowledge: The Yes-No Test is a measure of recognition vocabulary size based on 
individual words. It is assumed that this stock of words is the basis for the collocations. The 
learning of individual words is logically prior to learning combinations, though in practice the two 
can appear to occur together. A measure of vocabulary size provides a basic yardstick against which 
the development of collocation knowledge can be measured.  
The test items consist of words drawn from a range of frequency-of-occurrence levels. The 
frequency scale provides an objective, context-independent of vocabulary knowledge that can be 
used to compare individual differences with and between groups of users. The reliability and 
validity of the format has been established in a number of studies (Beeckmans, Eyckmans, Janssens, 
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Dufranne, & Van de Velde, 2001; Mochida & Harrington, 2006; Pellicer-Sánchez & Schmitt, 2012). 
The test has been used widely for placement and admission testing (Harrington & Carey, 2009; 
Meara & Jones, 1988; Milton, 2009; Roche & Harrington, 2013). 
A Yes-No Vocabulary Test (Mochida & Harrington, 2006) was administered via a computer 
program to all the 30 participants in the main study. This was given so that any differences in 
vocabulary knowledge between participants could be identified and controlled if necessary in 
assigning participants to experimental conditions or through statistical procedures such as analysis 
of co-variance.  
Knowledge of Collocations: A 36 item multiple-choice collocation test was taken by all the 30 
participants in the main study. This was the main dependent variable and was designed to test the 
change in collocation knowledge of the participants during the experimental phase of the study (see 
Appendix E.02). 
b. Productive Pretest: 
Knowledge of Collocations: A 36 item fill-in-the-blanks collocation test was taken by all the 30 
participants in the main study. This was the main dependent variable and was designed to test the 
change in collocation knowledge of the participants during the experimental phase of the study (see 
Appendix E.01). 
Task tests for High, Medium and Low Intervention Conditions: Immediately following the 
completion of each set of items (Set A, B or C) during the intervention stage, all 30 participants in 
the main study completed three sets of 12 item collocation tests both receptively and productively to 
measure their immediate recall of the same items in the treatment conditions.  
Posttests: Delivered as same test in three different interval periods: Pretest; Posttest; Delay Posttest 
(Productive & Receptive) (see Appendix E.01 & E.02). 
Immediate Receptive Posttest: A 36 item multiple choice collocation test was taken by all 30 
participants in the main study after completing the collocation tasks. 
Immediate Productive Posttest: A 36 item fill-in-the-blanks collocation test was taken by all 30 
participants in the main study after completing the collocation tasks. 
Delayed Receptive Posttest: A 36 item multiple choice collocation test was administered to all 30 
participants in the main study a week after their immediate posttests. 
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Delayed Productive Posttest: A 36 item fill-in-the-blanks collocation test was administered to all 30 
participants in the main study a week after their immediate posttests. 
Perception Questionnaire: A seven item open-ended questionnaire was administered to all 30 
participants in the main study after they completed their delayed posttests (see Appendix J). 
4.6   Pilot study / preliminary (Appendix C), Rating the preliminary (Appendix D) 
The seven participants’ prior knowledge of the 60 verb + noun collocations was tested by 
administering a multiple choice test that consisted of 60 sentences. Each sentence included a 
headword (noun), with the missing verb, along with four verbs from which only one could collocate 
with the given noun (Hsu & Chiu, 2007; Woolard, 2005). The participants were asked to choose the 
one correct collocate from the four alternative options in the test. The 60 item collocation test (see 
Appendix C) was taken receptively in writing by seven pilot participants. It was reasoned that the 
items which were found difficult in the receptive collocation test would also be difficult in a 
productive collocation test. Each item was then scored 0 for an incorrect answer and 1 for a correct 
answer. Immediately after completing the test, they were asked to rate the degree of difficulty of 
each highlighted collocation (see Appendix D). 
The results from the preliminary test (Appendix C), and Rating the preliminary (Appendix D) were 
used to identify the 36 verb + noun collocations for use in the main study. A combination of number 
correct and rating of difficulty was used to choose the list. 
• The sentences identified for having more than one verb possible for the blanks, were then 
eliminated. 
• The sentences where all of the participants had answered correctly, were also eliminated. 
• The sentences that all of the participants had rated as easy were also eliminated. 
The revised edition of the preliminary test was conducted on the 30 participants (three Groups of 
10) both receptively and productively during the main study (see Appendix E1, & E2).  
4.7   Main study 
The main study consisted of five stages: Pretest, Treatment, Task-test, Posttest, and Delayed-
Posttest. All 30 participants were first given a questionnaire about their background to answer (see 
Appendix K). Then they completed the pretest. The following Table summarizes the participants’ 
biodata: 
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Table 3 Participants’ Biodata 
Participants Gender Age Program IELTS score 
 Female Male <25 25-45 Postgrad Undergrad ≥7 6.5 
30 20 10 20 10 15 15 14 16 
 
From the 30 participants in the main study, 10 were male, and 20 were female; 20 participants were 
younger than 25 and 10 participants were between 25-45 years of age; 15 participants were 
postgraduates and 15 participants were undergraduates; 14 participants had an IELTS score of 7 or 
more, and 16 participants had an IELTS score of 6.5. 
4.7.1   Pretest 
Knowledge of Single Words 
Participants’ current knowledge of single words was tested by administering the Yes-No 
Vocabulary Test (Mochida & Harrington, 2006). The same pretest was administered to all the 30 
participants. The test was administered via a computer program that flashed individual words at 
participants and they were instructed to read each of the target words and press Yes or No if they 
recognised the word they saw. The test measured their current knowledge of vocabulary items 
(single words). It provided an independent measure of their vocabulary proficiency, and enabled the 
exploration of whether there was any correlation between their overall vocabulary knowledge and 
their collocational knowledge.  
Knowledge of Collocations  
Immediately following the vocabulary test, students’ prior knowledge of the 36 verb + noun 
collocations was tested once productively in writing by administering a fill-in-the-blanks test that 
consisted of 36 sentences each including a headword (noun), with the verb missing; and second, 
receptively in writing by administering a multiple choice test that consisted of 36 sentences each 
including a headword (noun), with the verb missing, along with four verbs from which only one 
could collocate with the given noun (Hsu & Chiu, 2007; Woolard, 2005), and the participants were 
asked to choose the correct verb. Therefore, the same target items were tested first productively and 
then receptively for all 30 participants (see Appendix E.01 & E.02). 
4.7.2   Treatment 
The 30 participants were randomly assigned to three Groups (A, B, C) of 10. All 30 participants 
practiced the same 36 target collocations. However, the collocations were divided into three 
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equivalent Groups A (1-12), B (13-24), C (25-36) of 12 each, and participants practiced each Group 
of collocations under one of the three involvement load conditions – High involvement, Medium 
involvement, and Low involvement (see Appendix F, Appendix G, and Appendix H). Thus, each 
participant practiced all three Groups of collocations but with the practice condition randomly 
assigned to each Group. This meant that different Groups of subjects practiced the different 
involvement load conditions in different orders. 
4.7.3   Task Tests (productive and receptive tests) 
At the second session held in the computer labs at UQ after each Group of 10 participants (e.g., 
Group 1) finished the first order treatment (e.g., High), then a 12 item productive collocation task 
test was taken by the participants in that Group (e.g., Group 1). Then, a 12 item receptive 
collocation task test was taken by the same participants (that is, the same target items were tested 
twice: once productively, second receptively – in both cases in written form). 
Then each Group continued with the second treatment (e.g., Group 1-Medium) after which they 
were immediately tested on another set of 12 items, first productively and then receptively. This 
procedure was repeated for the third order treatment (i.e., Group 1- Low). 
The same procedure was applied to Groups 2 and 3, at the same time as Group 1 was being treated 
and tested. 
4.7.4   Posttest 
Immediately upon the completion of the three treatment and task test sessions, a 36 item productive 
collocation test was taken by all the participants (30 people). Then, a 36 item receptive collocation 
test was taken by all the 30 participants (that is, the same target items were tested in writing twice: 
once productively, second receptively). 
4.7.5   Delayed-Posttest 
One week later, first a 36 item productive collocation test was taken by the 30 participants. Then, a 
36 item receptive collocation test was taken by the same 30 participants (the same written target 
items as the posttest was tested twice: once productively, second receptively).  
4.7.6   Perception Questionnaire 
Then at the same session, after the 30 participants completed their Delayed-Posttest, they were 
given a seven item open-ended questionnaire that asked them about their perception of the treatment 
conditions for the collocation acquisition and retention (see Appendix J). The rationale for including 
this questionnaire is both a check that participants experienced the collocations tasks and level of 
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involvement as expected. It was also designed to reveal some of the cognitive and metacognitive 
processes that participants deployed in learning collocations under different involvement 
conditions, as these cognitive activities are subject to metacognition.  
Metacognition is not explicitly heard or seen during the performance of tasks and it might be 
inferred from certain cognitive activities. Perception questionnaires are being used as a method for 
the assessment of metacognition (Pintrich & De Groot, 1990; Thomas, 2003). Metacognition is 
considered to be a most powerful predictor of learning, and it is important to not only pay attention 
to the processes that learners go through for L2 learning, but also to help them understand their 
perception of how they process the knowledge in order to learn and uncover what they go through 
in some extent (e.g., Choi, Land, & Turgeon, 2005; Griffiths, 2007; Hardison, 2010; 
Mohammadzadeh, 2012; Nazari, 2007; Veenman, Van Hout-Wolters, & Afflerbach, 2006; Wang, 
Haertel, & Walberg, 1990; Zyngier, 2009). Therefore, providing a perception questionnaire might 
help to have a better understanding of this process. Considering that the assumptions of teachers can 
play an acute role in L2 learners’ success or failure to engage productively with L2 learning tasks 
(Christie & Dreyfus, 2007) knowing the L2 learners’ perceptions of their learning can help teachers 
clarify their view on the process of learning that learners go through which will eventually help 
improve their teaching in regard to L2 collocational knowledge. 
The following issues were mainly addressed in the participants’ perception questionnaire: 
• From which tasks did the participants think they learnt more? Why did they think so? 
• Do participants perceive tasks with higher involvement load to be more or less difficult than 
tasks with lower involvement load?  
• Is there any relationship between participants’ concept of difficulty of the task and their 
performance on the tests? 
• Is there any relation between participants’ concept of the most effective task and their 
performance on the tests?  
• Do participants perceive easy or difficult tasks as more effective for learning collocations?  
• What kinds of learning processes do participants report in completing task under different 
levels of involvement? 
4.8   Data Analysis 
Data from all the tests were collected and then entered into an SPSS data file for analysis. The 
hypotheses of the experimental study were tested using a within subjects, repeated measures 
Analysis of Variance procedure, where the independent variable was Involvement Load (High, 
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Medium and Low), and the repeated measure was Time (Pretest, Task-test, Posttest and Delayed 
Posttest). The association between dependent variables such as vocabulary knowledge and 
collocational knowledge was determined using correlational analyses. Patterns in the perceptions of 
the participants regarding their learning experiences during the experimental phase of the study 
were examined using the non-parametric procedure, chi square tests.  
The statistical procedures were conducted to answer the following research questions: 
1. Is there a relationship between students’ vocabulary knowledge and collocational 
knowledge?   
2. Overall, did involvement with the collocation tasks enable the participants to improve their 
acquisition and retention of collocational knowledge? 
3. Did the variation in involvement load predict the acquisition of collocations? Specifically, 
are tasks with higher involvement load more effective than tasks with medium or low 
involvement load in the acquisition of collocational knowledge? 
4. Did the experimental variation in involvement load predict the acquisition of collocations in 
the same manner for recognition and production tests? 
5. What were the perceptions of the participants regarding their experiences of the different 
collocation tasks and how did their perceptions relate to following issues: 
• What kinds of learning processes do participants report when completing collocation 
tasks under different levels of involvement? 
• On what tasks did the participants perceive they learnt more? 
• Did participants perceive higher involvement tasks as more or less difficult? 
• Does perceived difficulty of tasks relate to perceived effectiveness and performance 
on the tests? 
The results of the data analysed for the current study will be presented in Chapter 5. 
Moreover, the major focus of the study is on development of L2 collocation knowledge. The term 
“collocation” is a very broad one, and even within the type of collocations examined in this study, 
specific collocations can vary greatly. It is not assumed that all collocations will interact with the 
main effect on the learning of collocational knowledge (RQ1) and interact with the tasks (RQ3) in 
the same manner. Thus, further analysis in regard to the items presented in this study is performed 
to examine which collocation items proved easy or difficult and what the reasons might be. This 
would provide a better understanding of the learning of collocations by presenting a more 
comprehensive perspective for exploring the effect of the three different conditions on the learning 
of the collocation items.  
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4.8.1   Item Analysis 
The data for the analysis of the items came from the scores of participants’ performance on the 
High, Medium, and Low conditions on both Receptive and Productive tests. The results of the item 
analysis will be discussed more in the discussion chapter. 
4.8.1.1   Item Analysis: Receptive 
A. The following verb + noun collocations were identified as overall the easiest items from the 
participants’ scores on the Receptive task tests. 
Table 4 The Overall Easiest Receptive Items 
Rec Item No Verb + Noun collocation Overall 
3 save place 1 
35 receive complaint 1 
36 suffer consequence 1 
19 train mind 1 
13 consider risk 1 
16 take moment 1 
24 lose ability 1 
 
The following sentences are the contexts in which these verb + noun collocations occurred: 
 3. Come and sit here beside us. We’ve saved a place for you. 
13. I’ve considered all the risks of having the operation and I’ve decided to go ahead. 
16. Don’t worry. You won’t feel a thing. This won’t take a moment. 
19. Some people go on courses to train their minds to think positively. 
24. She was so shocked by the accident that she lost the ability to speak. 
35. The cinema has received complaints from customers about the lack of parking facilities.  
36. I’ve had too many late nights over the past few weeks. I’m now suffering the consequences! 
The above table shows the Overall Easiest Receptive Items. Items 3, 13, 16, 19, 24, 35, 36 were the 
items that the participants had perfect performance all the way across all the three High, Medium, 
and Low conditions. 
B. The following verb + noun collocations were identified as overall the most difficult items 
from the participants’ scores on the Receptive task tests. 
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Table 5 The Overall Most Difficult Receptive Items 
Rec Item No Verb + Noun collocation Overall 
8 invite question 0.77 
10 eliminate need 0.77 
7 appreciate problem 0.83 
12 pose risk 0.83 
20 cross mind 0.83 
6 tour area 0.83 
27 need chance 0.83 
 
The following sentences are the contexts in which these verb + noun collocations occurred: 
6. Buxton is very central and it makes an ideal base for touring the area. 
7. I fully appreciate your problem, but I’m afraid there is little I can do to help you.  
8. At the end of his talk, the speaker invited questions from the audience. 
10. The main advantage of credit cards is that they eliminate the need to carry cash around. 
12. The chemicals in food are not dangerous. They pose little risk to health. 
20. It never crossed my mind that James would resign. I mean, he’s not the resigning type, is he? 
27. It’s an important matter so I need a chance to think it over before I make a decision. 
The above table shows the Overall Most Difficult Receptive Items. Items 8, 10, 7, 12, 20, 6, 27 
were the items that across all the three High, Medium, and Low condition were the most difficult 
overall. 
C. The following verb + noun collocations were identified as the most difficult items in High, 
Medium, and Low from the participants’ scores on the Receptive task tests. 
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Table 6 The Most Difficult Receptive Items in High, Medium, and Low 
Rec Item No Verb + Noun collocation High Rec Medium Rec Low Rec 
8 invite question 0.5 0.8 1 
10 eliminate need 0.8 0.5 1 
7 appreciate problem 0.6 0.9 1 
12 pose risk 0.7 0.9 0.9 
20 cross mind 0.8 0.8 0.9 
6 tour area 0.9 0.6 1 
27 need chance 0.9 0.7 0.9 
 
The following sentences are the contexts in which these verb + noun collocations occurred: 
6. Buxton is very central and it makes an ideal base for touring the area. 
7. I fully appreciate your problem, but I’m afraid there is little I can do to help you.  
8. At the end of his talk, the speaker invited questions from the audience. 
10. The main advantage of credit cards is that they eliminate the need to carry cash around. 
12. The chemicals in food are not dangerous. They pose little risk to health. 
20. It never crossed my mind that James would resign. I mean, he’s not the resigning type, is he? 
27. It’s an important matter so I need a chance to think it over before I make a decision. 
The above table shows the most Difficult Receptive Items in High, Medium, and Low conditions. 
Amongst the difficult items, for 8, 10, 7, 6, responses in the Low condition were perfect as follows:  
Table 7 The Receptive Items amongst the difficult items that had perfect performance in the Low 
condition 
Rec Item No Verb + Noun collocation High Rec Medium Rec Low Rec 
8 invite question 0.5 0.8 1 
7 appreciate problem 0.6 0.9 1 
10 eliminate need 0.8 0.5 1 
6 tour area 0.9 0.6 1 
 
Moreover, the items 8, 7, 12 were performed most poorly on High as follows:  
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Table 8 The Receptive Items that were performed most poorly in the High condition 
Rec Item No Verb + Noun collocation High Rec Medium Rec Low Rec 
8 invite question 0.5 0.8 1 
7 appreciate problem 0.6 0.9 1 
12 pose risk 0.7 0.9 0.9 
 
The items 10, 6, 27 were performed most poorly on Med as follows:   
Table 9 The Receptive Items that were performed most poorly in the Medium condition 
Rec Item No Verb + Noun collocation High Rec Medium Rec Low Rec 
10 eliminate need 0.8 0.5 1 
6 tour area 0.9 0.6 1 
27 need chance 0.9 0.7 0.9 
 
In conclusion, all the overall difficult items had the best performance in Low (item 27 was equally 
well performed in High and Low; item 12 was equally well performed in Med and Low).  
4.8.1.2 Item Analysis: Productive 
A. The following verb + noun collocations were identified as overall the easiest items from the 
participants’ scores on the Productive task tests. 
Table 10  The Overall Easiest Productive Items 
Prod  Item  No Verb + Noun collocation Overall 
30 have choice 1 
16 take  moment 1 
24 lose ability 1 
27 need chance 1 
3 save place 1 
4 earn place 1 
9 avoid question 1 
36 suffer consequence 1 
19 train mind 1 
25 take chance 1 
10 eliminate need 1 
 
The following sentences are the contexts in which these verb + noun collocations occurred: 
3. Come and sit here beside us. We’ve saved a place for you. 
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4. If you want to earn a place in this team, you will have to prove you’re worth it! 
9. Just answer the question I asked and stop trying to avoid it! 
10. The main advantage of credit cards is that they eliminate the need to carry cash around. 
16. Don’t worry. You won’t feel a thing. This won’t take a moment. 
19. Some people go on courses to train their minds to think positively. 
24. She was so shocked by the accident that she lost the ability to speak. 
25. You should take the chance to travel abroad while you’re still young. 
27. It’s an important matter so I need a chance to think it over before I make a decision. 
30. I wouldn’t drive without a seat belt, but I still think people should have the choice. 
36. I’ve had too many late nights over the past few weeks. I’m now suffering the consequences! 
The above table presents the Overall Easiest Productive Items. Items 3, 4, 9, 10, 16, 19, 24, 25, 27, 
30, 36 were the items that the participants had perfect performance all the way across all the three 
High, Medium, and Low condition. 
B. The following verb + noun collocations were identified as overall the most difficult items 
from the participants’ scores on the Productive task tests. 
Table 11  The Overall most Difficult Productive Items 
Prod  Item  No Verb + Noun collocation Overall 
8 invite question 0.70 
14 outweigh risk 0.73 
7 appreciate problem 0.80 
1 face work 0.80 
21 scrap plan 0.83 
 
The following sentences are the contexts in which these verb + noun collocations occurred: 
1. I just couldn’t face work yesterday, so I took the day off. 
7. I fully appreciate your problem, but I’m afraid there is little I can do to help you.  
8. At the end of his talk, the speaker invited questions from the audience. 
14. All things considered, the benefits of this treatment outweigh the risks.  
21. The school was forced to scrap its plan for a new library due to a lack of financial support.  
The above table presents the Overall most Difficult Productive Items. Items 1, 7, 8, 14, 21 were the 
items that across all the three High, Medium, and Low condition were overall difficult. 
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C. The following verb + noun collocations were identified as the most difficult items in High, 
Medium, and Low from the participants’ scores on the Productive task tests. 
Table 12  The most Difficult Productive Items in High, Medium, and Low 
Prod  Item  No Verb + Noun collocation High Prod Medium Prod Low Prod 
8 invite question 0.2 1 0.9 
14 outweigh risk 0.7 0.6 0.9 
7 appreciate problem 0.5 0.9 1 
1 face work 0.6 0.8 1 
21 scrap plan 1 0.5 1 
 
The following sentences are the contexts in which these verb + noun collocations occurred: 
1. I just couldn’t face work yesterday, so I took the day off. 
7. I fully appreciate your problem, but I’m afraid there is little I can do to help you.  
8. At the end of his talk, the speaker invited questions from the audience. 
14. All things considered, the benefits of this treatment outweigh the risks.  
21. The school was forced to scrap its plan for a new library due to a lack of financial support.  
The above table presents the most Difficult Productive Items in High, Medium, and Low. Amongst 
the difficult items, the items 1, 7, 8, 14, 21 went into a pattern where 1, 7, 21 had perfect 
performance in the Low, but not in Med and High (item 21 was perfect in both Low and High; item 
8 was perfect in Med) as follows:    
Table 13 The Productive Items amongst the difficult items that had perfect performance in the 
Low condition 
Prod  Item  No Verb + Noun collocation High Prod  Medium Prod Low Prod 
7 appreciate problem 0.5 0.9 1 
1 face work 0.6 0.8 1 
21 scrap plan 1 0.5 1 
Moreover, the items 8, 7, 1 were performed most poorly on High as follows:  
Table 14 The Productive Items that were performed most poorly in the High condition 
Prod  Item  No Verb + Noun collocation High Prod Medium Prod Low Prod 
8 invite question 0.2 1 0.9 
7 appreciate problem 0.5 0.9 1 
1 face work 0.6 0.8 1 
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The items 14, 21 were performed most poorly on Med. All the overall difficult items had the best 
performance in Low (item 21 was equally well performed in High and Low) as follows:   
Table 15 The Productive Items that were performed most poorly in the Medium condition 
Prod Item No Verb + Noun collocation High Prod  Medium Prod Low Prod 
14 outweigh risk 0.7 0.6 0.9 
21 scrap plan 1 0.5 1 
 
This section presented further analysis performed in regard to the items in the study to examine 
which items proved easy or difficult, and any possible reasons. This could provide a better 
understanding of the learning of verb + noun collocations by presenting a more comprehensive 
perspective for finding out the effect of the three conditions on the learning of the collocation items. 
The following chapter 5 will present the results of the data analysed for the study.  
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Chapter 5: Results 
This chapter presents the results from the experimental investigation of ESL participants’ 
acquisition and retention of collocations where involvement load was manipulated (Hulstijn & 
Laufer, 2001). The presentation of the results is organised around the four sets of data used to 
address the hypothesis: Pretests of Collocations, Immediate Task-test following each part of the 
intervention, Posttests of Collocations, and Delayed Posttests of Collocations.  
First, for each data set in each instance the descriptive statistics are presented. Then the assumption 
of homogeneity of variance is tested prior to completing the parametric statistical procedures. After 
testing the assumption of homogeneity of variances the results of ANOVA for each data set are 
reported. 
The statistical analyses were conducted to explore the effect of the three treatment conditions on the 
performance of the participants, and compare their differences and the significance of observed 
differences. Data from the delayed posttest were also statistically analysed to determine whether the 
participants retained their collocational knowledge a week after the treatment. The key comparison 
between groups was whether the participants learned and retained lexical collocations in the High 
Involvement condition better than those in the Medium or Low conditions. 
The findings presented in this chapter aims to address the research questions including the 
followings: 
• Does involvement with the collocation tasks enable the participants to improve their 
acquisition and retention of collocational knowledge? 
• Does the variation in involvement load predict the acquisition of collocations? Specifically, 
are tasks with higher involvement load more effective than tasks with medium or low 
involvement load in the acquisition of collocational knowledge? 
• Does the experimental variation in involvement load predict the acquisition of collocations 
in the same manner for recognition and production tests? 
• Is there a relationship between students’ vocabulary knowledge and collocational 
knowledge?  
• To what extent are ESL learners aware of: (i) the relative difficulty of learning collocations 
under different task conditions; and (ii) the strategies they deployed in learning collocations 
under different task conditions?  
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• What were the perceptions of the participants regarding their experiences of the different 
collocation tasks and how did their perceptions relate to following issues: 
• What kinds of learning processes do participants report when completing collocation 
tasks under different levels of involvement? 
• On what tasks did the participants perceive they learnt more? 
• Did participants perceive higher involvement tasks as more or less difficult? 
• Does perceived difficulty of tasks relate to perceived effectiveness and performance 
on the tests? 
5.1   Reliability Measures 
Prior to the main data analysis, the reliability of the tests was assessed using Cronbach’s Alpha on 
the receptive pretest, productive pretest, receptive posttest and delayed-posttest; productive posttest 
and delayed-posttest results (see also Figure A4). Cronbach’s Alpha is a commonly used measure of 
internal consistency reliability.  
Table 16 Reliability Determined by Cronbach’s Alpha for Receptive and Productive Pretest, 
Posttests and Delayed Posttest 
Test name Number of items Cronbach’s Alpha 
Pretest: Receptive  36 .787 
Pretest: Productive  36 .702 
Posttest: Receptive  36 .659 
Posttest: Productive  36 .990 
Delayed Posttest: Receptive  36 .723 
Delayed Posttest: Productive  36 .585 
All the tests met the threshold for acceptable reliability, with values in the range of 0.585 to 0.990. 
The next step in the preliminary analysis was to determine if the collocation test items grouped in 
three distinct sets (Set A, B and C) differed in terms of difficulty. The Yes-No Test has high 
instrument reliability, with Cronbach’s alpha coefficients of .8 -.9 regularly reported (Harrington & 
Carey, 2009; Harrington & Roche, 2014; Mochida & Harrington, 2006). The reliability and validity 
of the format has been established in a number of studies (Beeckmans et al., 2001; Mochida & 
Harrington, 2006; Pellicer-Sánchez & Schmitt, 2012). The test has been used widely for placement 
and admission testing (Harrington & Carey, 2009; Meara & Jones, 1988; Milton, 2009; Roche & 
Harrington, 2013). 
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5.2   Were the Three Sets of Items Equivalent Prior to Treatment? 
The 36 items had been randomly divided into three sets of 12 each. It was important to ensure 
comparable difficulty across the three sets of items. Using the pre-treatment test scores of all the 30 
participants, separate ANOVAs were performed for Receptive Pretest items (3 sets) and Productive 
Pretest items (3 sets). 
Table 17 Descriptive Statistics for Receptive Pretest Items Grouped into Three Sets 
 K N Mean Std. Deviation Minimum Maximum 
Item Set 1 12 30 .827 .139 .50 1.00 
Item Set 2 12 30 .775 .103 .53 .97 
Item Set 3 12 30 .838 .158 .43 1.00 
Total  Set 36 30 .814 .135 .43 1.00 
K = Items; N = Subjects 
Table 18 Repeated Measures ANOVA for Receptive Pretest Item Sets 
 SS df Mean Square F Sig. 
Between Groups .027 2 .014 .732 .488 
Within Groups .611 33 .019   
Total .638 35    
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Table 19 Descriptive Statistics for Productive Pretest Items Grouped into Three Sets 
 K N Mean Std. Deviation Minimum Maximum 
Item Set 1 12 30 .430 .176 .17 .67 
Item Set 2 12 30 .405 .149 .20 .63 
Item Set 3 12 30 .368 .166 .10 .59 
Total  Set 36 30 .401 .161 .10 .67 
K = Items; N = Subjects 
Table 20 Repeated Measures ANOVA for Productive Pretest Item Sets 
 SS df Mean Square F Sig. 
Between Groups .024 2 .012 .435 .651 
Within Groups .893 33 .027   
Total .917 35    
The assumption of Homogeneity of Variance was met, as the Levene Statistic was not statistically 
significant neither for Receptive (df1=2, df2=33) =.763, p =.474; nor for Productive (df1=2, 
df2=33) =.202, p =.818.  
A repeated measures one way ANOVA was performed on both the receptive (Table 6) and the 
productive (Table 8) sets of test items and no significant differences between groups were indicated. 
Considering the specific contrasts levels between 1 and 2, 1 and 3, and 2 and 3, none were 
significant. Therefore, it shows that there is not sufficient evidence that the three sets of items were 
different, so any effect for involvement load conditions cannot be attributed to differences in the 
sets of items. 
5.3   Was there a Difference between H, M, and L Items by Group in the Pretest?  
While the sets of items were equivalent in difficulty for the whole group (30) it was important also 
to demonstrate that the experimental groups (10 participants in each group) at each Level (H M L) 
were not significantly different at Pretest (both Receptive and Productive), to make sure any effect 
for the treatment conditions (H M L) cannot be attributed to group differences. To determine 
whether there was a difference or not a series of ANOVAs were performed on the following (A 
colour had been assigned to each treatment condition, as: Green (High), Blue (Medium), Yellow 
(Low) to be identified) (see Figure A6, Figure A7, and Note 1):  
• Comparing Pretest scores for High condition (10 in each group A B C) 
• Comparing Pretest scores for Medium condition (10 in each group) 
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• Comparing Pretest scores for Low condition (10 in each group) 
To check for any order effect for the experimental groups, ANOVAs were also performed on the 
following: 
• Comparing average score of each Group (A B C) for H, M, L 
Also, it was important to demonstrate that the three treatment conditions H M L overall across 
groups (A B C) were not significantly different at Pretest. This was done by: 
• Comparing the average score of High items for groups A B C, with the average score of 
Medium items, for groups A B C, with the average score of Low items for groups A B C. 
5.3.1   Receptive Pretest 
Table A1 (located in the appendices) shows the mean and Standard Deviation for the items in the 
Receptive Pretest presented in the three involvement load conditions by the three Groups A, B, and 
C. From the result of this analysis it will be known if the learning effect was as a result of the 
treatment conditions or because of the difference in the difficulty levels of the items presented in the 
Receptive Pretest. To see if the assumption of Sphericity was met for the means of the Receptive 
pre-treatment item groups, Mauchly’s Test was done and was not significant (see Appendix N for 
details of the test).  
Table 21 Test of Within Subjects Effects for H, M, and L Receptive items 
Source SS df Mean 
Square 
F Sig. Effect Size 
Level of Involvement .047 2 .024 2.299 .109 .073 
Error 1 .596 58 .010    
Time x Level .067 4 .017 2.915 .024 .091 
Error 2 .669 116 .006    
Was there a difference between High, Medium, and Low items in the Receptive Pretest? The 
repeated measures, within-subject ANOVA, showed that F (2, 58) = 2.29 was not statistically 
significant (see Table 21). That means there was no effect for Level of Involvement (High, 
Medium, and Low). There was a significant interaction, F (4, 58) =2.92, p<.02), however, between 
Group and Level, such that for High, Group B was the highest; for Medium, Group C was the 
highest; and for Low Group A was the highest (see Table A1). This complex interaction effect will 
be taken into account when the posttest and delayed posttest results are considered. It should be 
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noted that overall there were no differences for Level (combined across Groups) and no differences 
for Groups (combined across Levels). 
So in summary, there were no main effect differences across three sets, which means that any main 
effect for involvement load conditions cannot be attributed to item differences at Pretest. 
5.3.2   Productive Pretest 
Were there any differences between the High, Medium, and Low items in the Productive Pretest 
(see Table A2 located in the appendices). The following table (Table 22) shows the mean and 
standard deviation for Productive Pretest items presented in the three involvement load conditions 
for the three groups A, B, and C.  
Table 22 Descriptive Statistics for Productive Pretest by Groups (A B C) x Level (H M L) 
Treatment condition Group Mean Std. Deviation N 
High A .475 .068 10 
 B .533 .097 10 
 C .258 .138 10 
 Total .422 .157 30 
Medium A .275 .184 10 
 B .433 .094 10 
 C .458 .153 10 
 Total .388 .165 30 
Low A .533 .119 10 
 B .233 .086 10 
 C .408 .227 10 
 Total .391 .195 30 
 
Table 23 Tests of Within-Subjects Effects for Level x Groups 
Source  SS df Mean Square F Sig. 
Effect 
Size 
Level   .021 2 .010 .692 .505 .025 
Level x Group   1.030 4 .257 17.350 .000 .562 
Error   .801 54 .015    
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Table 24 Tests of Between-Subjects Effects for Group (A B C) 
Source SS df Mean Square F Sig. Effect Size 
Group .042 2 .021 .745 .484 .052 
Error .758 27 .028    
The assumption of symmetry of variance (error covariance) was met because Mauchly’s Test of 
Sphericity was not significant (see Appendix O for details of the test).  
There is no significant difference for the Between-Subjects effects indicating that Groups (A B C) 
did not differ (see Table 23). There was no significant difference for Level (F = 0.692). There was a 
significant interaction, F (4, 54) =17.35, p<.0001), however, between Group and Level, such that 
for High, Group B was the highest; for Medium, Group C was the highest; and for Low Group A 
was the highest (see Table 22). This complex interaction effect will be taken into account when the 
posttest and delayed posttest results are considered. It should be noted that overall there were no 
differences for Level (combined across Groups) and no differences for Groups (combined across 
Levels). 
In summary, the results show no significant difference between the items at the beginning either for 
Receptive or Productive, except for the complex interaction effect (Level x Group) on receptive 
and productive items. Account was taken for groupings, A, B, and C; and for conditions High, 
Medium, and Low. Therefore, it was demonstrated that not only were the sets of items equivalent in 
difficulty for the whole group (30), also the experimental groups across Level (H M L) and Groups 
(A B C) were not significantly different at Pretest (both Receptive and Productive). This was 
important to make sure any effect for the treatment conditions (H M L) cannot be attributed to 
group differences prior to treatment. 
5.4   Treatment Conditions Analysis  
Do collocation tasks help ESL students improve their collocational knowledge acquisition and 
retention? To demonstrate the effect for learning, between subjects and within subjects ANOVAs 
were performed on both the Receptive and Productive scores of the participants. 
• Comparing performance by Level and Groups on Immediate Task tests      
• Comparing performance by Level and Groups on Pretest, Posttest, and Delay Posttest 
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5.4.1   Effect for learning: Comparing High, Medium, and Low on Immediate Task tests 
After the participants had completed the Pretest they were given the different treatments. 
Immediately following each part of the treatment (High or Medium or Low) they were tested on the 
specific collocation items that they had just learned in that condition. This test was called the Task 
Test. The following analyses use the participants’ scores from this Task Test (see also Figure A8). 
Repeated measures of ANOVA for both Receptive and Productive item scores were used to 
compare any differences on the Immediate Task test between the three levels of High, Medium, and 
Low conditions. The results are as follows. 
Receptive Test 
The scores of participants on the Receptive Task test are shown in the table below. 
Table 25 Group (A B C) by Level (H M L) for Receptive Immediate Task Test 
 High Medium Low Mean  
 M S M S M S M S 
A 10.8 1.619 9.5 1.080 10.8 .843 10.366 0.397 
B 10.4 1.265 10.3 1.703 11.9 .316 10.866 0.709 
C 10.3 1.494 11 1.491 11.7 .707 11 0.453 
Mean  10.5 1.432 10.266 1.530 11.47 .675 10.745 0.467 
Mauchly’s Test of Sphericity for Receptive Task tests of H, M, and L for Groups (A B C) was not 
significant (see Appendix P for the details of the test).  
Table 26 Between-Subjects Effects for Receptive Task by Group (A B C) 
Source SS df Mean Square F Sig. Effect Size 
Group 2.289 2 1.144 .437 .650 .031 
Error 70.700 27 2.619    
There was no statistically significant difference between groups (A B C) in their overall 
performance across all three involvement load levels. 
Table 27 Within-Subjects Effects for Level (H M L) on the Receptive Task 
Source SS df Mean Square F Sig. Effect Size 
Level  30.422 2 15.211 14.720 .000 .353 
Level x Group 11.778 4 2.944 2.849 .032 .174 
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Error  55.800 54 1.033    
The result of the within subjects ANOVA showed a significant effect of Level of involvement, F (2, 
54) =13.7, p<.000; and there was an interaction effect of Group by Level. The significant F- statistic 
indicates differences between the involvement loads induced by the three levels of treatment 
condition. Interaction effect (F (4, 54) = 2.85, p<.05) is due to differences in the Medium Level 
where Group C performed better than Group A. 
The key finding, however, is the strong main effect of Level, F (2, 54) = 14.72, p<.0001. The 
pairwise comparisons showed that Low is significantly better than Medium and High which do not 
differ.  The Low condition was found to be better for learning collocations.  
Table 28 Pairwise Comparisons for Receptive Task tests of H, M, and L 
(I) level (J) level Mean Difference (I-J) Std. Error Sig. 
High Medium .233 .309 NS 
Low 1.100 .234 .000 
Medium High .233 .309 NS 
Low 1.333 .238 .000 
The pairwise comparison of each Level indicates that Low was significantly better than both 
Medium and High. For the Receptive task, the Low condition was found to be better for learning 
than the higher levels of involvement – which is counter to the hypothesized direction of difference. 
Productive Test 
The scores of participants on the Productive Task test are shown in the following Table 29. 
Table 29 Group (A B C) by Level (H M L) for Productive Task Test 
Group 
High Medium Low Mean  
M S M S M S M S 
A 10.2 1.989 9.9 1.197 11.4 .843 10.5 0.586 
B 10.4 1.713 11.5 1.707 11.9 .316 11.266 0.72 
C 10 1.764 10.4 1.838 11.5 .707 10.633 0.632 
Mean 10.20 1.769 10.6 1.453 11.6 .675 10.8 0.068 
Mauchly’s Test of Sphericity for Productive Task tests of H, M, and L for Groups (A B C) was not 
significant (see Appendix Q for the details of the test). 
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Table 30 Between-Subjects Effects for Productive Task by Groups (A B C) 
Source SS df Mean Square F Sig. Effect Size 
Group 10.067 2 5.033 1.538 .233 .102 
Error 88.333 27 3.272    
There was no statistically significant difference between groups (A B C) in their overall 
performance across all three involvement load levels. 
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Table 31 Within-Subjects Effects for Level (H M L) on the Productive Task 
Source  SS df Mean Square F Sig. 
Effect 
Size 
Level  31.200 2 15.600 13.750 .000 .337 
Level x Group  5.533 4 1.383 1.219 .313 .083 
Error  61.267 54 1.135    
The result of the within subjects ANOVA showed a significant effect of Level of involvement, F (2, 
54) =13.7, p<.000. There was a significant difference between the three levels. The absence of an 
interaction effect means that there was no significant difference between the groups at each level 
(see Table 31).   
Table 32 Pairwise Comparisons for Productive Task tests of H, M, and L 
(I) Level (J) Level Mean Difference (I-J) Std. Error Sig. 
High Medium .036 .034 .890 
Low .094 .028 .006 
Medium High .036 .034 .890 
Low .058 .021 .028 
The pairwise comparison of each Level indicates that Low was significantly better than both 
Medium and High. For Productive also the Low condition was found to be better for learning, 
showing significant results in the unexpected direction. 
5.4.2   Effect for learning: Comparing High, Medium, and Low in Pretest, Posttest, and 
Delay Posttest 
Between and within subjects ANOVAs were performed on collocation scores across time from 
Pretest to Posttest to Delayed Posttest (see Figure A9 and Figure A10) to determine whether Level 
of Involvement (High Medium and Low) was a significant influence on participants’ learning of 
collocations. Group (A B C) was examined in a between subjects ANOVA to examine whether 
there were order effects. 
The hypothesis was that High involvement would be better than Medium and Low. The 
participants’ scores on the 6 tests (3 Times x 2 test types: Receptive and Productive) were converted 
into percentages (see Appendix R for the complete set of Tables). 
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Receptive Test  
The participants’ scores on the Receptive Pretest, Post- test, and Delayed Posttest by Level (H M L) 
are shown below in Figure 1, and Table 33. 
 
 
Figure 1 Receptive test results by H M L. 
The above figure shows participants’ Receptive Test Performance by Pretest, Posttest and Delayed 
Posttest: 3 x 3 ANOVA with Test Type and Condition as Within-subjects (or ‘repeated’) measures. 
Table 33 Descriptive Statistics for Receptive Scores of Participants’ according to Level (HML) x 
Time (Pretest, Posttest, Delayed Posttest) 
 
Mean Std. Deviation N 
Pretest    
High  .816 .017 30 
Medium .805 .069 30 
Low .817 .027 30 
Posttest    
High .899 .020 30 
Medium .888 .043 30 
Low .971 .020 30 
Delayed Posttest    
High .899 .013 30 
Medium .905 .008 30 
Low .969 .010 30 
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The Mauchly’s Test of Sphericity indicated that the variances were homogeneous (see Appendix S 
for Details). 
Table 34 Test of Within Subjects Effects for the H, M, and L items in the Receptive tests 
Source SS df Mean Square F Sig. Effect Size 
Time .747 2 .373 32.799 .000 .531 
Error .660 58 .011    
Level .047 2 .024 2.299 .109 .073 
Error .596 58 .010    
Time x Level .067 4 .017 2.915 .024 .091 
Error .669 116 .006    
The ANOVA indicated a main effect of Time (F (2, 58) =32.8, p<.0001) with the scores of all 
groups and levels higher at posttest and delayed posttest. This indicates significant learning of 
collocations has occurred during this study. However there was also a Time x Level interaction, F 
(4,116) =2.92, p<.05, which indicated that at Posttest the Low level (Mean = 0.971) was better than 
either Medium (Mean = 0.888) or High (Mean = 0.899), and a similar pattern of differences was 
found for the Delayed Posttest. 
Table 35 Pairwise Comparisons for Receptive Pretest Posttest, Delayed Posttest 
(I) Time (J) Time Mean Difference (I-J) Std. Error Sig. 
Pretest Posttest .111 .017 .000 
Pretest Delayed Posttest .112 .018 .000 
Posttest Delayed Posttest .001 .012 1.000 
From the mean differences and the pairwise comparisons of significance, it is evident that there is a 
significant difference between pretest and posttest; and between pretest and delay posttest. 
Therefore, there is a very strong effect showing that learning took place during this experimental 
intervention.  
Productive Test 
The participants’ scores on the Productive Pretest, Posttest, and Delayed Posttest by Level (H M L) 
are shown below in Figure 2, and Table 36. 
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Figure 2 Productive test results by H M L. 
Figure 2 above shows participants’ Productive Test Performance by Pretest, Posttest and Delayed 
Posttest: 3 x 3 ANOVA with Test Type and Condition as Within-subjects (or ‘repeated’) measures. 
Table 36 Descriptive Statistics for Productive Scores of Participants according to Level (HML) x 
Time (Pretest, Posttest, Delayed Posttest) 
 
Mean Std. Deviation N 
Pretest    
High .422 .157 30 
Medium .388 .165 30 
Low .391 .195 30 
Posttest    
High .936 .092 30 
Medium .913 .155 30 
Low .933 .088 30 
Delayed Posttest    
High .916 .107 30 
Medium .869 .119 30 
Low .911 .121 30 
Mauchly’s Test of Sphericity, which tests whether the error covariance for the dependent variables 
was similar, was rejected. This suggests that the variances were not homogeneous. In such cases 
appropriate adjustments have to be made and in this case were made using the Greenhouse-Geisser 
correction for tests of statistical significance.  
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Table 37 ANOVA for Level (H M L) x Time on the Productive Test Scores 
Source SS df Mean Square F Sig. Effect Size 
Time 15.796 2 7.898 729.533 .000 .962 
Error .628 58 .011    
Level .054 2 .027 1.068 .351 .036 
Error 1.463 58 .025    
Time x Level .015 4 .004 .319 .865 .011 
Error 1.403 116 .012    
For the Productive test, the ANOVA in Table 37 also indicated a significant main effect of Time (F 
(2, 58) =729.533, p<.0001) with the scores of all groups and levels higher at posttest and delayed 
posttest. There was no Time x Level interaction, F (4,116) = 0.319, NS.   
It is known that there was a gap between participants’ performance on the Receptive and Productive 
levels in the Pretest, and their scores on the Productive test were lower than their scores on the 
Receptive tests, but because they learnt from the study, the gap between the Receptive and 
Productive levels in the posttest and delayed posttest became smaller as shown in the following 
Figure 3. 
 
Figure 3  Overall Receptive and Productive results by Time. 
It is evident that there is a significant difference between pretest and posttest, and between pretest 
and delayed posttest. Therefore, there is a very strong effect showing that learning took place and a 
significant improvement was found for all Levels (see Figure 4 below).   
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Figure 4 Receptive and Productive test results by H M L x Time (Figures 2 & 3 combined). 
Finally, the above Figure 4 shows both Receptive and Productive Test Performance by Pretest, 
Posttest and Delayed Posttest: 3 x 3 ANOVA with Test Type and Condition as Within-subjects (or 
‘repeated’) measures. 
5.5   Participants’ Perceptions of the Treatment Conditions  
In this section the participants’ perceptions of the treatment conditions are examined. Participants in 
this study were interviewed about their experiences of the different conditions in the experimental 
phase of the investigation. The key issues addressed in the following analyses are: 
• From which tasks did the participants think they learnt more? Why did they think so? 
• Do participants perceive tasks with higher involvement load to be more or less difficult than 
tasks with lower involvement load?  
• Is there any relationship between participants’ concept of difficulty of the task and their 
performance on the tests? 
• Is there any relation between participants’ concept of the most effective task and their 
performance on the tests?  
• Do participants perceive easy or difficult tasks as more effective for learning collocations?  
• What kinds of learning processes do participants report in completing task under different 
levels of involvement? 
The questionnaire was open choice, and the participants had to write their answers. A content 
analysis was performed to identify the range of ideas proposed by the participants, and in particular 
focusing on key words and phrases that they used. They were required to provide brief answers and 
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they did not write very much. Therefore, they only wrote a certain number of words so that we 
could simply count the number of words they wrote. Generally, each response had one main idea 
usually expressed as a principal clause, a simple idea. So, we were just looking for the range of 
different ideas that were expressed, and we set up a straightforward category system from that. 
To examine these questions and compare differences across conditions (H M L) (i) responses of the 
participants to the interview were coded into a set of discrete categories; (ii) summary tables were 
collated indicating the pattern of categories across conditions (H M L); (iii) differences in patterns 
were tested using the chi square statistic.  
The participants’ answers to the perception questionnaire (see Appendix J) were coded and their 
responses were tabulated and response patterns were tested using chi square. The chi square statistic 
compares observed frequencies in certain categories to their expected frequencies based on chance 
(Field, 2009).  
The chi square statistic suggested that participants differed in how effective for learning they 
perceived the different levels of Involvement: Low (26%), Medium (33%), with a preference for 
High (40%) to be. The following list provides the reasons offered by participants who perceived 
they learnt more from the High condition. 
• Writing down words can help me keep in mind longer. 
• I learnt that there is such a thing as a collocation dictionary. 
• There were examples and explanations shown. 
• There are many phrases and collocations to remember.  
• It forced me to complete the exercise with less help and forced me to write down the 
word compare to yellow and blue. 
• I learnt a lot that I have never considered before, it broadened my eyes. 
• I can learn more collocations from dictionary. 
• It showed many options of verbs and adjectives and taught me how to use it. 
• Extra collocations provided broadened my knowledge. 
• Comparison of different verbs helps me understand more of the question. 
• Writing down is the best way to memorise. 
• I learnt some verb to suit the noun.   
Overall, when asked if they ‘learned about collocations’ from their participation in this activity, 28 
of the 30 participants said ‘Yes’, and when asked if their awareness of how to learn collocations 
more effectively had increased, 26 of the 30 participants said ‘Yes’. This indicates almost unanimity 
on the perception of positive learning arising from the activities. The interesting question is whether 
this positive perception varied by level of involvement. 
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5.5.1   Do Participants Perceive Tasks with Higher Involvement Load to be more or less 
Difficult than Tasks with Lower Involvement Load?  
The choices made by the participants regarding difficulty are summarised in the Table 38 (see also 
Figure A1 and Figure A2). 
Table 38 Involvement Level x Participants’ Judgement of Task Difficulty 
Involvement Level The most difficult The easiest 
High 18 2 
 Medium 5 13 
Low 7 15 
Total 30 30  
It is clear that the High Involvement task was judged by most participants (60%) to be the hardest.  
Some thought the other levels were hardest. To test these patterns for differences chi square was 
performed and the results are shown below. 
Table 39 Chi Square Test Statistic on Level of Difficulty 
 The most difficult activity The easiest activity 
chi square 9.800 9.800 
df 2 2 
Sig. .007 .007 
The chi square test of the pattern of responses for ‘Hardest’ was significant, indicating that ‘High’ 
was disproportionately chosen as hardest by the participants. Similarly and correspondingly only 2 
participants thought ‘High’ was the easiest. Participants were divided on whether the easiest was the 
Medium (13) or Low (15) Level. Again the chi square value indicated a significant difference in the 
pattern of responses across levels with High definitely not chosen as easiest. 
The next question was do participants perceive different involvement levels (H M L) as more 
effective for learning collocations? Results are shown below and also see Figure A3. 
Table 40 Level (H M L) x Perception of ‘Most Learning’ 
 Observed N Expected N Residual 
 High 12 10.0 2.0 
Medium 10 10.0 .0 
Low 8 10.0 -2.0 
Total 30   
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Table 41 Chi Square Test Statistic on Most Learnt Activity 
 The most learnt activity 
chi square .800 
df 2 
Sig. .670 
The chi square suggested that participants did not differ in how effective for learning they perceived 
the different levels of Involvement. Almost equal number preferred each option of High Medium 
and Low with a slight preference for High.  
5.5.2   Involvement and Perceived Learning Processes 
In addition, the perceived learning processes deployed by the participants was examined by 
categorising their responses in their perception questionnaire, three categories were identified in 
regard to their concept of cognitive activity related to the tasks. The following tables show a 
summary of their ideas as mentioned. 
Table 42  Participants’ Explanations for Why an Activity was ‘the most difficult’? 
 High Medium Low 
Category It involves thinking It involves choosing It involves memorising 
A 6 3 1 
B 5 2 3 
C 7 0 3 
Total 18 5 7 
 
Table 43  Participants’ Explanations for Why an Activity was ‘the easiest’? 
 High Medium Low  
Category 
 
It involves using a 
dictionary 
It involves 
choosing 
 It involves 
memorising 
A 0 3  7 
B 1 4  4 
C 1 6  3 
Total 2 13  14 
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Table 44 Participants’ reasons for judging tasks as either hard or easy 
Task Difficulty It involves thinking It involves memorising It involves choosing 
Hard 18 7 5 
Easy 0 14 13 
Total 18 21 18 
 
5.5.3   Awareness of How to Learn 
Finally, by categorising the participants’ responses in their perception questionnaire, the following 
categories were identified in regard to their concept of ‘awareness of how to learn collocations more 
effectively’, which indicates the strategies acquired from participating in the study (see Appendix 
M).  
1. Paying attention to collocations and matching combination of different words when using it 
2. Understanding specific meanings of words  
3. Using accurate verbs with a noun, although many words might seem possible with a noun  
4. Practice several times in different ways 
5. Learning collocations instead of learning single words 
6. Using a good dictionary with collocations and searching  
7. Linking  the verb and noun together to remember 
8. Memorising the best collocations 
This might suggest that regardless of the involvement level of the tasks that L2 learners are exposed 
to, they could benefit from performing collocation tasks and explicit teaching. Using the strategies 
that participants acquired in the study could facilitate the learning of L2 collocations if applied by 
L2 learners. This could increase our understanding of how L2 learners perceive collocation 
acquisition and their awareness in regards to L2 collocations, which would lead to increasing the 
awareness of the language teachers as facilitators in regards to educating specific word 
combinations, that is, collocations to the L2 learners. 
5.6   Relationship between Learning Collocations and IELTS 
To see if there is any correlation between the participants’ IELTS scores and their collocational 
acquisition, and also their perception of increasing the collocations awareness, the Pearson’s R 
correlation analyses were performed (see Appendix T, and Appendix U). A correlation coefficient 
of .449 was found for participants’ IELTS score and their productive collocational knowledge 
improvement reflected in productive Pretest-posttests difference. Also, by doing the Pearson’s R 
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correlation analysis, a correlation coefficient of .415 was found for participants’ IELTS scores and 
their perception of increasing the collocations awareness. This could mean that the more proficient 
L2 learners have a better understanding of collocational knowledge. To see if there is a correlation 
between students’ vocabulary knowledge and collocational knowledge, the Pearson’s r correlation 
analysis was done on their pretest collocation test scores and their Yes-No Vocabulary Test  
(Mochida & Harrington, 2006) scores. No correlation was found from the results. 
This chapter presented the results from the experimental investigation of the acquisition and 
retention of the collocations by ESL participants, where involvement load was manipulated 
(Hulstijn & Laufer, 2001). The data from Pretests, Immediate Task-test following each part of the 
intervention, Posttests, and Delayed Posttests of the collocations, and the perception questionnaire, 
were used to analyse and explore the effect of the three treatment conditions on their acquisition and 
retention. Overall, the majority of the participants (i.e., 28 of the 30 participants) perceived a 
positive learning arising from the activities in the study, and three categories could be identified in 
regard to their concept of cognitive activity related to the tasks. The following chapter will discuss 
the findings from the analyses and draws the conclusions, as well as implications and limitations of 
the study, ending with a section on further research directions. 
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Chapter 6: Discussion and Conclusion 
The current study investigated whether exposing ESL learners to different tasks in terms of the 
involvement load factor as suggested by Hulstijn and Laufer (2001) would influence their 
acquisition and retention of L2 collocations. Hulstijn and Laufer (2001) proposed that the 
acquisition and retention of new words is conditional upon the degree of mental effort or 
involvement in processing these words in language learning tasks. 
Empirical research reviewed in the previous chapters demonstrated support for the effectiveness of 
involvement in the acquisition and retention of single words. As collocational knowledge is 
considered an essential part of vocabulary knowledge (e.g., Firth, 1957b; M. Hoey, 2001; Michael 
Lewis, 2001b; Nation, 2001; Willis, 2003), one could expect that the level of involvement index 
would also be an effective measure for the study of the acquisition and retention of collocations.  
A tight experimental design was implemented comparing three levels of involvement as defined by 
Hulstijn and Laufer (2001) and care was exercised to ensure prior to the intervention that 
participants in the study were at equivalent levels of achievement on the collocation items. Then the 
experimental intervention was instigated where involvement load was manipulated systematically 
and participants’ acquisition and retention of collocations was measured.  
The presentation of the results was organised around the four sets of data used to address the 
hypothesis regarding involvement level: Pretest of Collocations, Immediate Task Test, Posttests of 
Collocations, and Delayed Posttests of Collocations. The multiple points of data collection across 
two types of tests – Receptive and Productive – is a strength of the study. Immediately following an 
intervention approach (High or Medium or Low) participants’ immediate learning was tested on 
that sub-set of items. After the whole intervention was complete a posttest was administered across 
all items. One week later a delayed posttest was administered. The multiple points of testing the 
participants’ receptive and productive knowledge increases confidence that any differences in 
learning associated with experimental conditions would be registered.  
The statistical analyses were conducted to explore the effect of the three treatment conditions on the 
performance of the participants, and compare differences in performance and the significance of 
observed differences. The key comparison between groups was whether the participants learned and 
retained lexical collocations in the High Involvement condition better than those in the Medium or 
Low conditions. At the Pretest for both Receptive and Productive test items, there were no 
differences by groupings of items, A, B, and C; nor for conditions High, Medium, and Low. It was 
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established that the Pretest Scores across treatment conditions High, Medium, and Low (H M L) 
and across Groups were equivalent.  
This chapter discusses the findings from the analyses and draws conclusions. It brings first a 
discussion of whether exposing ESL learners to collocation tasks designed for this study might 
improve acquisition and retention of L2 collocational knowledge. The second section considers the 
participants’ perception of their learning experiences during the intervention as revealed in the 
questionnaire results. The third section considers the ways that tasks with different levels of 
involvement affected the participants’ acquisition and retention of L2 collocational knowledge. The 
final part of the chapter explores the implications of the study for practice. The study provides new 
perspectives in understanding the process of learning of ESL collocations and the role of tasks in 
facilitating L2 learners’ knowledge of collocations. The limitations of this study and the 
implications for further research conclude the thesis. 
In summary, this chapter aims to address the research questions including: 
• Does involvement with the collocation tasks enable the participants to improve their 
acquisition and retention of collocational knowledge? 
• Does the variation in involvement load predict the acquisition of collocations? Specifically, 
are tasks with higher involvement load more effective than tasks with medium or low 
involvement load in the acquisition of collocational knowledge? 
• Does the experimental variation in involvement load predict the acquisition of collocations 
in the same manner for recognition and production tests? 
• Is there a relationship between students’ vocabulary knowledge and collocational 
knowledge?  
• To what extent are ESL learners aware of: (i) the relative difficulty of learning collocations 
under different task conditions; and (ii) the strategies they deployed in learning collocations 
under different task conditions?  
• What were the perceptions of the participants regarding their experiences of the different 
collocation tasks and how did their perceptions relate to following issues: 
• What kinds of learning processes do participants report when completing collocation 
tasks under different levels of involvement? 
• On what tasks did the participants perceive they learnt more? 
• Did participants perceive higher involvement tasks as more or less difficult? 
• Does perceived difficulty of tasks relate to perceived effectiveness and performance 
on the tests? 
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6.1   Discussion of the Item Analysis  
As noted above collocations are not a monolithic entity. In this thesis the focus is on lexical 
restricted verb + noun collocations. However, even within this considerable diversity could be 
expected. This first section will discuss the results of productive and receptive item analysis, which 
shows which items were most problematic and which were the easiest. The data for the analysis of 
the items were from the scores of participants’ performance on the High, Medium, and Low 
conditions on both Receptive and Productive Pretests.  
Receptive: 
From the tables of item analysis data it is evident that the Receptive items 3, 13, 16, 19, 24, 35, 36 
(i.e., 3. save place, 13. consider risk, 16. take moment, 19. train mind, 24. lose ability, 35. 
receive complaint, 36. suffer consequence) were the items that the participants had perfect 
performance all the way across all the three High, Medium, and Low condition. On the other hand, 
the Receptive items 8, 10, 7, 12, 20, 6, 27 (i.e., 8. invite question, 10. eliminate need, 7. 
appreciate problem, 12. pose risk, 20. cross mind, 6. tour area, 27. need chance) were the items 
that across all the three High, Medium, and Low conditions were overall difficult.  
Productive: 
In addition, from the tables of item analysis data it is evident that the Productive items 3, 4, 9, 10, 
16, 19, 24, 25, 27, 30, 36 (i.e., 3. save place, 4. earn place, 9. avoid question, 10. eliminate need, 
16. take moment, 19. train mind, 24. lose ability, 25. take chance, 27. need chance, 30. have 
choice, 36. suffer consequence) were the items that the participants had perfect performance all the 
way across all the three High, Medium, and Low condition. On the other hand, the Productive items 
1, 7, 8, 14, 21 (i.e., 1. face work, 7. appreciate problem, 8. invite question, 14. outweigh risk, 
21. scrap plan) were the items that across all the three High, Medium, and Low condition were 
overall difficult.  
6.1.1   Why are some collocations difficult and some easy to learn? 
From reviewing the literature on collocations, the following have been identified as possible reasons 
for the difficulty or easiness of collocations as found in the previous studies (e.g., Hsu & Chiu, 
2007; Huang, 2001; Lewis, 2002; Li, 2005; Liao & Fukuya, 2004; Vasiljevic, 2008; Wolter & 
Gyllstad 2011; Wolter & Gyllstad, 2013; Yamashita & Jiang, 2008, 2010; Yassami, 2011). 
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Therefore, any possible reason for the response patterns in the current study as presented above will 
be discussed in the following section to find out if any of these factors might apply to this study and 
if any of these reasons have contributed to the difficulty of the target collocations. 
1. Type of collocation has been known as a factor for identifying some collocations found as 
difficult or easy. For example, ESL learners performed the worst on the adverb + adjective 
collocations for example, strictly accurate (Hsu & Chiu, 2007), and preposition + noun and 
adjective + preposition were the most difficult patterns and verb + infinitive were the easiest 
patterns in Li’s (2005) study. However in the current study all the collocations were the same type, 
which are verb + noun lexical collocations. Therefore the type of collocation cannot be a reason for 
the difficulty or easiness of collocations in the current study.   
2. Lengths of items, that is, the longer items are more difficult than the short ones. In this study all 
the items had a similar length, they were all made of two words, and all the target collocations were 
a combination of two words only. 
3. Complexity in terms of arbitrariness, unpredictability and idiomacity. For example, verb + noun 
collocations such as draw conclusions, earn a living, take shorthand, and call a penalty were 
identified as fairly fixed and arbitrary lexical collocations in English in Gitsaki’s study (1996). As 
collocations are processed as a unit not as a group of two words and the learning burden of a 
collocation productively depends on the predictability of the co-occurrence of its components 
(Nation, 2001, p. 319), it might be a possible reason in the current study that difficult collocations 
for participants were the most unpredictable ones. 
Therefore, it might be that the most difficult items were the arbitrary and unpredictable ones for the 
participants. For example in the current study some difficult verb + noun collocations were invite 
question, appreciate problem, face work, and cross mind. As in English for example the verb invite, 
face, or appreciate might normally come with a person (invite/face/appreciate somebody) not with 
an abstract noun like question, work, or problem (invite question; face work; appreciate problem). 
Similarly in verb + noun collocation cross mind, the verb cross might normally come with 
road/street. Therefore, the verb + noun collocation invite question, face work, cross mind, and 
appreciate problem will be more idiomatic and therefore more difficult for L2 learners. 
4. The degree of L1-L2 differences in terms of vocabulary, grammar, technical vocabulary, cultural 
aspects. As explained before, any possible effect of L1 was controlled by choosing participants 
from the same L1. However, there might be some particular verb + noun collocations that are more 
difficult or easier for Chinese.  
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5. It is possible that the worst performed items were the collocations where at least the meaning of 
either the verb or noun component individually was more difficult for the participants (Lewis, 
2002). The current study attempted to control any factors that might possibly affect the difficulty of 
the collocations in advance. It attempted to control for the participants’ background vocabulary 
knowledge, and participants’ current knowledge of single words was tested by administering the 
Vocabulary Test (Mochida & Harrington, 2006) through a program on the computers, at the pretest 
stage of the study. The test measured their current knowledge of vocabulary items of single words, 
which provided an independent measure of their vocabulary proficiency confirming they had 
similar proficiency level, although having a similar IELTS score was a requirement for participating 
in the current study. For example in this study some difficult verb + noun collocations were 
outweigh risk, scrap plan, eliminate need, and pose risk. It is possible that the meanings of the verb 
components: outweigh, appreciate, scrap, eliminate, pose, and cross were more difficult for L2 
learners, which resulted in them having difficulty in these verb + noun collocations. 
6. Congruency: Incongruent collocations are more difficult than congruent collocations, and they 
are harder to acquire but, once acquired, they can be processed as efficiently as congruent 
collocations (Nesselhauf, 2005; Wolter & Gyllstad, 2013; Yamashita & Jiang, 2010) and it is the 
incongruent collocations that are known to be problematic in learners’ production of L2 
collocations (Boers et al., 2013).  
6.2   To What Extent Does ESL Learners’ Involvement in Collocation Tasks Improve 
Their Acquisition and Retention of L2 Collocational Knowledge? 
This section discusses whether involvement in collocation tasks per se might significantly improve 
ESL learners’ acquisition and retention of L2 collocational knowledge. The data for these analyses 
came from the participants’ scores on Receptive and Productive Pretest, Posttest, and Delayed 
Posttest combined across the three different levels of involvement conditions. The analysis of 
ANOVA for Level (H M L) x Time on the Receptive and Productive Test Scores showed a 
significant main effect of Time with the scores of all participants higher at posttest and delayed 
posttest. This indicates significant learning of collocations has occurred during this study across all 
conditions.  
The participants’ involvement with the collocation tasks in this study enabled them to improve their 
acquisition and retention of verb + noun collocational knowledge within a short period of time 
during the intervention.  
It has been recognized in English language teaching that as L1 speakers employ many expressions 
that are to some degree internally fixed, and they have the benefit of being able to employ a greater 
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variety of expressions due to many of the expressions being internally fixed, second language 
learners need to have a command of those same expressions and collocations to achieve a native 
speaker proficiency (Howarth, 1998a). Hill (2001) verifies that one of the main reasons L2 learners 
find listening or reading difficult is not because of the density of new words, but the density of 
unrecognized collocations. It has been suggested that collocations are acquired through repeated 
exposures to as much naturally occurring language as possible in a variety of contexts (M. Hoey, 
2001; Morgan Lewis, 2001; Nagy & Scott, 2000; N. Schmitt, 2008). Hill (2001) argues that the 
main difference between native and non-native speakers is that native speakers have been much 
more exposed to English than non-native ones, so they can recognize and produce collocations 
which enable them to process and produce language much faster. However, other research has 
shown that for ESL learners incidental exposure to L2 collocations is not adequate (e.g., Arnaud & 
Savignon, 1997; Huckin & Coady, 1999), and explicit teaching of collocations could be very 
effective in facilitating improvement (e.g., Bahns & Eldaw, 1993; Gardner, 2007; J. Hill, 2001; 
Hinkel, 2004; Koya, 2004; Morgan Lewis, 2001; N. Schmitt, 2008; Seesink, 2007; Shei & Pain, 
2000; Taiwo, 2004). 
The effectiveness of teaching the ESL participants V + N collocations highlights the three different 
types of tasks that were specifically designed for this study. These tasks proved to be practically 
feasible and effective for teaching ESL collocations and each type of task could be further 
developed for inclusion in language learning programs and intervention studies.  
The following section discusses the results in regard to the perception questionnaire.  
6.3 In What Ways Do Tasks With Different Level of Involvement Affect the 
Acquisition and Retention of L2 Collocational Knowledge by ESL Learners? 
The research builds on earlier work by Hulstijn and Laufer (2001) which demonstrated that the 
degree of Involvement Load is a predictor for the learning of single words in an L2. This study 
extends this line of research to investigate the relationship between involvement load and the 
acquisition of L2 collocations. First, the results of the analysis of the three levels of involvement 
load in Task tests both Productive and Receptive will be discussed. Then, the results of the analysis 
of the three levels of involvement load will be discussed in Pretest, Post- test, and Delayed Posttest 
both Receptive and Productive. 
6.3.1   Immediate Learning: Discussion of the Receptive and Productive Task Test  
The data for these analyses came from the participants’ scores on the Receptive and Productive 
Task Tests in all the three different levels of involvement conditions. The results of the ANOVAs 
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for both Receptive and Productive item scores were used to compare any differences between the 
three levels of High, Medium, and Low conditions, and to determine whether Level of Involvement 
(High Medium and Low) was a significant influence on participants’ learning of collocations. The 
significant F-statistic indicated differences between the involvement loads induced by the three 
levels of treatment condition. The pairwise comparison of each level indicated that Low was 
significantly better than both Medium and High. For both the Receptive and Productive tasks, the 
Low condition was found to be better for learning collocations than the higher levels of 
involvement – showing significant results in the unexpected direction which is counter to the 
hypothesized direction of difference. The low condition was the least cognitively demanding in that 
participants had only to read sentences where specific collocations were embedded. When tested 
immediately following this condition most participants were able to remember the correct 
collocations. In the other conditions, the participants had to look up possible options for correct 
collocations and consider a number of alternatives before choosing the correct collocation. This 
required deeper language processing but also could have created some uncertainty by introducing a 
number of possible answers for the participants to consider as they tried to remember immediately 
after the tasks. It is possible that a simpler method of teaching collocations will be superior when 
recall occurs immediately after the intervention. The discussion of the results with regard to the 
Posttest and the Delayed Posttest will reveal whether this effect is sustained across a longer time 
period. 
6.3.2   Longer Term Learning: Discussion of the Receptive and Productive Pretest, 
Posttest, and Delayed Posttest results  
The data for these analyses came from the participants’ scores on the Receptive and Productive 
Pretests, Posttests, and Delayed Posttests in all the three different levels of involvement conditions: 
High, Medium, and Low. The results of the Repeated measures of ANOVAs for both Receptive and 
Productive item scores were used to compare any differences between the three levels of High, 
Medium, and Low conditions, and to determine whether Level of Involvement (High, Medium and 
Low) was a significant influence on participants’ learning of collocations. The hypothesis was that 
High involvement would be better than Medium and Low. The examination of the ANOVAS 
results from both Receptive and Productive Pretests, Posttest, and Delay Posttest, found that there 
were differences between the three levels of involvement load in term of their effectiveness in the 
acquisition and retention of L2 collocations by ESL learners. The results indicated not only a very 
strong effect showing that significant learning of collocations occurred during this study, but also at 
Posttest and the Delayed Posttest the Low level was better than either Medium or High. 
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This finding challenges the previous research such as Laufer and Girsai (2008b), Hulstijn and 
Laufer (2001), Peters (2007), and Keating (2008) which have had different settings and results from 
the current study. For example, Laufer and Girsai (2008), and Fan (2008) employed a between-
group design with three different groups of high school students, and two different groups of 
university students respectively. Each group of participants experienced a different treatment 
condition, so unmeasured and uncontrolled differences between the groups could have impacted on 
the results of their experimental intervention. However, the current study had a within subject 
design, where all participants experienced the same three different treatment conditions, indicating 
that the study could measure the effect of the experimental intervention more accurately.  
In addition, in Fan’s (2008) study there were 24 verb + noun collocations, and in Laufer and 
Girsai’s (2008) study there were 10 verb + noun collocations and the same number of single words. 
The present study extended the target items to 36 verb + noun collocations enabling a more 
demanding learning task and the potential for more differentiation of performance across time. 
6.4   Discussion of the Results from the Participants’ Perception Questionnaire  
The data for this analysis came from the participants’ responses to the perception questionnaire. 
Responses from participants were coded, tabulated, and varying response patterns across the three 
intervention groups were examined using chi square analyses.  
Overall, 28 out of the 30 participants in the current study believed they learned about collocations 
from their participation in these activities. This indicates almost unanimity on the perception of 
positive learning arising from the activities.  
Not only did a large majority of the participants (28 out of the 30) report a positive effect from their 
involvement with the collocation tasks in this study, but also 26 out of the 30 participants believed 
their awareness of how to effectively learn collocations had increased from their participation in 
these activities. This aligns with Conzett’s (2001) and Palmer’s (1933) view that increasing the 
learners’ awareness of L2 collocations and helping them to reflect on how to acquire these 
combinations is important for the development of independence and longer term competence. 
6.4.1   Perception of Involvement and Task Difficulty 
From the findings of the study it was evident that the High Involvement task was judged by most of 
the participants (60%) to be the hardest. Some thought the other levels were hardest but the chi 
square test of the pattern of responses indicated that ‘High’ was disproportionately chosen as 
hardest by the participants. Similarly and correspondingly only 6.5% of the participants thought 
‘High’ was the easiest. Participants were divided on whether the easiest was the Medium (43%) or 
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Low (50%) task. The chi square value indicated a significant difference in the pattern of responses 
across levels with High definitely not chosen as easiest. What features of the High Involvement 
condition may have influenced this perception? Participants had to perform more independent 
inquiry to choose the correct collocation from the online dictionary. This involved thinking and 
evaluation as well as considering options and contextual issues. The finding also partly validates the 
experimental manipulation since Higher Involvement tasks by definition require deeper processing 
and closer attention so would be perceived by participants as more difficult.  
6.4.2   Perception of Difficulty and Effectiveness across Involvement conditions 
The chi square statistic suggested that participants differed in how effective for learning they 
perceived the different levels of Involvement: Low (26%), Medium (33%), with a preference for 
High (40%) to be. A list of the reasons offered by participants who perceived they learnt more from 
the High condition was provided in section 5.5 previous chapter. These comments convey some of 
the cognitive and metacognitive processes that participants reported in learning collocations under 
the High involvement condition. A common feature across these different reflections of the 
participants is the focus on learning combinations rather than single words, and linking the elements 
of the collocation together. There is a heightened awareness among participants that word 
knowledge per se is not as crucial as learning and remembering accurately the specific combination. 
This may require specific cognitive and metacognitive activities such as practising in different 
ways, paying close attention to the combination, or using a dictionary. This awareness of the key 
importance of combinations and accuracy provides the basis for more effective learning of 
collocations. Also the use of the dictionary seemed to stimulate a broader consideration of options 
and broadened the knowledge of the participants. This broader knowledge was not measured in the 
current study but suggests that the high involvement condition may have longer term consequences 
on the way participants study collocations in the future. 
Since metacognition is considered to be a powerful predictor of learning, it is important to not only 
pay attention to the processes that learners go through for learning L2 collocations, but also to help 
them reflect on the learning process itself (e.g., Choi et al., 2005; Griffiths, 2007; Hardison, 2010; 
Mohammadzadeh, 2012; Nazari, 2007; Pintrich & De Groot, 1990; Thomas, 2003; Veenman et al., 
2006; Wang et al., 1990; Zyngier, 2009). Moreover, considering that teachers’ assumptions can play 
an important role in learners’ success or failure to engage productively with L2 learning tasks 
(Christie & Dreyfus, 2007), knowing something about the metacognitive processes of  L2 learners 
can help teachers tailor their instruction to the needs and strengths of their students. 
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Awareness of collocations per se and specific strategies were shown in Ahmed’s study (1989) to 
distinguish good learners from weaker learners. Good learners were more aware of what they could 
learn about new words, of contextual learning, and paid more attention to collocations. While, weak 
learners were generally more passive in their learning, and considered words separately without 
relation to other words. It is relevant then that the use per se of the dictionary in the High 
Involvement condition seemed to facilitate a more active and attentive approach to learning 
collocations. 
Basically, it is not possible to teach all L2 collocations, so an ESL teacher can increase the 
awareness of L2 learners to collocation accuracy per se and suggest useful strategies as deployed in 
the current study. For example, by increasing explicit exposure to collocations, by offering 
collocation dictionary for inquiry, using a corpus or corpora to identify common expressions, and 
helping learners become more independent beyond the formal classroom by reflecting on the 
processes used to learn collocations. By increasing their awareness on L2 collocations, ESL learners 
will be able to notice, identify, learn and remember L2 collocations more effectively. 
6.4.3   Dominant learning processes deployed under different levels of involvement.  
Three quite broad categories of learning processes were reported by participants related to the 
involvement levels. Table 45 shows a summary of their responses, cross-tabulated with their 
judgement of the difficulty of the task.  
Table 45  Dominant learning processes deployed under different levels of involvement 
 High Medium Low 
Task Difficulty It involves thinking It involves choosing It involves memorising 
Hard 18 (60%) 5 (16.5%) 7 (23%) 
Easy 0 13 (43%) 14 (46.5%) 
Total 18 (60%) 18 (60%) 21 (70%) 
60% of the participants perceived the High Involvement task as both the most difficult and 
involving thinking. Both memorising (46.5%) and choosing (43%) were perceived as learning 
processes that make a task easy. This is consistent with Martynska (2004) who found that “choosing 
the right option” was judged to be the easiest task by the students, while the most difficult was the 
one in which the students were asked to produce three optional words which both collocate with the 
central word and belong to the specified part of speech. It seems, therefore, in the current study that 
participants linked the cognitive demands of “thinking” both to the difficulty of the task and to its 
effectiveness – as noted above, participants tended to regard the High Involvement task as the most 
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effective. This paradoxically doesn’t reflect the quantitative analysis which showed that tasks 
perceived to be easier and involving simple memorisation (that is, the Low Involvement condition) 
produced the most learning.   
6.5   Why Low Involvement was Found to be the Most Effective Condition? 
Several factors may jointly account for the better retention of verb + noun collocations by the L2 
learners in the Low condition, including: 1. Perception that the task is easy; 2. Focus of attention 
mediated by textual features, that is bolded words; 3. Chunking; 4. Distraction from semantic and 
syntactic aspects of language; 5. interference with learning collocation unit; 6. Task instruction; 
7. Quantifying involvement load of the task. The following sections deals with these factors.  
1. A reason for their better performance in the Low condition might be because they thought it was 
easy. In the current study the participants perceived the Low task as the easiest as they perceived it 
only required that they memorise the collocations. Likewise, for the participants in Li’s study 
(2005) the collocations memorised successfully were perceived as the easiest (p. 588). The most 
frequent learning process reported by the participants in the questionnaire was memorising (70%). 
Moreover, memorising was perceived as a learning process that made a task easy. While only 8 
(26.7%) participants perceived that they learnt most from the Low Involvement tasks, this condition 
was found to be the most effective in the experimental intervention for their learning and retention.  
2. Another factor that may account for the better retention of verb + noun collocations by the L2 
learners in the Low condition, might be because they concentrate on the bolded words in context. 
Their concentration was not broken by the need to search using a dictionary or choose between 
possible options in a gap fill. The High and Medium involvement tasks had an increased learning 
burden in comparison to the Low involvement task. Increased task demands and a higher learning 
burden imposed on the Medium and High involvement load levels may have contributed to their 
failure to outperform the Low involvement condition. The time needed to search in the dictionary, 
find the right collocates which required evaluating their meaning as well as choosing the right 
collocates and make decisions based on the sentence context, may have increased the difficulty of 
the immediate task and prevented the actual processing of the collocation into long-term memory. 
Also, it was observed during the experimental phase of this study that the time needed to do the 
Low Involvement tasks was less than the time required for High and Medium tasks, as the 
participants only needed to read the sentences and try to remember the highlighted collocations; 
they did not need any search or evaluation. As Nation (2001, p. 319) highlighted, collocations are 
processed as a unit, they need to be taught as a unit, not as separate words. In the current study, in 
the Low condition, collocations were presented as a unit, while in the Medium and High conditions, 
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one word of the combination was presented and the participants needed to search for the appropriate 
collocate that correctly completed the sentence. So it can be argued that the Low condition provided 
a simpler and a more direct method of learning the collocations and thereby enabled effective 
learning of the specific set of collocations assessed in this study. However, from the participants’ 
responses it seems the High condition stimulated an interest in broader knowledge about 
collocations, a more reflective strategy for learning additional collocations and recognition of the 
value of dictionaries in future learning activities. 
3. The way the target collocations were presented in the Low condition might have facilitated the 
process of chunking as both components of the verb + noun collocations were provided together 
and highlighted in the sentence contexts. Chunking has a significant role in the acquisition of 
collocations (N. Ellis, 1996, 1997) since chunks are remembered and stored as a single unit and 
they take less space in the memory (Nation, 2001). It is relevant to note here that participants learnt 
better in the Low condition and it took less time than either the High or Medium. The phonological 
memory system allows these recurring patterns of collocations and regular sequences to be easily 
understood from what one hears or reads (Y. Fan, 2008). Pawley and Syder (1983) proposed that 
most words are stored multiple times, once as an individual word and numerous times as a part of a 
larger stored chunk, for example, a collocation, a phrase or a clause. Moreover, Lewis (2001) 
proposed that if learners break the collocations and phrases down into individual words which they 
then store, they make re-encoding much more difficult than it would have been if they had stored 
the language in larger chunks from the beginning because each chunk is a single node of meaning. 
As in the Low condition of the present study the verb + noun collocations were presented together, 
so the probability of being stored as a collocation might be more than the Medium and High 
condition where only one component of the verb + noun collocations was presented so additional 
processing needed to be done. This is consistent with Conzett (2001) who found the most important 
strategy for teachers was to shift the students’ focus away from individual words to chunks of 
language to improve the L2 learners fluency and accuracy of the language they produce. In 
addition, the results of the present study confirm the finding in Boers, Demecheleer, Coxhead, and 
Webb’s (2014) study. Their study compared the effectiveness of exercises in terms of verb-noun 
collocations gains. The exercise that kept the verb + noun collocation patterns together, resulted in a 
better gains, which is similar to the Low condition in the current study where the target verb + noun 
collocations were presented as intact wholes. 
4. Lack of	distraction from semantic and syntactic aspects of language: The need to pay attention to 
the meaning and grammatical aspects of the target words in the High and Medium involvement task 
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may have distracted the participants from attending to the collocations which made the learning 
process more difficult. 
5. Interference from L1 with learning collocation unit: Interference from L1 usage was also found to 
be problematic for L2 learners in Coxhead’s (2011, p. 206) study. Moreover,  Boers, Demecheleer, 
Coxhead, and Webb (2014, p. 55) remark in their study that it is normally the choice of the verb 
component in verb + noun collocations that creates problems for the L2 learners, and result in 
producing miscollocations (e.g., *do a mistake, instead of make a mistake), and this wrong choice 
of the verbs may happen because of interference from their L1 when the L1 equivalent nouns would 
collocate with a different verb substitute. 
This was more explained by the performance of the students in their study who gave correct 
answers in the pretest stage of the study (e.g., take a deep breath), but then made a wrong choice of 
the verbs when the same items appeared in the posttest (e.g. *do a deep breath), due to interference 
from being exposed to those wrong verbs during the experiment stage of the study which had asked 
the students to choose from the options (Boers et al., 2014, p. 62). Similarly, when the students 
were asked to underline the right verb (e.g., give / run / take an approach) they gave a wrong answer 
(e.g., *give a new approach) even though they had given the correct verb (take) in the pretest (p. 
64). Boers, Demecheleer, Coxhead, and Webb (2014, p. 66) also state that when students write a 
correct verb in the pretest, their wrong choice of verb collocates in the posttest is created because of 
the confusion after being exposed to the wrong options. 
Therefore, they propose that exposing L2 learners to verb distracters which are actually the 
incorrect answers in the exercises could affect their memory undesirably, as they might consider the 
distracters as potential correct answers and process the incorrect answers as well as the correct ones. 
Boers, Demecheleer, Coxhead, and Webb (2014, p. 64) predict that the wrong choice of verb 
collocated would less likely happen if the target collocations were presented as intact wholes in the 
exercises. 
6. Task instruction: A possible factor that may account for the better retention of verb + noun 
collocations by the L2 learners in the Low condition, might be the instruction to remember. It has 
been suggested (Baddeley, 1990; Craik & Tulving, 1975; R. Ellis, 1991; Schmidt, 1990) that 
incidental learning is affected by the way in which L2 learners process the vocabulary, in which 
noticing the L2 target items has a dominant effect in their language learning. Tasks that require L2 
learners to focus their attention on the key target items seem to be more effective. Therefore, 
noticing the words that regularly appear together in a context seems to be a requirement for their 
acquisition (Webb & Kagimoto, 2009). Similarly, Nation (2001) states that “although learning 
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vocabulary from context should be largely incidental learning, a deliberate, intentional focus on 
developing the skills and strategies needed to carry out such learning is required” (p. 233).  
Nation (2001, p. 233) asserts that while Hulstijn (2001) argues that what mainly distinguishes the 
term intentional from incidental, seems to be either the L2 learners are aware or not aware of a later 
upcoming test on particular vocabulary items, “what is more important is the quality of the mental 
processing that takes place during learning.”. Moreover, Nation (2001) remarks that it does not 
seem easy to distinguish between incidental and intentional, especially considering that it is 
accepted that “all learning involves conscious attention” (p. 233). While incidental vocabulary 
learning has been identified as an efficient way for acquiring words’ meaning from the context 
(Day, Omura, & Hiramatsu, 1991; Jenkins, Stein, & Wysocki, 1984; Nagy, Herman, & Anderson, 
1985; Saragi, Nation, & Meister, 1978), the process of acquisition of L2 collocations incidentally 
involves noticing and focused attention to the word forms to be acquired, since “effective incidental 
vocabulary learning is a conscious learning process” (Laufer & Hill, 2000, p. 59).  
Therefore there might be potential crossover between intentional and incidental collocation learning 
also operating in the other tasks. The Low condition in the current study embraced the concept of 
conscious attention by inserting highlighted items within sentence contexts while the participants 
were asked to try to remember the highlighted combinations within sentence contexts, to facilitate 
their noticing. This in turn might have affected the way they processed the collocations differently 
from the two other conditions, that is, Medium and High. Yet, in the Low condition the collocations 
were presented within sentence contexts, which might involve different processing. 
7. Quantifying Involvement load of the task: Another possible factor that may account for the better 
retention of verb + noun collocations by the L2 learners in the Low condition, might be because the 
three components of involvement were treated as being equal, as it is still an open question whether 
Need, Search, and Evaluation are equally important for quantifying Involvement load of specific 
tasks.  
Laufer and Hulstijn (2001, pp. 18-20) asserted that researchers can operationalise the concept of 
involvement by designing tasks with various amounts of need, search, and evaluation, in a way that 
different combinations of all the three factors be separately manipulated for experimental 
investigations.  However, the way the involvement load hypothesis was originally proposed, it did 
clearly specify the relative importance of the three components of the involvement: Need, Search, 
and Evaluation for quantifying the Involvement load of specific tasks. Laufer and Hulstijn (2001) 
proposed that the amount of involvement load of a task is considered to be the sum of each 
component need, search, and evaluation (see Table A5). For example, a task with a moderate need 
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(1), search (1), and no evaluation (0) is considered to have the same amount of involvement load (i.e., 
involvement index = 2) as another task with a moderate need (1), no search, and moderate evaluation 
(1). Yet, it is possible that all the three factors might not be equally important for learning 
collocations. While they might not equally contribute to the learning, the weight of search might be 
lower than that of need and evaluation (p. 21). Laufer and Hulstijn (2001) indicated that to establish 
the importance of the three components of the involvement, more empirical research is required to 
compare different tasks with the same number of components (with the same amount of involvement 
index) but different distributions of the components involved (Laufer & Hulstijn, 2001, p. 21). 
On the other hand, Kim (2011, p. 128) proposes that the methods that Hulstijn and Laufer (2001) 
suggest for determining the degrees of the involvement load of different tasks need to be re-
examined. Kim (2011) compared the effect of the involvement load in two different experiments. In 
experiment 1, which was a partial replication of Hulstijn and Laufer’s study (2001), three tasks 
were compared: reading comprehension, reading comprehension plus gap-fill, and composition-
writing using target words, with different involvement indexes:  (i.e., 1, 2, and 3 respectively), and 
different distribution of components. The results supported the involvement load hypothesis as the 
tasks with higher level of involvement load resulted in better retention of the target words in 
experiment 1. In experiment 2, two tasks: a writing composition, and writing sentences, with the 
same involvement index (i.e., 3), as well as the same distribution of components (moderate need, no 
search, and strong evaluation), were compared. Again, the results supported the involvement load 
hypothesis, and the tasks with the same level of involvement load were found to be equally 
beneficial and resulted in similar retention of the target words in experiment 1 (pp. 126-129).  
Similarly, Laufer’s study  (2003) compared two tasks including sentence writing using target words, 
and complete sentences with the given words after looking up their meaning. The two tasks had the 
same involvement index of 3, but with different distribution of components: the first task with 
moderate need (+), no search -, and strong evaluation ++, but the second task with moderate need +, 
search +, and moderate evaluation +. Yet, the two tasks did not induce the same amount of L2 
vocabulary learning. 
Considering that the three component of evaluation might not equally contribute to effective 
learning of collocations or vocabulary, the Evaluation factor was suggested to be more important 
than the two other factors of need and search in Wang, Xu, and Zuo ( 2014, p. 55). Their study 
confirms Laufer and Hulstijn’s (2001, p. 21) suggestion that the weight of search might be lower 
than that of need and evaluation. Wang, Xu, and Zuo ( 2014) compared three tasks with the same 
amount of involvement load, but different distribution of the three factors need, search, and 
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evaluation: Task 1 which was reading with True/False questions (no evaluation) with the 
involvement index of (2 + 1 + 0). Task 2 which was reading with meaning choosing (moderate 
evaluation) with the involvement index of (1 +1 + 1), and Task 3 which was reading with sentence 
writing (strong evaluation) with the involvement index of (1+0+2).  
Wang, Xu, and Zuo ( 2014, p. 64) conclude that with the same amount of involvement load the 
three factors of need, search, and evaluation were not equally important for the acquisition of 
vocabulary incidentally through reading, and that the Evaluation factor was more important than the 
two other factors of need and search. It was also concluded that although the need factor (i.e., the 
motivation factor) was important, it was less important than either the search or evaluation factor 
(i.e., the cognitive factors). Wang, Xu, and Zuo ( 2014) established that higher degrees of 
evaluation in processing vocabulary would result in better retention, as they found that task 2 (with 
moderate evaluation) and 3 (with strong evaluation) resulted in better vocabulary acquisition than 
task 1 (with no evaluation). 
Moreover, in regard to the relation between the involvement level and the difficulty of tasks, Kim 
(2011) remarks that in a personal communication with Laufer on March 14, 2005, “Laufer claimed 
that although overall task difficulty of writing a composition seemed more difficult than writing 
individual sentences using the words as a whole, the involvement load for both tasks are the same” 
(p. 120). However, in the same communication Laufer remarked that this greater difficulty is not 
just due to the cognitive processing of new words that the learners need to incorporate in their 
composition writing. There are also other factors that would add to the difficulty of composition 
writing task, like the need to retain coherence.   
In the present study not only the three tasks had different involvement indexes of 4, 2, and 1 
respectively, but also they had a different distribution of components: the first task had a moderate 
need (1), search (1), and strong evaluation (2); so (N+S+E) is (1+1+2). The second task had a 
moderate need (1), no search (0), and moderate evaluation (1); so (N+S+E) is (1+0+1). The third 
task had a moderate (1), no search (0), and no evaluation (0); so (N+S+E) is (1+0+0). The results 
showed that tasks with different levels of involvement load were found to be differently beneficial 
and resulted in different retention of the target collocations in this experiment study. Yet, it was not 
established that higher amount of involvement would result in better retention in regard to verb + 
noun collocation. So we should leave open for further investigation whether another possible factor 
to explain the present findings may be because Need, Search, and Evaluation might not be equally 
important for quantifying Involvement load of the tasks.  
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To find better ways to improve the acquisition of verb + noun collocations, instead of focusing on 
the involvement factor of the tasks, it might be more efficient and effective to focus both on short 
term and longer processes of learning collocations. Tasks might be designed in a way that provide 
opportunities for the learners to apply memorising processes that make their learning easy, and then 
teachers can facilitate their longer term collocational knowledge by shifting ESL learners’ focus 
towards reflecting on the process of learning collocations and increasing their metacognitive 
awareness and the resources they can draw on.  
In summary, the findings in the current study increased the understanding of the mechanism of 
acquisition and retention of collocations in regard to the ESL verb + noun collocations. The 
findings indicated that tasks that induce more involvement were not more effective for their 
acquisition and retention of the collocations, and the most effective task was found to be the Low 
condition. Moreover, an advantage of tasks with Low involvement in the current study was that 
they were perceived as easier to do by the participants and needed less time than the two other 
tasks. High involvement tasks that were perceived to be the most difficult and needed more time to 
complete were, however, perceived as more effective. Combining these two approaches, it was 
argued, could provide both short-term efficiency in learning and longer-term reflective and strategic 
involvement in broadening knowledge of collocations. 
6.6   Correlation between Learning Collocations and IELTS 
From the results of the study a positive correlation was found for participants’ IELTS score and 
their collocational knowledge improvement, but no correlation was found for their vocabulary 
knowledge and collocational knowledge. To find any correlation between the participants’ IELTS 
scores and their collocational acquisition, and also their perception of increasing the collocations 
awareness, the Pearson’s R correlation analyses were done. A correlation coefficient of .449 was 
found for participants’ IELTS score and their productive collocational knowledge improvement 
reflected in productive Pretest - posttests difference. Also, a correlation coefficient of .415 was 
found for participants’ IELTS scores and their perception of increasing the collocations awareness. 
It is considered that given only the value of a Pearson correlation one cannot say anything about the 
relationship between two variables (Kinnear & Gray, 2004). The more proficient L2 learners had a 
better understanding of collocational knowledge, and the collocational knowledge of the 
participants improved regardless of their vocabulary knowledge proficiency. 
This finding is similar to some findings of studies from the literature that found a correlation 
between ESL proficiency and ESL collocational knowledge. Bonk (2000) that found L2 
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collocational knowledge greatly increases with proficiency, while L1 collocational knowledge is not 
an efficient predictor of general proficiency in the L2. 
Hsu (2007) found a positive correlation between the lexical collocational knowledge of EFL 
learners and their online writing scores. On the other hand, Martynska (2004) found no correlation 
between a student’s result on lexical collocations, and the number of years s/he has been learning 
English. 
Also, Keshavarz and Salimi (2007) found a relationship between the collocational competence of 
ESL university students and their performance on open-ended and multiple-choice cloze tests as an 
overall language proficiency measure, and found that learners’ collocational competence and 
proficiency level were closely and positively associated. Their research confirms that proficient 
language users know a large number of collocational patterns (see also N. Schmitt, Dornyei, et al., 
2004; Wray, 2002). 
6.7   Summary 
The main aim of this thesis was to increase the understanding of effective ways to teach ESL 
learners how to acquire and deploy collocations, and to improve the effectiveness of teaching L2 
collocations. The objective of the study was to see whether using ILH was an effective way of 
improving teaching ESL collocations. More specifically the current study was going to look at these 
research questions: 
• Does engaging L2 learners with the collocation tasks enable the learners to improve their 
acquisition and retention of collocational knowledge? 
• Does the variation in involvement load predict the acquisition of collocations? Specifically, are 
tasks with higher involvement load more effective than tasks with medium or low involvement 
load in acquisition of collocational knowledge? 
This study was designed to determine the effectiveness of the ILH with regard to L2 collocations. It 
was designed to determine if acquisition and retention of collocational knowledge is conditional 
upon the degree of involvement in processing collocations. The findings will increase the 
understanding of how collocational knowledge is acquired and retained, and how to effectively 
teach collocations to the students to aid their retention.  
This study was able to improve the effectiveness of teaching ESL V + N collocations, first as the 
study was successful in designing three different types of tasks feasible to practice when teaching 
ESL collocations, and second, using these three types of tasks at the experimental stage of the study 
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proved to be an effective way for teaching ESL collocations, which was the broad aim of the study. 
The students were found to be successful in their learning of the target collocations, which is evident 
through both the significant increase in their scores, and also through their perception questionnaire 
which indicated they believed they gained the learning. Teaching through the tasks was effective and 
learning happened. The tasks including the target verb + noun collocations in sentence contexts, 
which were developed through this study, could be used as a tool to be deployed for further future 
research on ESL collocations, and also to include in the teaching materials as they have been proved 
to be efficient through the current study. Hence, larger scale studies are recommended to investigate 
more in this regard and expand the results of the current study. More specifically this study was 
interested in finding out whether increasing the involvement factor would improve the learning 
outcome. Among the findings the following is related to this goal of the study:  
1. There was a difference between H, M, and L. 
2. The difference was not as predicted by ILH. 
3. Low was better than M and H. 
4. ILH affects the acquisition and retention of collocation and single words differently. 
6.8   Implications 
This study considering the previous literature has implications for the teaching of collocations 
especially lexical collocations which are the target structures in the study, and for the use of 
different task types that can enhance the retention of collocations. The results will be of potential 
interest to curriculum materials developers and language educators.     
The most important thing for teachers is to shift their and their students’ focus away from individual 
words to collocations since this would improve their students’ fluency and accuracy in producing 
L2 collocations which is most problematic in L2 collocation acquisition (Conzett, 2001). In 
addition, congruency has been recommended as a criterion for selecting target collocations for 
teaching (Nesselhauf, 2005) by emphasizing that the focus of L2 teaching should shift considerably 
toward incongruent collocations.  
While congruent collocations are the least difficult, and incongruent collocations are the most 
difficult, congruent collocations receive more attention in language teaching and L2 learners more 
readily notice and learn them (Nesselhauf, 2005). There seems to be a processing advantage 
afforded to learners for congruent collocations over incongruent collocations (Wolter & Gyllstad, 
2013) and it takes longer for incongruent collocations to be accepted as legitimate in the L2 mental 
lexicon compared with congruent collocations, but once accepted, incongruent collocations (at least 
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short ones) may construct holistic units and may be processed as wholes without going through 
word-by-word L1 mediation (Yamashita & Jiang, 2010). 
The study identified the collocations that the L2 learners struggled with and performed poorly on. 
These verb + noun collocations were overall difficult for Chinese L2 learners of English, regardless 
of the treatment condition – High, Medium, and Low. These incongruent collocations, could be 
included for teaching verb + noun collocations at least to Chinese L2 learners.  
This might help teachers to understand first the necessity of considering particular learners’ L1 
background and past experiences of learning the language and their perception of L2 learning, in 
advance, and designing and selecting their teaching materials based on the needs and potential of 
their students. This might fit their background knowledge and experience, and what they actually 
want to achieve from participating in the courses. Then ESL teachers owning this knowledge of 
their students provide the focused guidance to the learners to improve their learning and 
understanding of L2. 
Moreover, not only teachers themselves need to be aware and supportive but raising their student’ 
awareness of collocations and the role they play for L2 learning, as well as developing strategies for 
their acquisition seems crucial for developing the longer-term competence and proficiency of their 
students. 
In addition, as one of the possible factors for the difficulty of V + N collocation in the study for the 
learners might be the effect of their L1, explaining about the differences of students’ L1 and their 
L2 and doing the contrastive analysis of the collocations in two languages by the ESL teachers 
would help the learners gain a clearer sense of what they want to communicate through the L2 
collocations, and to be able to handle the target collocations more efficiently.  
On the other hand, the findings of the study showed that the L2 learners benefited most from Low 
tasks in the experimental stage of the study in performing the tasks and gaining the scores, and the 
Low condition was not only more effective for their learning, but also it was more simple, easy to 
perform and needed less time than the two other tasks in the study.  
The L2 learners’ questionnaire showed that from participating in the activities in the study their 
awareness improved with regard to collocational knowledge and how to learn and become 
independent learners by using collocational dictionaries and considering alternatives.  
The finding that participants said they believed they learnt most from the most difficult task, while 
their scores were higher in the tasks they believed were easier, reveals that first, they seem to 
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perceive that the harder they work the more they would learn, and second, by referring to the 
hyperlinked dictionary they probably learnt more about other aspects of the target item than just its 
specific collocation in that context. What L2 learners perceive as helpful in their longer-term 
learning journey, might not necessarily be the same activities that prove to be helpful in shorter-
term task learning. 
Thus the findings from this study point to both effective immediate learning strategies and tasks that 
are simple, effective and practical, as well as introducing students to longer-term strategies for 
ongoing growth and development of collocational knowledge and use.  
This study could not support the predictions inherent in the ILH model. One possible confounding 
effect in the study was that in the Low condition the participants were asked to remember the 
collocations. With this instruction, it is possible that they tried harder in this condition to remember. 
However, as this was a within subjects design and each subject experienced each condition, it seems 
unlikely that this instruction to remember was a confounding factor. The participants retained the 
collocations consistently less in the High task with a higher index than the Medium task condition. 
These tasks might result in more general learning, but they would not result in more learning of the 
target items and specific knowledge.  
In the Medium condition, because of the presence of distractors which were possible combinations 
with the target noun component, and they had to evaluate and try each option considering the 
sentence context, they were exposed to other verb component which could make correct collocation 
with the target head noun, but were not appropriate in that sentence context. So this process of 
evaluating every option regarding the sentence context, and making the final decision about which 
verbs to choose and fill the blanks, resulted in some learning, better than the high condition. 
In the High condition, they might have gained more general language knowledge from the 
collocation dictionary, but processing this knowledge in order to find the right verb components 
created distraction for them.  Moreover, they did not have the verb options to choose, and they had 
to search in the hyperlinked collocation dictionary to find any possible option as well as evaluate 
those options considering the sentence context and choosing the right verb collocate. Thus the task 
had a higher burden and they had a lot more to deal with. 
Moreover, the target collocations were not learnt better in High probably because learning L2 
collocations requires (Boers et al., 2014)  learners to pay attention and notice the whole intact 
combination as one unit and keep them in memory as one unit. As Coxhead (2011, p. 228) found, 
using textual enhancements is valuable in encouraging students to notice the target items; in the 
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current study using bold words in the tasks were also found valuable. Moreover, Coxhead (2011) 
found highlighting the target words in their sentence contexts were seen as helpful.  
It has also been mentioned (Nation, 2013; Sonbul & Schmitt, 2013), that when enhancement such 
as bolding, underlining, or glossing is applied in the texts, it draws L2 learners attention to the 
target items which increases the opportunity for their learning and retention.  In the present study 
combining the highlighting of the target collocations in their sentence contexts, along with the 
instruction to remember those combinations facilitated their learning and retention by the 
participants, was found to be significant and central to their learning.  
Coxhead (2011) points out that highlighting the target items in the contexts and focusing L2 
learners’ attention on how L2 items are used as a technique to enhance using the L2 target items 
productively. Moreover, she mentions an example activity from Schmitt & Schmitt (2005) which 
“provide scaffolding opportunities for raising awareness of collocations.” (pp. 238-239), as 
following: 
Example of a collocation activity from Schmitt & Schmitt (2005, p. 43):  
COLLOCATION 
Each item below contains three sentences with the same collocation. Write a fourth sentence of 
your own using the same word partners. 
a. Closing streets during construction projects can have an adverse impact on local 
businesses. 
b. Mass consumerism has had an adverse impact credit card debt. 
c. Tax cuts often benefit the rich but have an adverse impact on lower-income groups because 
the government has less money to fund special programs. 
d. ___________________________________________________________  
An advantage of this type of exercise might be that it could create more exposure, that is, three 
exposures and in different sentence contexts. In the Low condition of the current study the 
participants had one exposure in one sentence context, and they learnt the collocations better than 
the two other conditions.  
The findings of the present study showed the following exercise types as effective to retention of 
verb + noun collocations: 
• Exercise types which present collocations together as a single unit.  
• Exercise types which require and motivate L2 learners to pay attention and notice the target 
collocation units. 
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The present study found a task in which verb + noun  collocations are treated as single units of 
language, and is designed as simple and easy as possible with less distraction might result in better 
retention than more complicated tasks which are more demanding and also would take more time to 
complete. On the other hand, a task designed to focus the L2 learners’ attention to individual words 
rather than chunks and combinations, might result in low retention of collocations. 
6.9   Limitations 
There are a number of limitations to this study and they need to be acknowledged for both their 
impacts on the present study and the generalizability of the results.  
The findings of the study did not support the ILH for L2 verb + noun collocations acquisition and 
retention. Hence, there might be some other reasons related to design, methodology or number of 
participants of the study which might be considered as limitations of the study which were 
inevitable considering the limitations of the time for completing a PhD research, or limiting access 
to large number of participants. Future research on L2 collocations might consider the above 
limitations before deciding on the type of tasks and the target items, as well as increasing the 
number of target items. 
The participants of the study were Chinese first language speakers due to the large number of 
mainland Chinese studying in the School of Business at the University of Queensland in Australia. 
A more varied sample of first language participants may have provided a deeper understanding of 
the process of L2 collocation acquisition. Chinese L1 interference also might be a limitation of the 
current study.  
Although any possible effect of L1 was controlled by choosing participants from the same L1, there 
might be some particular verb + noun collocations that are more difficult or easier for Chinese 
participants. If a contrastive analysis had been carried out before doing the study any possible 
differences might have had been identified. While this might be a limitation of the study, the time 
frame of this research did not allow a contrastive analysis of the collocations in the two languages, 
L1 (Chinese) and L2 (English), to identify any similarities or differences between the two languages 
which might affect the difficulty of collocations for the learners. In addition, determining the 
congruency and incongruency can be made by a native speaker of L1 who has native like 
proficiency in L2 (e.g., English) (Wolter & Gyllstad, 2013).  
Although careful comparisons were made of reported perceptions by the participants, yet students’ 
self-report data might not be accurate and reliable as the respondents might not be stating their real 
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perception or be mistaken in their self-reports. Yet, the information they provide seems to help gain 
a clearer perspective into their thinking and their understanding. 
It is possible that the repetition of the test has a practice effect on their learning. Yet, it was 
important to perform the tests with the same target items to be able to control any possible effect of 
other variables and factors. Yet, to eliminate this possible effect, the order of sentences were set 
differently from each other in each test: pretest, posttest and delayed. Moreover, the study chose a 
“within subject” design, in order to control the effect of other variables related to the differences of 
between group participants. So the same participants experienced “different conditions” as the main 
variable. Each participant experienced the three sets of collocations and the three different 
conditions (High, Medium and Low Involvement). All participants practiced the same 36 target 
collocations. However, the collocations were divided into three equivalent sets: A (1-12), B (13-24), 
C (25-36) of 12 each, and groups of participants practiced each set of collocations under one of the 
three involvement load conditions, where order of condition presentation and item sets, were 
counter-balancing. Thus, each participant practiced all three sets of collocations but with the 
involvement condition randomly assigned to each set. This meant that different groups of subjects 
practiced the different involvement load conditions in different orders. Yet, it should be 
acknowledged that choosing a within-subject design, and a lack of the control group, could be 
considered as a possible limitation of this study. 
6.10   Further Research Directions 
From the findings of the study it might be concluded that the processing of a word combination in a 
collocation might happen at a rather lower level than processing the meaning, considering that the 
problem with collocations is not a meaning problem as explained before. Therefore, it might not 
need high involvement load tasks as proposed by the involvement load hypothesis. As shown in the 
literature (e.g., Laufer, 2005; Laufer & Girsai, 2008a; Laufer & Waldman, 2011; Nesselhauf, 2003; 
Shei & Pain, 2000) even advanced L2 learners with a large vocabulary have considerable 
difficulties in using collocations. For example, they might know the meanings of maintain, conduct, 
or keep, and have no difficulty in producing the word diary, but they might have major difficulty in 
figuring out which form to use, either *maintain a diary, *conduct a diary, or keep a diary (Bahns 
& Eldaw, 1993). This happens because they do not know which two words should come together, 
which could result in miscollocations, by relying on their L1 collocational knowledge or analogy 
with their previous L2 knowledge, or even creating longer utterances than an intended collocation.  
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Further research could be performed to investigate this by applying a different methodology to 
investigate the effect of the different levels of involvement on the acquisition and retention of ESL 
collocations, through the following options: 
• Recruiting more participants; and also coming from other first language groups than 
Chinese, could help to clarify the role of involvement factor for the acquisition of L2 
collocations. 
• Performing a longer intervention and collecting the data in different intervals;  
• Using other types of collocations than verb + noun collocations, or grammatical collocations 
which might help obtain more comprehensive results;  
• Using different types of tasks like translation tasks and focusing on contrastive analysis 
activities to see if similar results occur. Doing a contrastive item analysis between L1 and 
target L2  
Further research can be done by focusing most on the qualitative aspects of the study and designing 
more comprehensive perception questionnaires which could provide a deeper understanding of both 
cognitive and metacognitive processes that L2 learners deploy for acquiring L2 collocations. 
As also suggested in Kim (2011), more research is required to investigate and compare the learning 
effect of the tasks that have the same involvement index, but have a different distribution of the 
components to further explore the prominent role of the involvement factors. Moreover, a future 
study could replicate the current study, but in the Low condition the instruction to remember the 
target collocations could be omitted, or examine the effect of writing original sentences by using the 
target collocations.  
In addition, a collocation task might be presented as a reading comprehension task with the 
collocations highlighted, where the highlighted collocations are glossed in the margins, following 
with comprehension questions related to the highlighted collocations in the text.  Providing their L1 
collocations which are equivalent to the L2 collocations, considering the L1 participants share the 
same L1, might facilitate their retention. Moreover, as providing highlighted hyperlinks in the 
digital texts and viewing the hyperlinked information (e.g., in a hyperlinked dictionary) could 
motivate L2 vocabulary acquisition (De Ridder, 2002; McLoughlin & Marshall, 2000; Segler, 
2001), then a collocation task could provide L1 collocations equivalents hyperlinked to their L2 
target collocations in the texts. 
Moreover, the future research could conduct a replication of the current study and use the Schmitt 
and Schmitt (2005, p. 43) collocation exercise for the Low involvement condition. Then the ILH 
could be operationalised to evaluate the retention of the target items, as instead of directly asking 
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the participants to remember the collocations, they could be asked to write another sentence by 
considering the sentence example of the same collocation.    
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Appendices 
Appendix A:  Verb + Noun Collocations  
1) Verb + time 
afford        kill      make     save      spend      take        
2) Verb + way 
admire      criticize    push      change     develop     see 
3) Verb + work 
check        involve      make     find       complete    face 
4) Verb + place 
find          mark        save       earn         change      hold 
5) Verb + area 
avoid        cover        develop      destroy      know     tour 
6) Verb + use 
introduce     ban       lose        recommend       share     make 
7) Verb + problem 
appreciate    ignore      pose     have      tackle      solve 
8) Verb + question 
expect     repeat     raise     avoid     invite     misunderstand 
9) Verb + need 
eliminate    feel       illustrate     meet     recognize     stress 
10) Verb + risk 
carry         pose     reduce     consider   outweigh       take 
11) Verb + reason 
explain      give      know     have      understand       see 
12) Verb + moment 
have          spare        dread       take       last        choose 
13) Verb + mind 
have          change       clear      broaden        cross      train 
14) Verb + plan     
announce    change     make      approve     scrap    wreck 
15) Verb + ability  
affect        overestimate   doubt      assess    lose    show 
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16) Verb + chance 
give         miss      have        improve      need       take 
17) Verb + challenge         
accept        meet      face      pose     issue      provide 
18) Verb + choice        
leave       have      make      give      influence       restrict    
19) Verb + complaint      
have        receive       investigate     refer      make     uphold 
20) Verb + consequence     
consider     realize       fear      suffer      ignore     understand 
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Appendix B:  Verb + Noun Collocations + sentences (120)  
 
1) Verb + time 
afford     kill     make    save   spend    take        
1. It can ………. quite a long time to get used to living in a different country. 
a. take 
2. People who ………. too much time together usually end up getting on each other’s nerves. 
a. spend 
3. It’ll take you about half an hour to walk to the station. Get a taxi. Think of the time you’ll 
……….! 
a. save   
4. I arrived two hours early for my interview, so I ………. some time in the National Gallery and 
then I looked around a bookshop. 
a. killed 
5. You keep saying you don’t have enough time. That’s not good enough! You’ve simply got to 
………. time! 
a. make 
6. I’d love to come out with you tonight, but I can’t ………. the time. I have a report to finish for 
the morning. 
a. afford   
 
2) Verb + way 
admire          criticize        push       change       develop        see 
1. I wasn’t pleased when she ………. the way I ran the office. I felt her comments were so unfair. 
a. criticized     
2. The internet has ………. the way we do business. In fact, it has revolutionized it. 
a. changed 
3. This job has to be completed today, but I can’t ………. any way of finishing it before five.  
a. see 
4. I ………. the way she carried on when she had no chance of winning the race. 
a. admired       
b. criticize        c. push       change       develop        see 
5. We’re trying to ………. new ways of treating people for depression without the use of drugs.   
a. develop 
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6.  Just ………. your way to the front of the queue! 
a. push            
b. admire         c. criticize              d. develop        
 
3) Verb + work 
check         involve     make     find       complete      face 
1. I’m still looking for a job. It’s so difficult to ………. work in the present economic climate. 
a. find   
2. I just couldn’t ………. work yesterday, so I took the day off. 
a. face 
3. Payment will be withheld until the work is ………. to my satisfaction. 
a. complete 
4. As a salesman my work ………. a lot of driving. 
a. involves 
5. Make sure you ………. your work before handling it in. Silly mistakes can lose marks. 
a. check   
6. These new regulations have ………. a lot of extra work for me. 
a. made 
 
4) Verb + place 
find          mark        save       earn         change      hold 
1. Sorry, we’re late. It took us ages to ………. a parking place. 
a. find 
2. It’s quite common for people to ………. their places in a book they are reading  by turning down 
the corner of a page. 
a. mark   
3. Come and sit here beside us. We’ve ………. a place for you. 
a. saved 
4. If you want to ………. a place in this team, you will have to prove you’re worth it! 
a. earn 
5. Would you like to ………. places with me so that you can sit beside your husband? 
a. change 
6. Ataturk ………. a very important place in the minds of all Turks. 
a. holds 
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5) Verb + area 
avoid           cover          develop          destroy        know          tour 
1. I’m sorry I don’t know where the high school is. Ask Jane. She ………. the local area very well. 
a. know 
2. Buxton is very central and it makes an ideal base for ………. the area. 
a. touring 
3. The National Park ………. an area of some 2000 square kilometers. 
a. covers 
4. Heathrow does its best to make sure planes ………. flying over residential areas at night. 
a. avoid 
5. The introduction of a good public transport system is essential for ………. that area of South 
Africa. 
a. developing 
6. Fires have ………. huge areas of forest around Sydney for the second year running. 
a. destroyed 
 
6) Verb + use 
introduce          ban      lose        recommend       share         make 
1. I’m afraid she can’t walk. She ……….the use of her legs in a road accident a few years ago. 
a. lost 
2. As there is a shortage of practice facilities, both teams will have to ………. the use of the 
gymnasium. 
a. share 
3. In order to reduce pollution we need to ………. more use of the energy provided by the sun and 
the wind. 
a. make 
4. Doctors discourage the use of fats in cooking and ………. the use of oils instead. 
a. recommend   
5. The United Nations should ………. the use of the chemical weapons. 
a. ban 
6. The aim of the course is to ………. you to the uses of the internet. 
a. introduce   
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7) Verb + problem 
appreciate       ignore      pose     have      tackle      solve 
1. We’ve been ………. a few problems with our air conditioning recently. 
a. having 
2. No one has ………. the problem of what to do with radioactive waste. 
a. solved 
3. We simply can’t afford to avoid the problem of teenage pregnancy. I think that we need to 
………. it head on. 
a. tackle   
4. I fully ………. your problem, but I’m afraid there is little I can do to help you.  
a. appreciate    
5. Are you seriously suggesting that we should just ………. the problem? Just turn a blind eye to it? 
a. ignore 
6. I’m glad Dave and Gill and the kids are coming to stay, but it ………. the problem of where they 
are all going to sleep! 
a. poses 
 
8) Verb + question 
expect       repeat              raise             avoid           invite      misunderstand 
1. Do you mind if I ……….the embarrassing question of expenses? How much do we get? 
a. raise 
2. The Prime Minister wasn’t ………. a question about his private life and it caught him completely 
off guard. 
a. expecting 
3. For the benefit of those who weren’t listening the first time, I will ………. the question. 
a. repeat 
4. I’m afraid you’ve completely ………. my question. 
a. misunderstood 
5. At the end of his talk, the speaker ………. questions from the audience. 
a. invited 
6. Just answer the question I asked and stop trying to ………. it! 
a. avoid 
 
9) Verb + need 
eliminate      feel      illustrate     meet     recognize     stress 
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1. The theft of the Rembrandt last weekend clearly ………. the need for better security measures at 
the palace. 
a. illustrates 
2. The main advantage of credit cards is that they ………. the need to carry cash around. 
a. eliminate 
3. The director ………. the need for co-operation between workers and management if the company 
was to get out of its current difficulties. 
a. stressed 
4. More nurseries will have to be built to ………. the need for high-quality child care. 
a. meet 
5. The government says that it ………. the need for immediate legislation to combat racism in the 
workplace. 
a. recognizes 
6. I know you’re getting out of hospital today, but you’re welcome to come back and talk any time 
– if ever you ………. the need. 
a. feel 
 
10) Verb + risk 
carry       pose     reduce     consider   outweigh       take 
1. A fatty diet increases the risk of heart disease whereas a low fat diet ………. the risk. 
a. reduces 
2. We cannot afford to ………. risks when people’s lives are involved. 
a. take 
3. Boxing is a contact sport which ………. a high risk of injury. However, wearing protective 
headgear can help minimize the risk of head injury. 
a. carries 
4. The chemicals in food are not dangerous. They ………. little risk to health. 
a. pose 
5. I’ve ………. all the risks of having the operation and I’ve decided to go ahead. 
a. considered 
6. All things considered, the benefits of this treatment ………. the risks.  
a. outweigh 
 
11) Verb + reason 
explain     give    know     have     understand       see 
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1. Mel and Frank ………. every reason to be unhappy. He lost his job last year and now she’s been 
told she might lose hers! 
a. have 
2. I ………. no reason for us to depart from our usual practices in this hospital. We will treat the 
Prime Minister just like any other patient. 
a. see 
3. I could ………. you any number of reasons for not going to Elizabeth’s party. But just tell her 
that I’m not feeling very well.  
a. give  
4. I’d like to ………. the reason why you’re so late. 
a. know 
5. He died suddenly at the age of 21 and the doctors are at a loss to ………. the reason for this 
sudden death. A second autopsy will have to be held. 
a. explain 
6. I don’t ………. the reason why computers can’t repair themselves. I would have thought 
someone could write a program. 
a. understand 
 
12) Verb + moment 
have       spare        dread       take       last        choose 
1. Could you look through my report when you ………. a moment or two? 
a. have 
2. As I boarded the plane, I began to panic, but thankfully, the feeling only ………. a moment. 
a. lasted 
3. Don’t worry. You won’t feel a thing. This won’t ………. a moment. 
a. take 
4. I’m terribly busy. I can only ………. a few moments, I’m afraid. Now, what was it about? 
a. spare 
5. It was my turn to make a speech. This was the moment I have been ………. all day. 
a. dreading 
6. The headmaster is in a terrible mood today. If you want to speak to him, you should ………. your 
moment very carefully! 
a. choose 
 
13) Verb + mind 
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have         change       clear      broaden         cross        train 
1. I’m not going on that plane, so don’t try to persuade me. Nothing, and I mean nothing, will make 
me ………. my mind. 
a. change 
2. I often find it difficult to ………. my mind after a hard day at work. Thoughts about work just 
keep running through my head. My wife wants me to take up yoga or something like that. 
a. clear 
3. Some people go on courses to ………. their minds to think positively. 
a. train 
4. I’m trying to encourage my kids to travel more, but they just want to stay at home. I keep telling 
them that travel ………. the mind. 
a. broadens 
5. Sometimes I think this car ………. a mind of its own. Whenever I am in desperate hurry, it 
decides not to start! 
a. has 
6. It never ………. my mind that James would resign. I mean, he’s not the resigning type, is he? 
a. crossed 
 
14) Verb + plan     
announce      change      make      approve     scrap      wreck 
1. It’s important that you all look ahead and ………. plans for the future. 
a. make            b. do (is wrong)(from p.14, Cambridge photocopy) 
2. We had to ………. our holiday plans at the last minute, when my mother was taken into hospital. 
a. change 
3. The school was forced to ………. its plan for a new library due to a lack of financial support.  
a. scrap 
4. I’m afraid the picnic had to be cancelled. The bad whether ……….all our plans. 
a. wrecked 
5. The committee unanimously ………. the plan. Not one person opposed it. Everybody supported 
it. 
a. approved 
6. Yesterday the government ………. plans to create thousands of new jobs. 
a. announced 
 
15) Verb + ability  
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affect        overestimate     doubt      assess   lose    show 
1. Examinations are not the only means of ………. someone’s ability. There are other ways of 
measuring potential. 
a. assessing 
2. At first I questioned his abilities, but he has done the job so well. I’m not ashamed that I had so 
little confidence in him and that I ………. his abilities in the first place. 
a. doubted 
3. It is a well-known fact that even small amounts of alcohol can ………. your ability to drive 
safely. 
a. affect 
4. She was so shocked by the accident that she ………. the ability to speak. 
a. lost 
5. Although Peter ………. a lot of ability as a teenager, he just wasn’t good enough to go 
professional. 
a. showed 
6. I had to give up half way through the race. I had obviously ………. my ability to run a marathon. 
a. overestimated 
 
16) Verb + chance 
give      miss    have        improve     need       take 
1. I can do much better. Please ………. me one more chance and I’ll show you what I can really do. 
a. give 
2. I can’t believe how rude Pete was. He snatched the newspaper out of my hand before I ………. 
chance to read it. 
a. had 
3. Don’t ………. this chance to buy three of your favorite videos for the price of one. 
a. miss 
4. You should ………. the chance to travel abroad while you’re still young. 
a. take 
5. I feel that learning English will ………. my chances of working abroad. 
a. improve 
6. It’s an important matter so I ………. a chance to think it over before I make a decision. 
a. need 
 
17) Verb + challenge         
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accept       meet      face     pose     issue      provide 
1. Persuading staff to accept new patterns of work is a challenge ………. by many companies that 
want to develop. 
a. faced 
2. Have you heard the news? Lewis has just ………. Tyson’s challenge to fight for the world title. 
a. accepted 
3. The trouble with my current job is that it doesn’t ………. me with enough of a challenge. 
a. provide 
4. We need to modernize this business in order to ………. the challenges of the next decade. 
a. meet 
5. In the near future Frankfurt could ………. a real challenge to London as the financial center of 
Europe. 
a. pose      
6. The Conservative candidate ………. a challenge to the rest of the candidates to take part in a 
public debate. I think they were wise to say no. 
a. issued 
  
18) Verb + choice 
leave       have     make      give     influence     restrict    
1. I’m not up here in Alaska because I want to be! Head office never………. me a choice! 
a. gave 
2. Young people don’t realize that the choices they………. at school and university can affect them 
for the rest of their lives. 
a. make             b. do (is wrong)(from p.14, Cambridge photocopy) 
3. We used to live in London, so we could fly anywhere really easy. Living up here in the north 
does ………. your choice of where you can go, but we prefer the quieter life. 
a. restrict 
4. I wouldn’t drive without a seat belt, but I still think people should ………. the choice. 
a. have 
5. The council denied that financial considerations had ………. their choice of consultant. 
a. influenced 
6. I’m afraid you’ve ………. us no choice. You’ve taken so many days off for no reason, we’ve got 
no alternative but to ask you to leave.   
a. left 
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19) Verb + complaint      
have   receive        investigate       refer      make     uphold 
1. I’m not happy with the service and, to be honest, the food was not very warm. I’m not going to 
………. an official complaint, but I think you should know that we were not happy. 
a. make  
2. I’m afraid I ……….a complaint. Can I speak to the person in charge, please? 
a. have 
3. A senior police officer has been suspended from duty while complaints against him are being 
………. . 
a. investigated 
4. The court refused to ………. the complaint against the newspaper. The footballer, John Inset, had 
claimed that the story run by the paper had seriously damaged his reputation. 
4. uphold 
5. Due to seriousness of your complaint, it will have to be ………. to the board. 
a. referred 
6. The cinema has ………. complaints from customers about the lack of parking facilities.  
a. received 
 
20) Verb + consequence     
consider       realize       fear      suffer      ignore     understand 
1. I’ve had too many late nights over the past few weeks. I’m now ………. the consequences! 
a. suffering 
2. My friend Neil can be very irresponsible. He’s always making snap decisions and never ………. 
the consequences. 
a. considers 
3. The lawyer said that her client fully ………. the consequences of her actions and was prepared to 
go to jail for them. 
a. understood 
4. You ………. the consequences of smoking at your peril. I’d give it up now if I were you. 
a. ignore 
5. The peace process has broken down again. I think the whole world ………. the consequences of 
another war. 
a. fears 
6. I can see now that it was a mistake to let people just turn up without letting us know in advance. I 
didn’t ………. what the consequences would be. 
a. realise 
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Appendix C: Preliminary test: sentences including the head noun and a missing 
a verb collocate  
 
Collocation preliminary test 
Choose the correct form of these verbs that best fills the blank: 
Example: You must ................ attention to the teacher. 
a. take              b. get                                  d. do    
 
1. It can ………. quite a long time to get used to living in a different country. 
a. catch               b. collect              c. gather             d. take 
2. People who ………. too much time together usually end up getting on each other’s nerves. 
a. spread             b. spill                  c. spend              d. save 
3. The internet has ………. the way we do business. In fact, it has revolutionized it. 
a. issued              b.  ignored            c. changed         d. admired       
4. This job has to be completed today, but I can’t ………. any way of finishing it before five.  
a. develop           b. criticize            c. admire            d. see 
5. I ………. the way she carried on when she had no chance of winning the race. 
a. earned                b. admired            c. spent             d. developed 
6.  Just ………. your way to the front of the queue! 
a. push                     b. admire                c. criticize          d. develop        
7. I just couldn’t ………. work yesterday, so I took the day off. 
a. face                      b. spread                 c. gather           d. destroy 
8. Make sure you ………. your work before handling it in. Silly mistakes can lose marks. 
a. save                     b. check                   c. make              d. find 
9. These new regulations have ………. a lot of extra work for me. 
a. made                     b. motivated            c. broken           d. drifted 
10. Sorry, we’re late. It took us ages to ………. a parking place. 
a. earn                        b. make                  c. hold              d. find 
11. Come and sit here beside us. We’ve ………. a place for you. 
a. changed                  b. saved                 c. made             d. pushed 
12. If you want to ………. a place in this team, you will have to prove you’re worth it! 
a. earn                         b. bring                 c. make             d. develop 
13. Would you like to ………. places with me so that you can sit beside your husband? 
c.  
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a. find                           b. mark                 c. save             d. change 
14. Ataturk ………. a very important place in the minds of all Turks. 
a. earns                         b. changes            c. finds             d. holds 
15. Buxton is very central and it makes an ideal base for ………. the area. 
a. touring                       b. taking              c. treating         d. training      
16. The National Park ………. an area of some 2000 square kilometres. 
a. develops                    b. covers             c. gathers           d. establishes 
17. Fires have ………. huge areas of forest around Sydney for the second year running. 
a. developed                 b. detected            c. destroyed       d. defeated    
18. Doctors discourage the use of fats in cooking and ………. the use of oils instead. 
a. prevent                   b. compensate        c. produce         d. recommend  
19. The United Nations should ………. the use of the chemical weapons. 
a. lose                         b. earn                   c. cover             d. ban 
20. We’ve been ………. a few problems with our air conditioning recently. 
a. holding                   b. having                c. hiding            d. healing    
21. No one has ………. the problem of what to do with radioactive waste. 
a. covered                 b. solved                c. avoided               d. saved 
22. I fully ………. your problem, but I’m afraid there is little I can do to help you.  
a. ignore                   b. improve                c. approve            d. appreciate    
23. Do you mind if I ……….the embarrassing question of expenses? How much do we get? 
a. avoid                     b. expect                  c. raise                 d. invite 
24. For the benefit of those who weren’t listening the first time, I will ………. the question. 
a. raise                        b. repeat                c. declare              d. state         
25. I’m afraid you’ve completely ………. my question. 
a. appreciated            b. misunderstood      c. recommended    d. recognized 
26. At the end of his talk, the speaker ………. questions from the audience. 
a. illustrate                 b. invited                 c. ignored             d. involved 
27. Just answer the question I asked and stop trying to ………. it! 
a. raise                       b. delay                   c. avoid                d. cover 
28. The main advantage of credit cards is that they ………. the need to carry cash around. 
a. recognize               b. eliminate              c. improve            d. decrease  
29. More nurseries will have to be built to ………. the need for high-quality child care. 
a. feel                        b. meet                     c. raise                  d. take        
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30. A fatty diet increases the risk of heart disease whereas a low fat diet ………. the risk. 
a. takes                      b. carries                  c. reduces             d. outweighs 
31. We cannot afford to ………. risks when people’s lives are involved. 
a. make                      b. take                      c. pose                d. carry  
32. The chemicals in food are not dangerous. They ………. little risk to health. 
a. reduce                    b. avoid                    c. pose                    d. take 
33. I’ve ………. all the risks of having the operation and I’ve decided to go ahead. 
a. considered              b. eliminated             c. illustrated         d. appreciated 
34. All things considered, the benefits of this treatment ………. the risks.  
a. recognize                b. outweigh              c. eliminate          d. improve 
35. I’d like to ………. the reason why you’re so late. 
a. give                        b. know                  c. explain                   d. catch 
36. Could you look through my report when you ………. a moment or two? 
a. have                        b. take                     c. give                       d. last 
37. Don’t worry. You won’t feel a thing. This won’t ………. a moment. 
a. catch                       b. give                      c. make                    d. take 
38. I’m terribly busy. I can only ………. a few moments, I’m afraid. Now, what was it about? 
a. catch                       b. spare                   c. last                        d. take 
39. It was my turn to make a speech. This was the moment I have been ………. all day. 
a. taking                        b. dreading             c. catching               d. sparing  
40. Some people go on courses to ………. their minds to think positively. 
a. cross                         b. take                     c. train                  d. cover 
41. It never ………. my mind that James would resign. I mean, he’s not the resigning type, is he? 
a. broadened                   b. changed             c. cleared                 d. crossed 
42. It’s important that you all look ahead and ………. plans for the future. 
a. scrap                        b. spare                    c. make                    d. take     
43. The school was forced to ………. its plan for a new library due to a lack of financial support.  
a. broaden                    b. cross                   c. clear                   d. scrap 
44. I’m afraid the picnic had to be cancelled. The bad whether ………. all our plans. 
a. wrecked                    b. crossed               c. approved           d. cleared           
45. Yesterday the government ………. plans to create thousands of new jobs. 
a. afforded                   b. constructed        c. announced          d. involved 
46. It is a well-known fact that even small amounts of alcohol can ………. your ability to drive 
safely. 
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a. clear                        b. hold                     c. face                   d. affect 
47. She was so shocked by the accident that she ………. the ability to speak. 
a. got                          b. held                     c. took                 d. lost 
48. Don’t ………. this chance to buy three of your favourite videos for the price of one. 
a. move                     b. destroy                 c. tackle                d. miss 
49. You should ………. the chance to travel abroad while you’re still young. 
a. hold                      b. face                    c. meet                 d. take 
50. I feel that learning English will ………. my chances of working abroad. 
a. develop               b. deploy               c. approve              d. improve     
51. It’s an important matter so I ………. a chance to think it over before I make a decision. 
a. miss                   b. need                   c. take                   d. give 
52. We need to modernize this business in order to ………. the challenges of the next decade. 
a. make                  b. issue                  c. accept            d. meet 
53. You ………. the consequences of smoking at your peril. I’d give it up now if I were you. 
a. meet                  b. cover                   c. fear                d. ignore            
54. I wouldn’t drive without a seat belt, but I still think people should ………. the choice. 
a. give                   b. meet                    c. face                d. have 
55. The council denied that financial considerations had ………. their choice of consultant. 
a. investigated         b. integrated           c. influenced       d. illustrated 
56. I’m afraid I ……….a complaint. Can I speak to the person in charge, please? 
a. declare                b. state                  c. pose                 d. have 
57. A senior police officer has been suspended from duty while complaints against him are being 
………. . 
a. restricted             b. influenced          c. eliminated        d. investigated 
58. Due to seriousness of your complaint, it will have to be ………. to the board. 
a. referred               b. received              c. recognized         d. restricted      
59. The cinema has ………. complaints from customers about the lack of parking facilities.  
a. posed                 b. referred                c. stated               d. received 
60. I’ve had too many late nights over the past few weeks. I’m now ………. the consequences! 
a. suffering             b. receiving             c. inviting             d. doubting  
 
 
Thank you for participating in this research 
Good Luck 
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Appendix D: Rating the preliminary collocation test 
 
 
 As a learner of L2 how difficult each item you think it is. 
Please mark the degree of difficulty of each highlighted collocation.  
     1. It can take quite a long time to get used to living in a different country. 
 very difficult difficult easy very easy I have no idea 
     2. People who spend too much time together usually end up getting on each other’s nerves. 
very difficult difficult easy very easy I have no idea 
 
3.  The internet has changed the way we do business. In fact, it has revolutionized it. 
very difficult difficult easy very easy I have no idea 
 
4. This job has to be completed today, but I can’t see any way of finishing it before five.  
very difficult difficult easy very easy I have no idea 
 
5. I admired the way she carried on when she had no chance of winning the race. 
very difficult difficult easy very easy I have no idea 
 
6.  Just push your way to the front of the queue! 
very difficult difficult easy very easy I have no idea 
 
7. I just couldn’t face work yesterday, so I took the day off. 
very difficult difficult easy very easy I have no idea 
 
8. Make sure you check your work before handling it in. Silly mistakes can lose marks. 
very difficult difficult easy very easy I have no idea 
 
9. These new regulations have made a lot of extra work for me. 
very difficult difficult easy very easy I have no idea 
 
10.  Sorry, we’re late. It took us ages to find a parking place. 
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very difficult difficult easy very easy I have no idea 
 
11. Come and sit here beside us. We’ve saved a place for you. 
very difficult difficult easy very easy I have no idea 
 
12.  If you want to earn a place in this team, you will have to prove you’re worth it! 
very difficult difficult easy very easy I have no idea 
 
13. Would you like to change places with me so that you can sit beside your husband? 
very difficult difficult easy very easy I have no idea 
 
14. Ataturk holds a very important place in the minds of all Turks. 
very difficult difficult easy very easy I have no idea 
 
15. Buxton is very central and it makes an ideal base for touring the area. 
very difficult difficult easy very easy I have no idea 
 
16. The National Park covers an area of some 2000 square kilometres. 
very difficult difficult easy very easy I have no idea 
 
17. Fires have destroyed huge areas of forest around Sydney for the second year running. 
very difficult difficult easy very easy I have no idea 
 
18. Doctors discourage the use of fats in cooking and recommend the use of oils instead. 
very difficult difficult easy very easy I have no idea 
 
19. The United Nations should ban the use of the chemical weapons. 
very difficult difficult easy very easy I have no idea 
 
20. We’ve been having a few problems with our air conditioning recently. 
very difficult difficult easy very easy I have no idea 
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21. No one has solved the problem of what to do with radioactive waste. 
very difficult difficult easy very easy I have no idea 
 
22.  I fully appreciate your problem, but I’m afraid there is little I can do to help you.  
very difficult difficult easy very easy I have no idea 
 
23. Do you mind if I raise the embarrassing question of expenses? How much do we get? 
very difficult difficult easy very easy I have no idea 
 
24. For the benefit of those who weren’t listening the first time, I will repeat the question. 
very difficult difficult easy very easy I have no idea 
 
25. I’m afraid you’ve completely misunderstood my question. 
very difficult difficult easy very easy I have no idea 
 
26. At the end of his talk, the speaker invited questions from the audience. 
very difficult difficult easy very easy I have no idea 
 
27. Just answer the question I asked and stop trying to avoid it! 
very difficult difficult easy very easy I have no idea 
 
28. The main advantage of credit cards is that they eliminate the need to carry cash around. 
very difficult difficult easy very easy I have no idea 
 
29. More nurseries will have to be built to meet the need for high-quality child care. 
very difficult difficult easy very easy I have no idea 
 
30. A fatty diet increases the risk of heart disease whereas a low fat diet reduces the risk. 
very difficult difficult easy very easy I have no idea 
 
31. We cannot afford to take risks when people’s lives are involved. 
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very difficult difficult easy very easy I have no idea 
 
32. The chemicals in food are not dangerous. They pose little risk to health. 
very difficult difficult easy very easy I have no idea 
 
33. I’ve considered all the risks of having the operation and I’ve decided to go ahead. 
very difficult difficult easy very easy I have no idea 
 
34. All things considered, the benefits of this treatment outweigh the risks.  
very difficult difficult easy very easy I have no idea 
 
35. I’d like to know the reason why you’re so late. 
very difficult difficult easy very easy I have no idea 
 
36. Could you look through my report when you have a moment or two? 
very difficult difficult easy very easy I have no idea 
 
37. Don’t worry. You won’t feel a thing. This won’t take a moment. 
very difficult difficult easy very easy I have no idea 
 
38. I’m terribly busy. I can only spare a few moments, I’m afraid. Now, what was it about? 
very difficult difficult easy very easy I have no idea 
 
39. It was my turn to make a speech. This was the moment I have been dreading all day. 
very difficult difficult easy very easy I have no idea 
 
40. Some people go on courses to train their minds to think positively. 
very difficult difficult easy very easy I have no idea 
 
41. It never crossed my mind that James would resign. I mean, he’s not the resigning type, is he? 
very difficult difficult easy very easy I have no idea 
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42. It’s important that you all look ahead and make plans for the future. 
very difficult difficult easy very easy I have no idea 
 
43. The school was forced to scrap its plan for a new library due to a lack of financial support.  
very difficult difficult easy very easy I have no idea 
 
44. I’m afraid the picnic had to be cancelled. The bad whether wrecked all our plans. 
very difficult difficult easy very easy I have no idea 
 
45. Yesterday the government announced plans to create thousands of new jobs. 
very difficult difficult easy very easy I have no idea 
 
46. It is a well-known fact that even small amounts of alcohol can affect your ability to drive 
safely. 
very difficult difficult easy very easy I have no idea 
 
47. She was so shocked by the accident that she lost the ability to speak. 
very difficult difficult easy very easy I have no idea 
 
48. Don’t miss this chance to buy three of your favourite videos for the price of one. 
very difficult difficult easy very easy I have no idea 
 
49. You should take the chance to travel abroad while you’re still young. 
very difficult difficult easy very easy I have no idea 
 
50. I feel that learning English will improve my chances of working abroad. 
very difficult difficult easy very easy I have no idea 
 
51. It’s an important matter so I need a chance to think it over before I make a decision. 
very difficult difficult easy very easy I have no idea 
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52. We need to modernize this business in order to meet the challenges of the next decade. 
very difficult difficult easy very easy I have no idea 
 
53. You ignore the consequences of smoking at your peril. I’d give it up now if I were you. 
very difficult difficult easy very easy I have no idea 
 
54. I wouldn’t drive without a seat belt, but I still think people should have the choice. 
very difficult difficult easy very easy I have no idea 
 
55. The council denied that financial considerations had influenced their choice of consultant. 
very difficult difficult easy very easy I have no idea 
 
56. I’m afraid I have a complaint. Can I speak to the person in charge, please? 
very difficult difficult easy very easy I have no idea 
 
57. A senior police officer has been suspended from duty while complaints against him are being 
investigated. 
very difficult difficult easy very easy I have no idea 
 
58. Due to seriousness of your complaint, it will have to be referred to the board. 
very difficult difficult easy very easy I have no idea 
 
59. The cinema has received complaints from customers about the lack of parking facilities.  
very difficult difficult easy very easy I have no idea 
 
60. I’ve had too many late nights over the past few weeks. I’m now suffering the consequences! 
very difficult difficult easy very easy I have no idea 
     Thank you and Good Luck  
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Appendix E: Pretest 
Delivered as same test in three different interval periods: Pretest; Posttest; Delay Posttest 
(Productive & Receptive): 
In the productive collocation test the first letters were provided to reduce the possibility of guessing 
by test takers (Hsu & Chiu, 2007). The participants were asked to generate the correct verbs in each 
sentence. 
Appendix E.01 Collocation productive pretest 
 
Fill in the blanks with an appropriate verb.  
 
1. I just couldn’t …f……. work yesterday, so I took the day off. 
2. These new regulations have …m……. a lot of extra work for me. 
3. Come and sit here beside us. We’ve …s……. a place for you. 
4. If you want to …e……. a place in this team, you will have to prove you’re worth it! 
5. Ataturk …h……. a very important place in the minds of all Turks. 
6. Buxton is very central and it makes an ideal base for …t……. the area. 
7. I fully …a……. your problem, but I’m afraid there is little I can do to help you.  
8. At the end of his talk, the speaker …i……. questions from the audience. 
9. Just answer the question I asked and stop trying to …a……. it! 
10. The main advantage of credit cards is that they …e……. the need to carry cash around. 
11. A fatty diet increases the risk of heart disease whereas a low fat diet …r……. the risk. 
12. The chemicals in food are not dangerous. They …p……. little risk to health. 
13. I’ve …c……. all the risks of having the operation and I’ve decided to go ahead. 
14. All things considered, the benefits of this treatment …o……. the risks.  
15. Could you look through my report when you …h……. a moment or two? 
16. Don’t worry. You won’t feel a thing. This won’t …t……. a moment. 
17. I’m terribly busy. I can only …s……. a few moments, I’m afraid. Now, what was it about? 
18. It was my turn to make a speech. This was the moment I have been …d……. all day. 
19. Some people go on courses to …t……. their minds to think positively. 
20. It never …c……. my mind that James would resign. I mean, he’s not the resigning type, is he? 
21. The school was forced to …s……. its plan for a new library due to a lack of financial support.  
22. I’m afraid the picnic had to be cancelled. The bad whether …w……. all our plans. 
23. Yesterday the government …a……. plans to create thousands of new jobs. 
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24. She was so shocked by the accident that she …l……. the ability to speak. 
25. You should …t……. the chance to travel abroad while you’re still young. 
26. I feel that learning English will …i……. my chances of working abroad. 
27. It’s an important matter so I …n……. a chance to think it over before I make a decision. 
28. We need to modernize this business in order to …m……. the challenges of the next decade. 
29. You …i……. the consequences of smoking at your peril. I’d give it up now if I were you. 
30. I wouldn’t drive without a seat belt, but I still think people should …h……. the choice. 
31. The council denied that financial considerations had …i……. their choice of consultant. 
32. I’m afraid I …h…….a complaint. Can I speak to the person in charge, please? 
33. A senior police officer has been suspended from duty while complaints against him are being 
…i……. . 
34. Due to seriousness of your complaint, it will have to be …r……. to the board. 
35. The cinema has …r……. complaints from customers about the lack of parking facilities.  
36. I’ve had too many late nights over the past few weeks. I’m now …s……. the consequences! 
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Appendix E.02 Collocation receptive prestest 
 
Fill in the blanks with an appropriate verb. Choose the correct form of these verbs: 
 
1. I just couldn’t ………. work yesterday, so I took the day off. 
a. face                      b. spread                 c. gather           d. destroy 
2. These new regulations have ………. a lot of extra work for me. 
a. made                     b. motivated            c. broken           d. drifted 
3. Come and sit here beside us. We’ve ………. a place for you. 
a. changed                  b. saved                 c. made             d. pushed 
4. If you want to ………. a place in this team, you will have to prove you’re worth it! 
a. earn                         b. bring                 c. make             d. develop 
5. Ataturk ………. a very important place in the minds of all Turks. 
a. earns                        b. changes            c. finds             d. holds 
6. Buxton is very central and it makes an ideal base for ………. the area. 
a. touring                      b. taking              c. treating         d. training      
7. I fully ………. your problem, but I’m afraid there is little I can do to help you.  
a. ignore                       b. improve            c. approve        d. appreciate    
8. At the end of his talk, the speaker ………. questions from the audience. 
a. illustrated                 b. invited                c. ignored         d. involved 
9. Just answer the question I asked and stop trying to ………. it! 
a. raise                        b. delay                   c. avoid                d. cover 
10. The main advantage of credit cards is that they ………. the need to carry cash around. 
a. recognize               b. eliminate              c. improve            d. decrease  
11. A fatty diet increases the risk of heart disease whereas a low fat diet ………. the risk. 
a. takes                       b. carries                  c. reduces             d. outweighs 
12. The chemicals in food are not dangerous. They ………. little risk to health. 
a. reduce                    b. avoid                    c. pose                    d. take 
13. I’ve ………. all the risks of having the operation and I’ve decided to go ahead. 
a. considered              b. eliminated             c. illustrated         d. appreciated 
14. All things considered, the benefits of this treatment ………. the risks.  
a. recognize                b. outweigh              c. eliminate           d. improve 
15. Could you look through my report when you ………. a moment or two? 
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a. have                        b. take                     c. give                      d. last 
16. Don’t worry. You won’t feel a thing. This won’t ………. a moment. 
a. catch                       b. give                      c. make                    d. take 
17. I’m terribly busy. I can only ………. a few moments, I’m afraid. Now, what was it about? 
a. catch                       b. spare                   c. last                        d. take 
18. It was my turn to make a speech. This was the moment I have been ………. all day. 
a. taking                       b. dreading             c. catching               d. sparing  
19. Some people go on courses to ………. their minds to think positively. 
a. cross                         b. take                     c. train                     d. cover 
20. It never ………. my mind that James would resign. I mean, he’s not the resigning type, is he? 
a. broadened                  b. changed             c. cleared                 d. crossed 
21. The school was forced to ………. its plan for a new library due to a lack of financial support.  
a. broaden                     b. cross                    c. clear                    d. scrap 
22. I’m afraid the picnic had to be cancelled. The bad whether ………. all our plans. 
a. wrecked                    b. crossed                 c. approved            d. cleared           
23. Yesterday the government ………. plans to create thousands of new jobs. 
a. afforded                   b. constructed            c. announced          d. involved 
24. She was so shocked by the accident that she ………. the ability to speak. 
a. got                           b. held                         c. took                   d. lost 
25. You should ………. the chance to travel abroad while you’re still young. 
a. hold                          b. face                        c. meet                 d. take 
26. I feel that learning English will ………. my chances of working abroad. 
a. develop               b. deploy               c. approve              d. improve     
27. It’s an important matter so I ………. a chance to think it over before I make a decision. 
a. miss                   b. need                    c. take                    d. give 
28. We need to modernize this business in order to ………. the challenges of the next decade. 
a. make                  b. issue                    c. accept               d. meet 
29. You ………. the consequences of smoking at your peril. I’d give it up now if I were you. 
a. meet                  b. cover                     c. fear                  d. ignore            
30. I wouldn’t drive without a seat belt, but I still think people should ………. the choice. 
a. give                   b. meet                      c. face                  d. have 
31. The council denied that financial considerations had ………. their choice of consultant. 
a. investigated         b. integrated            c. influenced        d. illustrated 
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32. I’m afraid I ……….a complaint. Can I speak to the person in charge, please? 
a. declare                 b. state                    c. pose                  d. have 
33. A senior police officer has been suspended from duty while complaints against him are being 
………. . 
a. restricted              b. influenced           c. eliminated         d. investigated 
34. Due to seriousness of your complaint, it will have to be ………. to the board. 
a. referred               b. received               c. recognized          d. restricted      
35. The cinema has ………. complaints from customers about the lack of parking facilities.  
a. posed                  b. referred                 c. stated                  d. received 
36. I’ve had too many late nights over the past few weeks. I’m now ………. the consequences! 
a. suffering             b. receiving              c. inviting              d. doubting  
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Appendix F: Three Involvement Load index 
 
High involvement condition: (1+1+2)  
 
The participants were asked to generate the correct verb collocates in the following sentences 
considering the highlighted noun collocates that have Hyperlinks to a digital collocation dictionary 
pages.  
Example: 1. It can …….... quite a long time to get used to living in a different country. 
Correct answer:  take 
Because the knowledge of collocations is required to complete this task, and this need is imposed 
by the task, i.e. the students need to use a verb in each sentence that the teacher has asked for, Need 
is moderate and will get an Involvement Load Index of 1in this task. Because the students attempt 
to find the appropriate verb collocates for the highlighted nouns from the digital collocation 
dictionary page, Search is present and will get an Involvement Load Index of 1in this task. Because 
the students compare different verb collocates of the highlighted nouns, make a decision about a 
specific verb that collocates for the noun, and assess if the verb is suitable for that context and 
choose the best option, Evaluation is strong and will get an Involvement Load Index of 2 in this 
task. This task would receive an overall Involvement Load Index of 4 because Need is moderate (1), 
Search is present (1), and Evaluation is strong (2), i.e., (N+S+E) is (1+1+2).  
 
Medium involvement condition: (1+0+1) 
 
The participants were asked to read the sentences and choose the correct answer: 
Example: 1. It can …….....  quite a long time to get used to living in a different country.         
a. make          b. afford             c. take         d. kill                                                        
Correct answer:    take 
Because the knowledge of collocations is required to complete this task, and this need is imposed 
by the task, i.e. the students need to know which verbs could collocate with the target nouns, that 
the teacher has asked for, Need is moderate and will get an Involvement Load Index of 1in this task. 
Because the students are provided with alternatives of four verbs plus the target noun in contexts, 
Search is absent and will get an Involvement Load Index of 0 in this task. Because the students need 
to understand differences between the provided verbs and assess which specific verb is suitable for 
the target noun in that context, Evaluation is moderate and will get an Involvement Load Index of 1 
in this task. This task would receive an Involvement Load Index of 2 because Need is moderate (1), 
Search is absent (0), and Evaluation is moderate (1), i.e., (N+S+E) is (1+0+1).  
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Low involvement condition: (1+0+0) 
The participants were asked to read the sentences and try to remember the highlighted 
combinations: 
Example:  1. It can take quite a long time to get used to living in a different country. 
Because the students need to remember the highlighted combinations, and this need is imposed by 
the task that the teacher has asked for, Need is moderate and will get an Involvement Load Index of 
1 in this task. Because the students do not need to attempt to do search or evaluation, this task 
would receive an overall Involvement Load Index of 1 because Need is moderate (1), Search is 
absent (0), and no Evaluation (0), i.e., (N+S+E) is (1+0+0).  
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Appendix G: Three Involvement Load Tasks 
High Involvement Load Task: 
 
Generate the correct verb collocates in the following sentences considering the highlighted noun 
collocates that have Hyperlinks to a digital collocation dictionary pages.  
 
Example: 1. It can …….... quite a long time to get used to living in a different country. 
Correct answer:  take 
 
1. I just couldn’t ………. work yesterday, so I took the day off. 
2. These new regulations have ………. a lot of extra work for me. 
3. Come and sit here beside us. We’ve ………. a place for you. 
4. If you want to ………. a place in this team, you will have to prove you’re worth it! 
5. Ataturk ………. a very important place in the minds of all Turks. 
6. Buxton is very central and it makes an ideal base for ………. the area. 
7. I fully ………. your problem, but I’m afraid there is little I can do to help you.  
8. At the end of his talk, the speaker ………. questions from the audience. 
9. Just answer the question I asked and stop trying to ………. it! 
10. The main advantage of credit cards is that they ………. the need to carry cash around. 
11. A fatty diet increases the risk of heart disease whereas a low fat diet ………. the risk. 
12. The chemicals in food are not dangerous. They ………. little risk to health. 
13. I’ve ………. all the risks of having the operation and I’ve decided to go ahead. 
14. All things considered, the benefits of this treatment ………. the risks.  
15. Could you look through my report when you ………. a moment or two? 
16. Don’t worry. You won’t feel a thing. This won’t ………. a moment. 
17. I’m terribly busy. I can only ………. a few moments , I’m afraid. Now, what was it about? 
18. It was my turn to make a speech. This was the moment I have been ………. all day. 
19. Some people go on courses to ………. their minds to think positively. 
20. It never ………. my mind that James would resign. I mean, he’s not the resigning type, is he? 
21. The school was forced to ………. its plan for a new library due to a lack of financial support.  
22. I’m afraid the picnic had to be cancelled. The bad whether ………. all our plans. 
23. Yesterday the government ………. plans to create thousands of new jobs. 
24. She was so shocked by the accident that she ………. the ability to speak. 
25. You should ………. the chance to travel abroad while you’re still young. 
26. I feel that learning English will ………. my chances of working abroad. 
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27. It’s an important matter so I ………. a chance to think it over before I make a decision. 
28. We need to modernize this business in order to ………. the challenges of the next decade. 
29. You ………. the consequences of smoking at your peril. I’d give it up now if I were you. 
30. I wouldn’t drive without a seat belt, but I still think people should ………. the choice. 
31. The council denied that financial considerations had ………. their choice of consultant. 
32. I’m afraid I ……….a complaint. Can I speak to the person in charge, please? 
33. A senior police officer has been suspended from duty while complaints against him are being 
………. . 
34. Due to seriousness of your complaint, it will have to be ………. to the board. 
35. The cinema has ………. complaints from customers about the lack of parking facilities.  
36. I’ve had too many late nights over the past few weeks. I’m now ………. the consequences! 
 
 
Medium Involvement Load Task: 
 
Read the following sentences and choose the correct answer: 
 
Example: 1. It can …….....  quite a long time to get used to living in a different country.         
a. make          b. afford             c. take         d. kill                                                              
Correct answer:    take 
 
1. I just couldn’t ………. work yesterday, so I took the day off. 
a. face                      b. spread                 c. gather           d. destroy 
2. These new regulations have ………. a lot of extra work for me. 
a. made                     b. motivated            c. broken           d. drifted 
3. Come and sit here beside us. We’ve ………. a place for you. 
a. changed                  b. saved                 c. made             d. pushed 
4. If you want to ………. a place in this team, you will have to prove you’re worth it! 
a. earn                         b. bring                 c. make             d. develop 
5. Ataturk ………. a very important place in the minds of all Turks. 
a. earns                         b. changes            c. finds             d. holds 
6. Buxton is very central and it makes an ideal base for ………. the area. 
a. touring                       b. taking              c. treating         d. training      
7. I fully ………. your problem, but I’m afraid there is little I can do to help you.  
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a. ignore                   b. improve                c. approve            d. appreciate    
8. At the end of his talk, the speaker ………. questions from the audience. 
a. illustrated                 b. invited                 c. ignored             d. involved 
9. Just answer the question I asked and stop trying to ………. it! 
a. raise                       b. delay                   c. avoid                d. cover 
10. The main advantage of credit cards is that they ………. the need to carry cash around. 
a. recognize               b. eliminate              c. improve            d. decrease  
11. A fatty diet increases the risk of heart disease whereas a low fat diet ………. the risk. 
a. takes                      b. carries                  c. reduces             d. outweighs 
12. The chemicals in food are not dangerous. They ………. little risk to health. 
a. reduce                    b. avoid                    c. pose                    d. take 
13. I’ve ………. all the risks of having the operation and I’ve decided to go ahead. 
a. considered              b. eliminated             c. illustrated         d. appreciated 
14. All things considered, the benefits of this treatment ………. the risks.  
a. recognize                b. outweigh              c. eliminate          d. improve 
15. Could you look through my report when you ………. a moment or two? 
a. have                        b. take                     c. give                       d. last 
16. Don’t worry. You won’t feel a thing. This won’t ………. a moment. 
a. catch                       b. give                      c. make                    d. take 
17. I’m terribly busy. I can only ………. a few moments, I’m afraid. Now, what was it about? 
a. catch                       b. spare                   c. last                        d. take 
18. It was my turn to make a speech. This was the moment I have been ………. all day. 
a. taking                        b. dreading             c. catching               d. sparing  
19. Some people go on courses to ………. their minds to think positively. 
a. cross                         b. take                     c. train                  d. cover 
20. It never ………. my mind that James would resign. I mean, he’s not the resigning type, is he? 
a. broadened                   b. changed             c. cleared                 d. crossed 
21. The school was forced to ………. its plan for a new library due to a lack of financial support.  
a. broaden                    b. cross                   c. clear                   d. scrap 
22. I’m afraid the picnic had to be cancelled. The bad whether ………. all our plans. 
a. wrecked                    b. crossed               c. approved           d. cleared           
23. Yesterday the government ………. plans to create thousands of new jobs. 
a. afforded                   b. constructed        c. announced          d. involved 
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24. She was so shocked by the accident that she ………. the ability to speak. 
a. got                          b. held                     c. took                 d. lost 
25. You should ………. the chance to travel abroad while you’re still young. 
a. hold                      b. face                    c. meet                 d. take 
26. I feel that learning English will ………. my chances of working abroad. 
a. develop               b. deploy               c. approve              d. improve     
27. It’s an important matter so I ………. a chance to think it over before I make a decision. 
a. miss                   b. need                   c. take                   d. give 
28. We need to modernize this business in order to ………. the challenges of the next decade. 
a. make                  b. issue                  c. accept            d. meet 
29. You ………. the consequences of smoking at your peril. I’d give it up now if I were you. 
a. meet                  b. cover                   c. fear                d. ignore            
30. I wouldn’t drive without a seat belt, but I still think people should ………. the choice. 
a. give                   b. meet                    c. face                d. have 
31. The council denied that financial considerations had ………. their choice of consultant. 
a. investigated         b. integrated           c. influenced       d. illustrated 
32. I’m afraid I ……….a complaint. Can I speak to the person in charge, please? 
a. declare                b. state                  c. pose                 d. have 
33. A senior police officer has been suspended from duty while complaints against him are being 
………. . 
a. restricted             b. influenced          c. eliminated        d. investigated 
34. Due to seriousness of your complaint, it will have to be ………. to the board. 
a. referred               b. received              c. recognized         d. restricted      
35. The cinema has ………. complaints from customers about the lack of parking facilities.  
a. posed                 b. referred                c. stated               d. received 
36. I’ve had too many late nights over the past few weeks. I’m now ………. the consequences! 
a. suffering             b. receiving             c. inviting             d. doubting  
 
Low Involvement Load Task: 
 
Read the following sentences and try to remember the highlighted combinations: 
                                                                                                                                                
1. I just couldn’t face work yesterday, so I took the day off. 
2. These new regulations have made a lot of extra work for me. 
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3. Come and sit here beside us. We’ve saved a place for you. 
4. If you want to earn a place in this team, you will have to prove you’re worth it! 
5. Ataturk holds a very important place in the minds of all Turks. 
6. Buxton is very central and it makes an ideal base for touring the area. 
7. I fully appreciate your problem, but I’m afraid there is little I can do to help you.  
8. At the end of his talk, the speaker invited questions from the audience. 
9. Just answer the question I asked and stop trying to avoid it! 
10. The main advantage of credit cards is that they eliminate the need to carry cash around. 
11. A fatty diet increases the risk of heart disease whereas a low fat diet reduces the risk. 
12. The chemicals in food are not dangerous. They pose little risk to health. 
13. I’ve considered all the risks of having the operation and I’ve decided to go ahead. 
14. All things considered, the benefits of this treatment outweigh the risks.  
15. Could you look through my report when you have a moment or two? 
16. Don’t worry. You won’t feel a thing. This won’t take a moment. 
17. I’m terribly busy. I can only spare a few moments, I’m afraid. Now, what was it about? 
18. It was my turn to make a speech. This was the moment I have been dreading all day. 
19. Some people go on courses to train their minds to think positively. 
20. It never crossed my mind that James would resign. I mean, he’s not the resigning type, is he? 
21. The school was forced to scrap its plan for a new library due to a lack of financial support.  
22. I’m afraid the picnic had to be cancelled. The bad whether wrecked all our plans. 
23. Yesterday the government announced plans to create thousands of new jobs. 
24. She was so shocked by the accident that she lost the ability to speak. 
25. You should take the chance to travel abroad while you’re still young. 
26. I feel that learning English will improve my chances of working abroad. 
27. It’s an important matter so I need a chance to think it over before I make a decision. 
28. We need to modernize this business in order to meet the challenges of the next decade. 
29. You ignore the consequences of smoking at your peril. I’d give it up now if I were you. 
30. I wouldn’t drive without a seat belt, but I still think people should have the choice. 
31. The council denied that financial considerations had influenced their choice of consultant. 
32. I’m afraid I have a complaint. Can I speak to the person in charge, please? 
33. A senior police officer has been suspended from duty while complaints against him are being 
investigated. 
34. Due to seriousness of your complaint, it will have to be referred to the board. 
35. The cinema has received complaints from customers about the lack of parking facilities.  
36. I’ve had too many late nights over the past few weeks. I’m now suffering the consequences!  
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Appendix H:  Initial High and Low conditions 
 
In the High condition students will be exposed to two different tasks as follows:  
 I. Recognition:  
The students will be provided with a reading comprehension text which includes the 80 highlighted 
target verb + noun collocations. Following that, there will be 80 sentences irrelevant to the text (the 
text will be only as a source of target collocations). The students will be asked to generate the 
correct verbs in each sentence. The students could refer to the text and decide about the appropriate 
verb for the blank. 
II. Recognition and Production: 
The students will be provided with four texts in which there are 20 collocational errors. The 
students are asked to find and underline the errors and provide their correct collocations in the 
spaces automatically created next to the item (McCarthy & O'Dell, 2005).   
 
In the LI condition the students will be provided with 80 sentences (each noun will be repeated in 4 
sentences). The students will be asked to choose the correct verb for each sentence (Woolard, 
2005).  
Immediately after the High condition treatment and LI condition treatment, the Post- Test will be 
administered to all the participants in two stages: 
I. Collocation Recognition Test similar to the pretest, but consisting of 80 most difficult target 
collocations. The students will be given a sentence including a headword (noun), with the four 
verbs from which only one could collocate with the noun. The students will be asked to fill in the 
blank by choosing the correct verb (a., b., c., or d).  
  
II. Collocation Production Test in which students will be provided with 20 headwords (nouns), and 
will be instructed to make 4 verb+ noun collocations for each noun that they think are acceptable in 
English and type their answers in the spaces provided.  
The results of the posttest will be analysed to predict the differences between the two treatment 
conditions.  
 
The third session will be one week later at the same computer lab at UQ. The same delayed post- 
test will be equally administered to all the 60 subjects in two stages similar to the posttest 
(Recognition and Production test).  
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Initial High and Low condition tasks 
  
The followings are samples of 10 sentences for each initially designed condition: 
 
 High condition recognition test, part 1: 
 
The students will be provided with 120 sentences. The students will be asked to choose the correct 
verb for each sentence (Woolard, 2005).  
Because the knowledge of collocations is required to complete this task, and this need is imposed 
by the task, i.e. the students need to know which verbs could collocate with the target nouns, that 
the teacher has asked for, Need is moderate and will get an Involvement Load Index of 1in this task. 
Because the students are provided with four verbs plus the same target noun along with their 
contexts, Search is absent and will get an Involvement Load Index of 0 in this task. Because the 
students need to understand differences between the provided verbs and assess which specific verb 
is suitable for that context, Evaluation is moderate and will get an Involvement Load Index of 1 in 
this task. This task would receive an Involvement Load Index of 2 because Need is moderate (1), 
Search is absent (0), and Evaluation is moderate (1), i.e., (N+S+E) is (1+0+1).  
 
Part 1: 
 
Use the correct form of these verbs to complete each collocation considering the highlighted noun 
collocates: 
Example: 1. It can …. take....  quite a long time to get used to living in a different country. 
 
1) Verb + time 
afford     kill     make    save   spend    take  
1. It can ………. quite a long time to get used to living in a different country. 
2. People who ………. too much time together usually end up getting on each other’s nerves. 
3. It’ll take you about half an hour to walk to the station. Get a taxi. Think of the time you’ll 
……….! 
4. I arrived two hours early for my interview, so I ………. some time in the National Gallery and 
then I looked around a bookshop. 
5. You keep saying you don’t have enough time. That’s not good enough! You’ve simply got to 
………. time! 
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6. I’d love to come out with you tonight, but I can’t ………. the time. I have a report to finish for 
the morning. 
 
2) Verb + way 
admire          criticize        push       change       develop        see 
1. I wasn’t pleased when she ………. the way I ran the office. I felt her comments were so unfair. 
2. The internet has ………. the way we do business. In fact, it has revolutionized it. 
3. This job has to be completed today, but I can’t ………. any way of finishing it before five.  
4. I ………. the way she carried on when she had no chance of winning the race. 
5. We’re trying to ………. new ways of treating people for depression without the use of drugs.   
6.  Just ………. your way to the front of the queue! 
 
3) Verb + work 
check         involve     make     find       complete      face 
1. I’m still looking for a job. It’s so difficult to ………. work in the present economic climate. 
2. I just couldn’t ………. work yesterday, so I took the day off. 
3. Payment will be withheld until the work is ………. to my satisfaction. 
4. As a salesman my work ………. a lot of driving. 
5. Make sure you ………. your work before handling it in. Silly mistakes can lose marks. 
6. These new regulations have ………. a lot of extra work for me. 
 
4) Verb + place 
find          mark        save       earn         change      hold 
1. Sorry, we’re late. It took us ages to ………. a parking place. 
2. It’s quite common for people to ………. their places in a book they are reading  by turning down 
the corner of a page. 
3. Come and sit here beside us. We’ve ………. a place for you. 
4. If you want to ………. a place in this team, you will have to prove you’re worth it! 
5. Would you like to ………. places with me so that you can sit beside your husband? 
6. Ataturk ………. a very important place in the minds of all Turks. 
 
5) Verb + area 
avoid           cover          develop          destroy        know          tour 
1. I’m sorry I don’t know where the high school is. Ask Jane. She ………. the local area very well. 
2. Buxton is very central and it makes an ideal base for ………. the area. 
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3. The National Park ………. an area of some 2000 square kilometres. 
4. Heathrow does its best to make sure planes ………. flying over residential areas at night. 
5. The introduction of a good public transport system is essential for ………. that area of South 
Africa. 
6. Fires have ………. huge areas of forest around Sydney for the second year running. 
 
6) Verb + use 
introduce          ban      lose        recommend       share         make 
1. I’m afraid she can’t walk. She ……….the use of her legs in a road accident a few years ago. 
2. As there is a shortage of practice facilities, both teams will have to ………. the use of the 
gymnasium. 
3. In order to reduce pollution we need to ………. more use of the energy provided by the sun and 
the wind. 
4. Doctors discourage the use of fats in cooking and ………. the use of oils instead. 
5. The United Nations should ………. the use of the chemical weapons. 
6. The aim of the course is to ………. you to the uses of the internet. 
 
7) Verb + problem 
appreciate       ignore      pose     have      tackle      solve 
1. We’ve been ………. a few problems with our air conditioning recently. 
2. No one has ………. the problem of what to do with radioactive waste. 
3. We simply can’t afford to avoid the problem of teenage pregnancy. I think that we need to 
………. it head on. 
4. I fully ………. your problem, but I’m afraid there is little I can do to help you.  
5. Are you seriously suggesting that we should just ………. the problem? Just turn a blind eye to 
it? 
6. I’m glad Dave and Gill and the kids are coming to stay, but it ………. the problem of where they 
are all going to sleep! 
 
8) Verb + question 
expect       repeat              raise             avoid           invite      misunderstand 
1. Do you mind if I ……….the embarrassing question of expenses? How much do we get? 
2. The Prime Minister wasn’t ………. a question about his private life and it caught him 
completely off guard. 
3. For the benefit of those who weren’t listening the first time, I will ………. the question. 
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4. I’m afraid you’ve completely ………. my question. 
5. At the end of his talk, the speaker ………. questions from the audience. 
6. Just answer the question I asked and stop trying to ………. it! 
 
9) Verb + need 
eliminate      feel      illustrate     meet     recognize     stress 
1. The theft of the Rembrandt last weekend clearly ………. the need for better security measures at 
the palace. 
2. The main advantage of credit cards is that they ………. the need to carry cash around. 
3. The director ………. the need for co-operation between workers and management if the 
company was to get out of its current difficulties. 
4. More nurseries will have to be built to ………. the need for high-quality child care. 
5. The government says that it ………. the need for immediate legislation to combat racism in the 
workplace. 
6. I know you’re getting out of hospital today, but you’re welcome to come back and talk any time 
– if ever you ………. the need. 
 
10) Verb + risk 
carry       pose     reduce     consider   outweigh       take 
1. A fatty diet increases the risk of heart disease whereas a low fat diet ………. the risk. 
2. We cannot afford to ………. risks when people’s lives are involved. 
3. Boxing is a contact sport which ………. a high risk of injury. However, wearing protective 
headgear can help minimize the risk of head injury. 
4. The chemicals in food are not dangerous. They ………. little risk to health. 
5. I’ve ………. all the risks of having the operation and I’ve decided to go ahead. 
6. All things considered, the benefits of this treatment ………. the risks.  
 
High condition recognition and production test, part 2: 
 
The students will be provided with 120 sentences with one collocational error in each sentence. The 
students are asked to find, underline and provide their correct collocations in the spaces 
automatically created next to the items that have a Hyperlink to a digital collocation dictionary 
(McIntosh et al., 2009) page.   
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Because the knowledge of collocations is required to complete this task, and this need is imposed 
by the task, i.e. the students need to know which verbs could collocate with the highlighted target 
nouns, that the teacher has asked for, Need is moderate and will get an Involvement Load Index of 
1in this task. Because the students attempt to find the collocational errors in the sentences and 
provide their correct forms from a Hyperlink to a digital collocation dictionary page, Search is 
present and will get an Involvement Load Index of 1in this task. Because the students make a 
decision about the a specific verb could combine with that specific noun in the text, and evaluate the 
possible appropriate combinations to produce the correct collocations, Evaluation is strong and will 
get an Involvement Load Index of 2 in this task. This task would receive an Involvement Load 
index of 4 because Need is moderate (1), Search is present (1), and Evaluation is strong (2), i.e., 
(N+S+E) is (1+1+2).  
 
Part 2: 
 
Correct the collocation errors which are the verb collocates of the highlighted nouns hyperlinked to 
a digital collocation dictionary page.  
Example:  1. It can pose quite a long time to get used to living in a different country. 
(answer:   pose is wrong. take is right) 
 
1) Verb + time 
1. It can afford quite a long time to get used to living in a different country. 
2. People who make too much time together usually end up getting on each other’s nerves. 
3. It’ll take you about half an hour to walk to the station. Get a taxi. Think of the time you’ll cover! 
4. I arrived two hours early for my interview, so I afforded some time in the National Gallery and 
then I looked around a bookshop. 
5. You keep saying you don’t have enough time. That’s not good enough! You’ve simply got to 
have time! 
6. I’d love to come out with you tonight, but I can’t develop the time. I have a report to finish for 
the morning. 
 
2) Verb + way 
1. I wasn’t pleased when she ………. the way I ran the office. I felt her comments were so unfair. 
2. The internet has ………. the way we do business. In fact, it has revolutionized it. 
3. This job has to be completed today, but I can’t ………. any way of finishing it before five.  
4. I ………. the way she carried on when she had no chance of winning the race. 
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5. We’re trying to ………. new ways of treating people for depression without the use of drugs.   
6.  Just ………. your way to the front of the queue! 
 
3) Verb + work 
1. I’m still looking for a job. It’s so difficult to ………. work in the present economic climate. 
2. I just couldn’t ………. work yesterday, so I took the day off. 
3. Payment will be withheld until the work is ………. to my satisfaction. 
4. As a salesman my work ………. a lot of driving. 
5. Make sure you ………. your work before handling it in. Silly mistakes can lose marks. 
6. These new regulations have ………. a lot of extra work for me. 
 
4) Verb + place 
1. Sorry, we’re late. It took us ages to ………. a parking place. 
2. It’s quite common for people to ………. their places in a book they are reading  by turning down 
the corner of a page. 
3. Come and sit here beside us. We’ve ………. a place for you. 
4. If you want to ………. a place in this team, you will have to prove you’re worth it! 
5. Would you like to ………. places with me so that you can sit beside your husband? 
6. Ataturk ………. a very important place in the minds of all Turks. 
 
5) Verb + area 
1. I’m sorry I don’t know where the high school is. Ask Jane. She ………. the local area very well. 
2. Buxton is very central and it makes an ideal base for ………. the area. 
3. The National Park ………. an area of some 2000 square kilometers. 
4. Heathrow does its best to make sure planes ………. flying over residential areas at night. 
5. The introduction of a good public transport system is essential for ………. that area of South 
Africa. 
6. Fires have ………. huge areas of forest around Sydney for the second year running. 
 
6) Verb + use 
1. I’m afraid she can’t walk. She ……….the use of her legs in a road accident a few years ago. 
2. As there is a shortage of practice facilities, both teams will have to ………. the use of the 
gymnasium. 
3. In order to reduce pollution we need to ………. more use of the energy provided by the sun and 
the wind. 
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4. Doctors discourage the use of fats in cooking and ………. the use of oils instead. 
5. The United Nations should ………. the use of the chemical weapons. 
6. The aim of the course is to ………. you to the uses of the internet. 
7) Verb + problem 
1. We’ve been ………. a few problems with our air conditioning recently. 
2. No one has ………. the problem of what to do with radioactive waste. 
3. We simply can’t afford to avoid the problem of teenage pregnancy. I think that we need to 
………. it head on. 
4. I fully ………. your problem, but I’m afraid there is little I can do to help you.  
5. Are you seriously suggesting that we should just ………. the problem? Just turn a blind eye to 
it? 
6. I’m glad Dave and Gill and the kids are coming to stay, but it ………. the problem of where they 
are all going to sleep! 
 
8) Verb + question 
1. Do you mind if I ……….the embarrassing question of expenses? How much do we get? 
2. The Prime Minister wasn’t ………. a question about his private life and it caught him 
completely off guard. 
3. For the benefit of those who weren’t listening the first time, I will ………. the question. 
4. I’m afraid you’ve completely ………. my question. 
5. At the end of his talk, the speaker ………. questions from the audience. 
6. Just answer the question I asked and stop trying to ………. it! 
 
9) Verb + need 
1. The theft of the Rembrandt last weekend clearly ………. the need for better security measures at 
the palace. 
2. The main advantage of credit cards is that they ………. the need to carry cash around. 
3. The director ………. the need for co-operation between workers and management if the 
company was to get out of its current difficulties. 
4. More nurseries will have to be built to ………. the need for high-quality child care. 
5. The government says that it ………. the need for immediate legislation to combat racism in the 
workplace. 
6. I know you’re getting out of hospital today, but you’re welcome to come back and talk any time 
– if ever you ………. the need. 
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10) Verb + risk 
1. A fatty diet increases the risk of heart disease whereas a low fat diet ………. the risk. 
2. We cannot afford to ………. risks when people’s lives are involved. 
3. Boxing is a contact sport which ………. a high risk of injury. However, wearing protective 
headgear can help minimize the risk of head injury. 
4. The chemicals in food are not dangerous. They ………. little risk to health. 
5. I’ve ………. all the risks of having the operation and I’ve decided to go ahead. 
6. All things considered, the benefits of this treatment ………. the risks.  
 
High condition recognition and production test, part 3: 
 
The students will be provided with 120 sentences with one missing verb, and one highlighted noun 
that has a Hyperlink to a digital collocation dictionary page. The students will be asked to generate 
the correct verbs in each sentence. The students could refer to the digital collocation dictionary page 
and decide about the appropriate verb for the blank.  
 
Because the knowledge of collocations is required to complete this task, and this need is imposed 
by the task, i.e. the students need to use a verb in each sentence that the teacher has asked for, Need 
is moderate and will get an Involvement Load Index of 1in this task. Because the students attempt 
to find the appropriate verb collocates for the highlighted nouns from the digital collocation 
dictionary page, Search is present and will get an Involvement Load Index of 1in this task. Because 
the students compare different verb collocates of the highlighted nouns, make a decision about a 
specific verb that collocates for the noun, and assess if the verb is suitable for that context and 
choose the best option, Evaluation is strong and will get an Involvement Load Index of 2 in this 
task. This task would receive an overall Involvement Load Index of 4 because Need is moderate (1), 
Search is present (1), and Evaluation is strong (2), i.e., (N+S+E) is (1+1+2).  
 
Part 3: 
 
 Add the missing verb collocates in the following sentences considering the highlighted noun 
collocates: 
Example: 1. It can …. take.... quite a long time to get used to living in a different country. 
 
1) Verb + time 
1. It can ………. quite a long time to get used to living in a different country. 
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2. People who ………. too much time together usually end up getting on each other’s nerves. 
3. It’ll take you about half an hour to walk to the station. Get a taxi. Think of the time you’ll 
……….! 
4. I arrived two hours early for my interview, so I ………. some time in the National Gallery and 
then I looked around a bookshop. 
5. You keep saying you don’t have enough time. That’s not good enough! You’ve simply got to 
………. time! 
6. I’d love to come out with you tonight, but I can’t ………. the time. I have a report to finish for 
the morning. 
 
2) Verb + way 
1. I wasn’t pleased when she ………. the way I ran the office. I felt her comments were so unfair. 
2. The internet has ………. the way we do business. In fact, it has revolutionized it. 
3. This job has to be completed today, but I can’t ………. any way of finishing it before five.  
4. I ………. the way she carried on when she had no chance of winning the race. 
5. We’re trying to ………. new ways of treating people for depression without the use of drugs.   
6.  Just ………. your way to the front of the queue! 
 
3) Verb + work 
1. I’m still looking for a job. It’s so difficult to ………. work in the present economic climate. 
2. I just couldn’t ………. work yesterday, so I took the day off. 
3. Payment will be withheld until the work is ………. to my satisfaction. 
4. As a salesman my work ………. a lot of driving. 
5. Make sure you ………. your work before handling it in. Silly mistakes can lose marks. 
6. These new regulations have ………. a lot of extra work for me. 
 
4) Verb + place 
1. Sorry, we’re late. It took us ages to ………. a parking place. 
2. It’s quite common for people to ………. their places in a book they are reading  by turning down 
the corner of a page. 
3. Come and sit here beside us. We’ve ………. a place for you. 
4. If you want to ………. a place in this team, you will have to prove you’re worth it! 
5. Would you like to ………. places with me so that you can sit beside your husband? 
6. Ataturk ………. a very important place in the minds of all Turks. 
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5) Verb + area 
1. I’m sorry I don’t know where the high school is. Ask Jane. She ………. the local area very well. 
2. Buxton is very central and it makes an ideal base for ………. the area. 
3. The National Park ………. an area of some 2000 square kilometers. 
4. Heathrow does its best to make sure planes ………. flying over residential areas at night. 
5. The introduction of a good public transport system is essential for ………. that area of South 
Africa. 
6. Fires have ………. huge areas of forest around Sydney for the second year running. 
 
6) Verb + use 
1. I’m afraid she can’t walk. She ……….the use of her legs in a road accident a few years ago. 
2. As there is a shortage of practice facilities, both teams will have to ………. the use of the 
gymnasium. 
3. In order to reduce pollution we need to ………. more use of the energy provided by the sun and 
the wind. 
4. Doctors discourage the use of fats in cooking and ………. the use of oils instead. 
5. The United Nations should ………. the use of the chemical weapons. 
6. The aim of the course is to ………. you to the uses of the internet. 
 
7) Verb + problem 
1. We’ve been ………. a few problems with our air conditioning recently. 
2. No one has ………. the problem of what to do with radioactive waste. 
3. We simply can’t afford to avoid the problem of teenage pregnancy. I think that we need to 
………. it head on. 
4. I fully ………. your problem, but I’m afraid there is little I can do to help you.  
5. Are you seriously suggesting that we should just ………. the problem? Just turn a blind eye to 
it? 
6. I’m glad Dave and Gill and the kids are coming to stay, but it ………. the problem of where they 
are all going to sleep! 
 
8) Verb + question 
1. Do you mind if I ……….the embarrassing question of expenses? How much do we get? 
2. The Prime Minister wasn’t ………. a question about his private life and it caught him 
completely off guard. 
3. For the benefit of those who weren’t listening the first time, I will ………. the question. 
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4. I’m afraid you’ve completely ………. my question. 
5. At the end of his talk, the speaker ………. questions from the audience. 
6. Just answer the question I asked and stop trying to ………. it! 
 
9) Verb + need 
1. The theft of the Rembrandt last weekend clearly ………. the need for better security measures at 
the palace. 
2. The main advantage of credit cards is that they ………. the need to carry cash around. 
3. The director ………. the need for co-operation between workers and management if the 
company was to get out of its current difficulties. 
4. More nurseries will have to be built to ………. the need for high-quality child care. 
5. The government says that it ………. the need for immediate legislation to combat racism in the 
workplace. 
6. I know you’re getting out of hospital today, but you’re welcome to come back and talk any time 
– if ever you ………. the need. 
 
10) Verb + risk 
1. A fatty diet increases the risk of heart disease whereas a low fat diet ………. the risk. 
2. We cannot afford to ………. risks when people’s lives are involved. 
3. Boxing is a contact sport which ………. a high risk of injury. However, wearing protective 
headgear can help minimize the risk of head injury. 
4. The chemicals in food are not dangerous. They ………. little risk to health. 
5. I’ve ………. all the risks of having the operation and I’ve decided to go ahead. 
6. All things considered, the benefits of this treatment ………. the risks.  
 
Low condition production test, part 1: 
 
The students will be provided with 120 sentences. The students will be asked to generate the correct 
verbs in each sentence. 
 
Because the knowledge of collocations is required to complete this task, and this need is imposed 
by the task, i.e. the students need to use a verb in each sentence that the teacher has asked for, Need 
is moderate and will get an Involvement Load Index of 1in this task. Search is absent and will get 
an Involvement Load Index of 0in this task. Because there is no verbs provided and the students 
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cannot access to a dictionary, there is no Evaluation and will get an Involvement Load Index of 0in 
this task. This task would receive an overall Involvement Load Index of 1because Need is moderate 
(1), Search is absent (0), and no Evaluation (0), i.e., (N+S+E) is (1+0+0).  
 
Part 1: 
 
Fill in the blanks with an appropriate verb. 
Example: 
1. It can ……take…. quite a long time to get used to living in a different country. 
 
 
1. It can ………. quite a long time to get used to living in a different country. 
2. People who ………. too much time together usually end up getting on each other’s nerves. 
3. It’ll take you about half an hour to walk to the station. Get a taxi. Think of the time you’ll 
……….! 
4. I arrived two hours early for my interview, so I ………. some time in the National Gallery and 
then I looked around a bookshop. 
5. You keep saying you don’t have enough time. That’s not good enough! You’ve simply got to 
………. time! 
6. I’d love to come out with you tonight, but I can’t ………. the time. I have a report to finish for 
the morning. 
7. I wasn’t pleased when she ………. the way I ran the office. I felt her comments were so unfair. 
8. The internet has ………. the way we do business. In fact, it has revolutionized it. 
9. This job has to be completed today, but I can’t ………. any way of finishing it before five.  
10. I ………. the way she carried on when she had no chance of winning the race. 
 
Low condition recognition and production test, part 2: 
 
The students will be provided with 120 Groups of verbs which make 24 sets of six verbs along with 
five nouns for each set. Students will be asked to write the noun that can succeeds all four verbs in 
each Group to form verb + noun collocations in the spaces provided. 
 
Because the knowledge of collocations is required to complete this task, and this need is imposed 
by the task, i.e. the students need to use a verb in each sentence that the teacher has asked for, Need 
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is moderate and will get an Involvement Load Index of 1in this task. Search is absent and will get 
an Involvement Load Index of 0in this task. Because the students need to understand differences 
between the provided nouns and assess which specific noun can come with all the provided verbs, 
Evaluation is moderate and will get an Involvement Load Index of 1 in this task. This task would 
receive an Involvement Load Index of 2 because Need is moderate (1), Search is absent (0), and 
Evaluation is moderate (1), i.e., (N+S+E) is (1+0+1).  
 
Part 2: 
In the spaces provided, write the noun that can succeeds all six verbs in each Group to form verb + 
noun collocations 
Example: 
time                 way                  work                 place            area 
                                                                                                                                                    
1. afford, kill, make, save, spend, take                       …………time……………….  
2. admire, criticize, push, change, develop, see         …………..……………………   
3. check, involve, make, find, complete, face            …………..……………………   
4. find, mark, save, earn, change, hold                       …………..……………………   
5. avoid, cover, develop, destroy, know, tour            …………..……………………    
              
use                problem            question                need              report 
 
6. introduce, ban, lose, recommend, share, make         …………..……………………                   
7. appreciate, ignore, pose, have, tackle, solve             …………..……………………                      
8. expect, repeat, raise, avoid, invite, misunderstand    …………..……………………                     
9. eliminate, feel, illustrate,  meet, recognize, stress     …………..……………………                
10. carry, pose, reduce, consider, outweigh, take          …………..……………………  
 
Low condition recognition test, part 3: 
 
The students will be provided with 120 sentences. The students will be asked to choose the correct 
verb for each sentence. 
Because the knowledge of collocations is not required to complete this task, Need is absent and will 
get an Involvement Load Index of 0 in this task. Because the students are provided with four verbs 
from which only one is grammatically correct in that sentence context, Search is absent and will get 
an Involvement Load Index of 0 in this task. Because each sentence has been provided with the 
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same verb only with different tenses, and the students do not need to compare different words and 
meanings, Evaluation will get an Involvement Load Index of 0in this task. This task would receive 
an overall Involvement Load Index of 0 because Need is absent (0), Search is absent (0), and no 
Evaluation (0), i.e., (N+S+E) is (0+0+0).  
 
Part3: 
Choose the correct form of these verbs: 
Example: 
1. It can ……….. quite a long time to get used to living in a different country. 
a. taking             b. takes                      c. will take              d.  take 
 
1) Verb + time 
1. It can ………. quite a long time to get used to living in a different country. 
a. taking             b. takes                      c. will take              d. take 
2. People who ………. too much time together usually end up getting on each other’s nerves. 
a. spends           b. spending                  c. spend             d. had spent 
3. It’ll take you about half an hour to walk to the station. Get a taxi. Think of the time you’ll 
……….! 
a. saves                    b. were saved                  c. saving                  d. save  
4. I arrived two hours early for my interview, so I ………. some time in the National Gallery and 
then I looked around a bookshop. 
a. killed                    b. kill                                c. kills                     d. will kill 
5. You keep saying you don’t have enough time. That’s not good enough! You’ve simply got to 
………. time! 
a. made                      b. make                             c. making               d. makes 
6. I’d love to come out with you tonight, but I can’t ………. the time. I have a report to finish for 
the morning. 
a. affords                    b. afforded                        c. afford                 d. affording   
 
2) Verb + way 
1. I wasn’t pleased when she ………. the way I ran the office. I felt her comments were so unfair. 
a. criticizes                 b. criticize                         c. criticized           d. criticizing 
2. The internet has ………. the way we do business. In fact, it has revolutionized it. 
a. change                    b. changing                       c. changes              d. changed    
3. This job has to be completed today, but I can’t ………. any way of finishing it before five.  
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a. had seen                   b. were seen            c. sees                d. see 
4. I ………. the way she carried on when she had no chance of winning the race. 
a. admires                      b. admired              c. admiring        d. will admire 
5. We’re trying to ………. new ways of treating people for depression without the use of drugs.   
a. developing                  b. have developed     c. develop             d. develops 
6.  Just ………. your way to the front of the queue! 
a. pushes          b. pushing            c. pushed            d. push 
 
3) Verb + work 
1. I’m still looking for a job. It’s so difficult to ………. work in the present economic climate. 
a. finds                    b. finding                   c. find             d. found     
2. I just couldn’t ………. work yesterday, so I took the day off. 
a. facing                 b. faces                 c. faced            d. face 
3. Payment will be withheld until the work is ………. to my satisfaction. 
a. complete  b. completes    c. will complete  d. would complete 
4. As a salesman my work ………. a lot of driving. 
a. involve      b. involving      c. involves   d. had involved 
5. Make sure you ………. your work before handling it in. Silly mistakes can lose marks. 
a. checking         b. checks           c. check             d. checked   
6. These new regulations have ………. a lot of extra work for me. 
a. make             b. making           c. makes      d. made 
 
4) Verb + place 
1. Sorry, we’re late. It took us ages to ………. a parking place. 
a. found      b. find      c. finding      d. will find 
2. It’s quite common for people to ………. their places in a book they are reading  by turning down 
the corner of a page. 
a. marking        b. marks             c. marked          d. mark 
3. Come and sit here beside us. We’ve ………. a place for you. 
a. save       b. saving      c. saved         d. saves 
4. If you want to ………. a place in this team, you will have to prove you’re worth it! 
a. earned               b. earns          c. earning              d. earn 
5. Would you like to ………. places with me so that you can sit beside your husband? 
a. changes       b. changed          c. change         d. changing 
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6. Ataturk ………. a very important place in the minds of all Turks. 
a. holding                 b. holds        c. hold           d. was held 
 
5) Verb + area 
1. I’m sorry I don’t know where the high school is. Ask Jane. She ………. the local area very well. 
a. knowing   b. know        c. knew          d. knows 
2. Buxton is very central and it makes an ideal base for ………. the area. 
a. tour                 b. tours       c. touring      d. toured 
3. The National Park ………. an area of some 2000 square kilometers. 
a. cover             b. covering                c. covers     d. was covered  
4. Heathrow does its best to make sure planes ………. flying over residential areas at night. 
a. avoids                    b. avoid         c. avoiding           d. avoided 
5. The introduction of a good public transport system is essential for ………. that area of South 
Africa. 
a. develop        b. developed        c. develops              d. developing 
6. Fires have ………. huge areas of forest around Sydney for the second year running. 
a. destroying              b. destroy       c. destroys               d. destroyed 
 
6) Verb + use 
1. I’m afraid she can’t walk. She ……….the use of her legs in a road accident a few years ago. 
a. loses           b. lose          c. lost      d. losing  
2. As there is a shortage of practice facilities, both teams will have to ………. the use of the 
gymnasium. 
a. shares                 b. share             c. shared         d. sharing 
3. In order to reduce pollution we need to ………. more use of the energy provided by the sun and 
the wind. 
a. making                       b. makes                c. made                   d. make 
4. Doctors discourage the use of fats in cooking and ………. the use of oils instead. 
a. recommend      b. recommending              c. recommended     d. recommends 
5. The United Nations should ………. the use of the chemical weapons. 
a. banned                b. has banned       c. bans                   c. ban 
6. The aim of the course is to ………. you to the uses of the internet. 
a. introducing           b. introduces               c. introduce                     d. introduced   
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7) Verb + problem 
1. We’ve been ………. a few problems with our air conditioning recently. 
a. having         b. have               c. will have           d. would have 
2. No one has ………. the problem of what to do with radioactive waste. 
a. solving     b. solved     c. solves           d. solve 
3. We simply can’t afford to avoid the problem of teenage pregnancy. I think that we need to 
………. it head on. 
a. tackle      b. tackles                       c. tackled          d. tackling 
4. I fully ………. your problem, but I’m afraid there is little I can do to help you.  
a. appreciating              b. appreciate              c. appreciates     d. appreciated 
5. Are you seriously suggesting that we should just ………. the problem? Just turn a blind eye to it? 
a. ignoring                       b. ignored                           c. ignores                    d. ignore 
6. I’m glad Dave and Gill and the kids are coming to stay, but it ………. the problem of where they 
are all going to sleep! 
a. pose                     b. poses                       c. posing              d. posed 
 
8) Verb + question 
1. Do you mind if I ……….the embarrassing question of expenses? How much do we get? 
a. raised               b. raises             c. raising                d. raise 
2. The Prime Minister wasn’t ………. a question about his private life and it caught him completely 
off guard. 
a. expecting                    b. expected        c. expects                   d. expect 
3. For the benefit of those who weren’t listening the first time, I will ………. the question. 
a. repeating       b. repeated          c. repeat      d. repeats              
4. I’m afraid you’ve completely ………. my question. 
a. misunderstanding           b. misunderstood                c. misunderstand    d. misunderstands 
5. At the end of his talk, the speaker ………. questions from the audience. 
a. invites                       b. invite               c. invited       d. inviting 
6. Just answer the question I asked and stop trying to ………. it! 
a. avoiding          b. avoided               c. avoids                   d. avoid 
 
9) Verb + need 
1. The theft of the Rembrandt last weekend clearly ………. the need for better security measures at 
the palace. 
a. illustrates            b. illustrated                  c. illustrate                 d. illustrating 
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2. The main advantage of credit cards is that they ………. the need to carry cash around. 
a. eliminates                  b. eliminated                    c. eliminate           d. eliminating 
3. The director ………. the need for co-operation between workers and management if the company 
was to get out of its current difficulties. 
a. stresses                     b. stressed             c. stressing           d. stress 
4. More nurseries will have to be built to ………. the need for high-quality child care. 
a. meeting                  b. met                         c. meet        d. meets 
5. The government says that it ………. the need for immediate legislation to combat racism in the 
workplace. 
a. recognize                 b. recognizes           c. recognized        d. recognizing       
6. I know you’re getting out of hospital today, but you’re welcome to come back and talk any time 
– if ever you ………. the need. 
a. feels              b. feel                         c. feeling                     d. felt  
 
10) Verb + risk 
1. A fatty diet increases the risk of heart disease whereas a low fat diet ………. the risk. 
a. reduce            b. reduced         c. reduces                d. reducing 
2. We cannot afford to ………. risks when people’s lives are involved. 
a. taking                            b. take                   c. takes              d. took 
3. Boxing is a contact sport which ………. a high risk of injury. However, wearing protective 
headgear can help minimize the risk of head injury. 
a. carried                       b. carries                           c. carry      d. carrying       
4. The chemicals in food are not dangerous. They ………. little risk to health. 
a. posing                                     b. pose                c. poses             d. posed                      
5. I’ve ………. all the risks of having the operation and I’ve decided to go ahead. 
a. consider               b. considered              c. considering                d. considers 
6. All things considered, the benefits of this treatment ………. the risks.  
a. outweigh             b. outweighs               c. outweighed             d. outweighing 
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Appendix I: A summary of the Tasks with varying involvement loads (one 
example of each is presented): 
 
1) The students will be provided with reading comprehension texts which include target V + N 
collocations. Following that, there will be sentences irrelevant to the text. The students will be 
asked to generate the correct verbs in each sentence. The students could refer to the text and 
decide about the appropriate verb for the blank. For example, following the text they will 
answer questions such as: 
 
1. The board of directors talked over the proposal and decided to ………. it their approval. 
2. My plans for the new house are complete – now all I ……….. is approval to build it. 
3. The audience …………. their approval by calling for encore, then giving them a standing 
ovation. 
4. We’ll have to ……….. approval for head office before spending any more on this project. 
 
 
2) The students will be provided with four texts in which there are 20 collocational errors. The 
students are asked to find, underline and provide their correct forms in the spaces automatically 
created next to the item.   
 
 
3) The students will be provided with 20 headwords (nouns). They will be instructed to make 4 V 
+ N collocations for each noun that they think are acceptable in English. For example: 
 
Make four V + N collocations - that you think are acceptable in, using these nouns: 
 
1. v + conclusion : .……...…… , ……...…… , ……...…… , ……...…… 
2. v + result  : .……...…… , ……...…… , ……...…… , ……...…… 
3. v + solution  : .……...…… , ……...…… , ……...…… , ……...…… 
  
This will show how many collocations the students can make, i.e. how many collocations they 
know.  
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4) The students will be provided with 80 sentences (20 sets: every 4 sentences contain the same 
target headword (noun) along with 4 verbs. The students will be asked to choose the correct 
verb for each sentence (Woolard, 2004). The following is an example of one set: 
 
Verb + approval 
seek         give         show           need 
1. The board of directors talked over the proposal and decided to ………. it their approval. 
2. My plans for the new house are complete – now all I ……….. is approval to build it. 
3. The audience …………. their approval by calling for encore, then giving them a standing 
ovation. 
4. We’ll have to ……….. approval for head office before spending any more on this project. 
 
 
5) The students will be instructed to mark the 4 possible collocations for each headword in the 
collocational grid, For example: verb + plan  
 
announce approve change occupy wreck  
 
 
    a plan 
 
 
6) Insert the words: use the correct form of these verbs (Woolard, 2004): 
 
Verb + approval 
seek        give         show           need 
 
1. The board of directors talked over the proposal and decided to ………. it their approval. 
2. My plans for the new house are complete – now all I ……….. is approval to build it. 
3. The audience …………. their approval by calling for encore, then giving them a standing 
ovation. 
4. We’ll have to ……….. approval for head office before spending any more on this project. 
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7) Generate the words: 
 
1. The board of directors talked over the proposal and decided to ………. it their approval. 
2. My plans for the new house are complete – now all I ……….. is approval to build it. 
3. The audience …………. their approval by calling for encore, then giving them a standing 
ovation. 
4. We’ll have to ……….. approval for head office before spending any more on this project. 
 
8) Choose the correct answer (multiple choice):  
 
Any doctor who ………. the medical profession’s code of ethics is severely reprimanded.  
fractures            cracks             ruptures               breaches 
 
9) Just flashing the collocations (asking the students to memorize the collocations they will see on 
the computer for a later recall): 
 
Verb + chance 
give a chance     need a chance    improve a chance     miss a chance 
 
10)  Make as many V + N collocations - that you think are acceptable in English - as you can (no 
more than five collocations), using these nouns: 
 
answer       conclusion           result            solution 
 
11)  Reading comprehension task (seeing collocations in a context and answering to the reading 
comprehension questions afterwards). 
 
12) Giving them the collocations and asking them to type a sentence using that collocation: 
 
Verb + change 
accept a change       resist a change      make a change     undergo a change 
 
13) One verb in each line does not collocate with the noun. Cross out the one which does not fit: 
come to, decide, endorse, implement, reach, sign                    an agreement 
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Appendix J: Participants’ perception questionnaire  
 
Please answer these questions by circling the applicable response (a, b, or c) and giving brief 
answers:  
 
1. You did three activities: Green, Yellow, and Blue. Which one was the most difficult?  
a. Green (filling the blanks using the hyperlink to the highlighted head noun)       
b. Yellow (only reading the sentences)        
c. Blue (multiple choices) 
Why? 
……………. was the most difficult because  ..................................................................................  
 .........................................................................................................................................................  
 .........................................................................................................................................................  
 
2. From the three activities, which one did you find the easiest?  
a. Green (filling the blanks using the hyperlink to the highlighted head noun)       
b. Yellow (only reading the sentences)        
c. Blue (multiple choices) 
Why? 
……………. was the easiest because  ............................................................................................  
 .........................................................................................................................................................  
 .........................................................................................................................................................  
 
3. From participating in this study have you gained knowledge of collocations? 
 .........................................................................................................................................................  
 .........................................................................................................................................................  
 .........................................................................................................................................................  
 
4. From which activity did you learn more?  Why?  
                                 a. Green               
I learnt more from    b. Yellow   because ………………………………………………….……… 
                                  c. Blue 
 .........................................................................................................................................................  
 .........................................................................................................................................................  
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5. From participating in this study has your awareness of learning collocations increased or not? 
 .........................................................................................................................................................  
 .........................................................................................................................................................  
 .........................................................................................................................................................  
 
6. From participating in this study has your awareness of how to learn collocations more effectively 
increased or not? Explain. 
 .........................................................................................................................................................  
 .........................................................................................................................................................  
 .........................................................................................................................................................  
 
7. Do you think doing this training will help you master collocations on your own later on? 
 .........................................................................................................................................................  
 .........................................................................................................................................................  
 .........................................................................................................................................................  
 
Thank you for completing this questionnaire. 
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Appendix K: Demographic questionnaire  
 
Please answer these questions by either circling the applicable response or giving brief answers, as 
required.  
1. Age?   < 25    25-45  > 45  
2. Gender?  Female Male  
3. Country of origin?  
4. What is your first language? 
5. How long have you been living in Australia?  
6. Have you undertaken any English courses? If yes, how long? 
7. What was your IELTS score? 
8. What program are you enrolled in? 
9. What is your program major? 
 
Thank you for completing this questionnaire. 
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Appendix L: The reasons for 12 participants who think they learnt most from 
the High condition 
 
                        4. From which activity did you learn more? why?  
 
03    a   writing down words can help me to keep in mind longer. 
07    a    there are many phrases and collocations to remember. Example sentences are also given in  
              the dictionary. 
030   a   I never knew there is such a thing as a collocation dictionary. 
031   a   there were examples and explanations shown. 
016   a   it forced me to complete the exercise with less help and forced me to write out the         
              word compare to yellow and blue. 
019   a   I learn a lot that I have never considered before it broadened my eyes. 
017   a   I can learn more collocations from dictionary. 
013   a   it showed many options of verbs and adjectives and taught me how to use it. 
09     a    extra collocation provided broaden my knowledge. 
010   a   comparison of different verb helps me understand more of the question. 
027   a   writing down is the best way to memorise. 
024   a   I have gain some verb to suit the noun. 
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Appendix M: Participants’ concept of ‘awareness of how to learn collocations 
more effectively’, which indicates the strategies acquired from 
participating in the study  
 
pay attention to collocations when we are using it 
knowing what to look for when using words 
more emphasis on those sentences and pay more attention to those collocations 
understanding specific meanings of words  
although using many words with a noun might be possible, yet only some are accurate collocations 
more aware of the matching combination of different words 
 
I can search in the dictionary by myself if I meet any word I don’t know 
the study improved my knowledge of collocations 
It helps me learn collocations more effectively 
using a good dictionary is essential to learn English 
the use of dictionary with collocations increase my understanding of how to use these words 
practice several times in different ways 
by reading and practice I can learn more 
memorise the best collocations 
repeating is an effective way to learn 
learning the collocations instead of learning single words 
it might be easier to link the verb and noun together to remember 
multilevel memorising collocations may be an effective way for future learning 
The repeating and concentrating under pressure  
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Appendix N: Mauchly’s Test of Sphericity for Receptive tests of H M L  
 
Within Subjects 
Effect 
Mauchly’s 
W 
Approx. Chi 
Square df Sig. 
Epsilon 
Greenhouse-
Geisser 
Huynh-
Feldt 
Lower-
bound 
 
Rec _HML 
 
.895 
 
3.121 
 
2 
 
.210 
 
.905 
 
.961 
 
.500 
 
Appendix O: Mauchly’s Test of Sphericity for Productive tests of H M L  
 
      Epsilon  
Within Subjects 
Effect 
Mauchly’s 
W 
Approx. Chi 
Square df Sig. 
Greenhouse-
Geisser 
Huynh-
Feldt 
Lower-
bound 
 
Prod _HML 
 
.840 
 
4.527 
 
2 
 
.104 
 
.862 
 
.984 
 
.500 
 
Appendix P: Mauchly’s Test of Sphericity for Receptive Task tests of H, M, 
and L for Groups (A B C) 
 
Within Subjects 
Effect 
Mauchly’s 
W 
Approx. Chi 
Square df Sig. 
Epsilon 
Greenhouse-
Geisser 
Huynh-
Feldt 
Lower-
bound 
 
Level 
 
.854 
 
4.100 
 
2 
 
.129 
 
.873 
 
.997 
 
.500 
 
Appendix Q: Mauchly’s Test of Sphericity for Productive Task tests of H, M, 
and L for Groups (A B C) 
 
Within Subjects 
Effect Mauchly’s 
W 
Approx. Chi 
Square df Sig. 
Epsilon 
Greenhouse-
Geisser 
Huynh-
Feldt 
Lower-
bound 
Level .964 .952 2 .621 .965 1.000 .500 
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Appendix R: Comparing the overall productive pre, post and delayed score 
with the overall receptive pre, post and delayed scores (36-item 
tests)  
 
The overall scores of the 6 tests were converted into percentage (e.g., pre_overall_rec /divided by 
36, this will give us a ratio, and * times into 100).  
Overall learning Receptive mode comparison of Pretest, immediate post- test, and delay posttest 
scores as follows: 
 
Descriptive Statistics for Receptive Scores of Pretest, Posttest, Delayed Posttest 
 Mean Std. Deviation N 
pre_overall_rec 81.944 12.671 30 
post_overall_rec 92.037 7.321 30 
delaypost_overall_rec 92.592 6.856 30 
 
 
Effect Hypothesis df Error df Sig. Effect Size 
receptive_overall Pillai’s Trace 2.000 28.000 .000 .610 
Wilks’ Lambda 2.000 28.000 .000 .610 
Hotelling’s Trace 2.000 28.000 .000 .610 
Roy’s Largest Root 2.000 28.000 .000 .610 
 
Mauchly’s Test of Sphericity  
Within Subjects 
Effect Mauchly’s 
W 
Approx. Chi 
Square df Sig. 
Epsilon 
Greenhouse-
Geisser 
Huynh-
Feldt 
Lower-
bound 
receptive_overall .610 13.836 2 .001 .719 .747 .500 
 
 
Tests of Within-Subject Effects 
Source  SS df Mean Square F Sig. 
Effect 
Size 
receptive_overall Greenhouse-
Geisser 2155.521 1.439 1497.979 36.387 .000 .556 
Error Greenhouse-
Geisser 1717.936 41.730 41.168    
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Mauchly’s test statistic is significant (i.e. p<.05) then the variances of differences are significantly 
different (i.e. they are not equal), and Sphericity is not assumed. If data violate the sphericity 
assumption there are several corrections that can be applied to produce a valid F- ratio. SPSS 
produces three corrections based upon the estimates of sphericity advocated by Greenhouse and 
Geisser (1959) and Huynh and Feldt (1976). Both of these estimates give rise to a correction factor 
that is applied to the degrees of freedom used to assess the observed F- ratio.  The Greenhouse-
Geisser correction varies between 1/k- 1(where k is the number of repeated measures conditions) 
and 1. The closer the Greenhouse-Geisser correction is to 1, the more homogeneous the variances of 
differences, and hence closer the data are to being spherical (Field, 2009, pp. 461-479). If the 
significance value is less than .05 then the means of the groups are significantly different. Here, the 
p<.05. Therefore, Post hoc comparison tests were carried out for the repeated-measures variable to 
see the differences between the means of receptive pretest, immediate post- test, and delay posttest 
scores. We use Post hoc procedures when we have no specific predictions about the data collected, 
and we are interested in exploring the data for any between –group differences between means that 
exist (Field, 2009). Post hoc tests consist of pairwise comparisons that compare all different 
combinations of the treatment groups. It is like taking every pair of groups and then performing a t-
test on each pair.  
 
Pairwise Comparisons for Receptive Pretest, Posttest, Delayed Posttest 
(I) receptive_overall (J) receptive_overall Mean Difference (I-J) Std. Error Sig. 
     
Pre Post -10.093 1.533 .000 
Delayed -10.648 1.675 .000 
Post Pre 10.093 1.533 .000 
Delayed -.556 .877 1.000 
Delayed Pre 10.648 1.675 .000 
Post .556 .877 1.000 
 
The mean differences and the significance values indicate a significant difference between pretest 
and posttest; and between pretest and delay posttest. 
Overall learning Productive mode comparison of Pretest, immediate post- test, and delay posttest 
scores as follows: 
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Within-Subjects Factors 
productive_overall_scores Dependent Variable 
1 pre_overall_prod 
2 post_overall_prod 
3 delaypost_overall_prod 
 
 
Descriptive Statistics for Productive Pretest, Posttest, Delayed Posttest 
 Mean Std. Deviation N 
pre_overall_prod 40.277 10.022 30 
post_overall_prod 92.592 8.486 30 
delaypost_overall_prod 89.629 9.225 30 
 
  
Mauchly’s Test of Sphericity 
 
Within Subjects Effect Mauchly’s W 
Approx. 
Chi Square df Sig. 
Epsilon 
Greenhouse-
Geisser 
Huynh-
Feldt 
Lower-
bound 
productive_overall_scores .737 8.532 2 .014 .792 .830 .500 
 
 
Tests of Within-Subjects Effects for Productive tests overall scores 
Source 
SS df 
Mean 
Square F Sig. 
Effect 
Size 
productive_overall_scores        
Greenhouse-
Geisser 
51812.243 1.584 32710.794 702.662 .000 .960 
       
Error(productive_overall_scores)        
Greenhouse-
Geisser 
2138.374 45.935 46.553    
        
The differences between the means of productive pretest, immediate post- test, and delay posttest 
scores are as follows: 
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Pairwise Comparisons Productive Pretest, Posttest, Delayed Posttest 
(I) 
productive_overall_scores 
(J) 
productive_overall_scores 
Mean 
Difference 
(I-J) 
Std. 
Error Sig. 
95% Confidence Interval 
for Difference 
Lower 
Bound 
Upper 
Bound 
1 
2 -52.315 1.669 .000 -56.556 -48.073 
3 -49.352 1.829 .000 -54.000 -44.703 
2 
1 52.315 1.669 .000 48.073 56.556 
3 2.963 1.114 .038 .133 5.793 
3 
1 49.352 1.829 .000 44.703 54.000 
2 -2.963 1.114 .038 -5.793 -.133 
 
The results pattern across the three tests (pre & post & delay) show that learning took place. There 
is a significant difference between pretest and posttest; and between pretest and delay posttest. 
Therefore, not only is there a learning effect, but also the learning effect is maintained short term. 
These are strong result. The effect size is .9 that is really strong. That means there is a very strong 
effect. 
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Appendix S: Mauchly’s Test of Sphericity for Within Subjects Design: 
Rec_time + Rec_HML + Rec_time x Rec_HML 
 
 
Within Subjects 
Effect 
Mauchly’s 
W 
Approx. Chi 
Square df Sig. 
Epsilon 
Greenhouse-
Geisser 
Huynh-
Feldt 
Lower-
bound 
Time 
HML 
Time x HML 
.774 
.895 
.371 
7.173 
3.121 
27.161 
2 
2 
9 
.028 
.210 
.001 
.816 
.905 
.663 
.858 
.961 
.736 
.500 
.500 
.250 
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Appendix T: Correlations for participants’ IELTS scores, collocation 
acquisition, and awareness of effective learn (Productive) 
 
 IELTS_Scor
e 
pro_pre_post_diffe
rence 
awareness of 
effective 
learn  
IELTS_Score Pearson 
Correlation 
1 .449* .415* 
Sig. (2-tailed)  .013 .023 
N 30 30 30 
pro_pre_post_difference Pearson 
Correlation 
.449* 1 .000 
Sig. (2-tailed) .013  1.000 
N 30 30 30 
awareness of effective 
learn  
Pearson 
Correlation 
.415* .000 1 
Sig. (2-tailed) .023 1.000  
N 30 30 30 
 
 
Appendix U: Correlations for participants’ IELTS scores, collocation 
acquisition, and awareness of effective learn (Receptive) 
 
 IELTS_Score rec_pre_post_difference 
awareness of 
effective learn  
IELTS_Score Pearson 
Correlation 
1 .236 .415* 
Sig. (2-tailed)  .209 .023 
N 30 30 30 
rec_pre_post_difference Pearson 
Correlation 
.236 1 .050 
Sig. (2-tailed) .209  .792 
N 30 30 30 
awareness of effective 
learn  
Pearson 
Correlation 
.415* .050 1 
Sig. (2-tailed) .023 .792  
N 30 30 30 
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The following two tables (Table A1 and Table A2) show a summary of Means and Standard 
deviations for Receptive Test performance by time (Pretest, Posttest, and Delayed-Posttest), Group 
(A B C) and treatment condition (High Medium Low) for both Receptive and Productive. 
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Table A 1  Means and Standard Deviations for Receptive Test performance by Time (Pre, Post, and Delayed) Group (A B C) and Condition (High 
Medium Low) 
Receptive 
 
Group Pretest Posttest Delayed Posttest Overall average 
     
  High Med Low High Med Low High Med Low High Med Low 
             
A 
0.841 
(0.120) 
0.75 
(0.223) 
0.8 
(0.172) 
0.916 
(0.117) 
0.85 
(0.151) 
0.966 
(0.043) 
0.941 
(0.104) 
0.9 
(0.094) 
0.975 
(0.040) 
0.899 
(0.008) 
0.833 
(0.064) 
0.913 
(0.075) 
K = 12 
N = 10 
B 
0.783 
(0.137) 
0.9 
(0.086) 
0.858 
(0.118) 
0.908 
(0.091) 
0.916 
(0.068) 
0.991 
(0.026) 
0.883 
(0.080) 
0.9 
(0.102) 
0.966 
(0.058) 
0.858 
(0.030) 
0.905 
(0.017) 
0.938 
(0.046) 
K = 12 
N = 10 
C 
0.825 
(0.155) 
0.765 
(0.170) 
0.795 
(0.150) 
0.875 
(0.131) 
0.9 
(0.089) 
0.958 
(0.067) 
0.875 
(0.080) 
0.916 
(0.111) 
0.966 
(0.058) 
0.858 
(0.038) 
0.860 
(0.041) 
0.906 
(0.050) 
K = 12 
N = 10 
Overall 
average 
K = 36 
N = 30 
0.816 
(0.017) 
0.805 
(0.069) 
0.817 
(0.027) 
 
0.899 
(0.020) 
 
0.888 
(0.043) 
0.971 
(0.020) 
0.899 
(0.013) 
 
0.905 
(0.008) 
 
0.969 
(0.010) 
 
0.871 
(0.015) 
 
0.866 
(0.023) 
 
0.919 
(0.015) 
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Table A 2  Means and Standard Deviations for Productive Test performance by Time (Pre, Post, and Delayed) Group (A B C) and Condition (High 
Medium Low) 
Productive 
 
Group Pretest Posttest Delayed Posttest Overall average 
     
  High Med Low High Med Low High Med Low High Med Low 
A 
0.475 
(.068) 
0.275 
(.184) 
0.533 
(.119) 
0.9 
(0.109) 
0.816 
(0.228) 
0.983 
(0.035) 
0.891 
(0.147) 
0.825 
(0.138) 
0.983 
(0.035) 
0.755 
(0.039) 
0.638 
(0.314) 
0.833 
(0.048) 
K = 12 
N = 10 
B 
0.533 
(.097) 
0.433 
(.094) 
0.233 
(.086) 
0.908 
(0.072) 
0.95 
(0.070) 
0.99 
(0.025) 
0.875 
(0.125) 
0.933 
(0.094) 
0.908 
(0.107) 
0.772 
(0.026) 
0.772 
(0.013) 
0.7136 
(0.042) 
K = 12 
N = 10 
C 
0.258 
(.138) 
0.458 
(.153) 
0.408 
(.227) 
0.925 
(0.082) 
0.908 
(0.120) 
0.958 
(0.090) 
0.875 
(0.105) 
0.875 
(0.148) 
0.925 
(0.072) 
0.686 
(0.028) 
0.747 
(0.017) 
0.763 
(0.084) 
K = 12 
N = 10 
Overall 
average 
K = 36 
N = 30 
0.422 
(.157) 
0.388 
(.165) 
0.391 
(.195) 
0.911 
(0.019) 
0.891 
(0.080) 
0.979 
(0.035) 
0.880 
(0.021) 
0.877 
(0.028) 
0.938 
(0.036) 
0.737 
(0.079) 
0.7192 
(0.068) 
0.770 
(0.092) 
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Chi Square Figures: 
 
 
 
Figure A 1  Response frequency by Green/High (18), Yellow/Low (7) and Blue/Medium 
(5) item sets to the Most Difficult Activity prompt. 
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Figure A 2  Response frequency by Green/High (2), Yellow/Low (15) and Blue/Medium 
(13) item sets to the easiest Activity prompt. 
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Figure A 3  Response frequency by Green/High (12), Yellow/Low (8) and Blue/Medium 
(10) item sets to the most learnt Activity prompt. 
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Figure A 4  Six dependent variables divided between measures of receptive and 
productive collocation knowledge. 
  
Par$cipant	1	
(table)	
Recep$ve	
Pretest	(36	items,	
36	scores)	
	
Post	(36	items,	36	
scores)	
Delayed	(36	items,	
36	scores)	
Produc$ve	
Pre	(36	items,	36	
scores)	
Post	(36	items,	36	
scores)	
Delayed	(36	items,	
36	scores)	
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Figure A 5  6 (Rec: Pre, Post, Delay) x 3 (A B C) = 18 + 6 (Pro: Pre, Post, Delay) x 3 (A 
B C) = 18. 
  
All	Par$cipant	
(Group	A,	B,	and	
	C)		
Recep$ve	
Pretest	(36	items,	
36	scores)	
	
Post	(36	items,	36	
scores)	
Delayed	(36	items,	
36	scores)	
Produc$ve	
Pre	(36	items,	36	
scores)	
Post	(36	items,	36	
scores)	
Delayed	(36	items,	
36	scores)	
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Figure A 6  Six sets of scores for each individual participant in H, M, and L for 
Receptive and Productive Pretest. 
  
Par$cipant	1	
Recep$ve	
Pretest	
High	scores	
	
Medium	
scores	
Low	scores	
Produc$ve	
Pretest	
High	scores	
Medium	
scores	
Low	scores	
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Figure A 7  Sets of the items each Group experienced in different treatment conditions, 
and order of the treatment conditions for each Group of participants. 
  
Par$cipants	
Group	A	
High	(Red	items)	
	
Medium	(Yellow	
items)	
Low	(Green	
items)	
Group	B	
Medium	(Yellow	
items)	
Low	(Green	
items)	
High	(Red	items)	
Group	C	
Low	(Green	
items)	
High	(Red	items)	
Medium	(Yellow	
items)	
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Figure A 8  Compare High, Medium, and Low items in the Tasks. 
  
Tasks	
Recep$ve	
Item	1	
score	
High	
Medium	
Low	
Item	36	
score	
High	
Medium	
Low	
Produc$ve	
Item	1	
score	
High	
Medium	
Low	
Item	36	
score	
High	
Medium	
Low	
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Figure A 9  Compare overall Receptive and Productive pre, post and delayed scores. 
  
Tests	
Recep$ve	
overal	Pretest	(36	
items,	36	scores)	
	
overal	Post	(36	
items,	36	scores)	
overal		Delayed	(36	
items,	36	scores)	
Produc$ve	
overal		Pre	(36	
items,	36	scores)	
overal		Post	(36	
items,	36	scores)	
overal		Delayed	(36	
items,	36	scores)	
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Figure A 10  Compare H, M, and L in Receptive and Productive pre, post, and delayed 
posttests. 
  
Tests	
Recep$ve	
Pretest	
High	
Medium	
Low	
PosKest	
High	
Medium	
Low	
Delay	
PosKest	
High	
Medium	
Low	
Produc$ve	
Pretest	
High	
Medium	
Low	
PosKest	
High	
Medium	
Low	
Delay	
PosKest	
High	
Medium	
Low	
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Notes:  
Note 1 Item set procedure 
Pretest Analysis: 
As pretest included 36 items, from which 12 items occurred later in the Hi, 12 items in the 
Med, and 12 items in the Low conditions randomly (36 items were then randomly assigned 
into three groups, i.e. Hi, Med, and Low). 
 
I coloured the 36 items that had been randomly divided into three groups of 12 each (1, 2, and 
3), in order to identify that from 36 items in the pretest which items occurred later in High 
(12), Medium (12), and Low (12) condition.  
 
Then I noted that participants in Group A had experienced the 12 yellow items in High 
condition; the 12 red items in Medium condition, and the 12 green items in Low condition. 
 
Items Order Condition Group 
yellow first Hi A 
red second Med A 
green third Low A 
 
After that, I noted that participants in Group B had experienced the 12 yellow items in Low 
condition; the 12 red items in High condition, and the 12 green items in Medium condition. 
 
Items Order Condition Group 
yellow first Low B 
red second Hi B 
green third Med B 
 
Then I noted that participants in Group C had experienced the 12 yellow items in Medium 
condition; the 12 red items in Low condition, and the 12 green items in High condition. 
 
Items Order Condition Group 
yellow first Med C 
red second Low C 
235 
green third Hi C 
 
Next stage: 
Each item number was highlighted on the first row of the spreadsheet with its related colour: 
yellow (items: 3, 4Ta, 6, 9, 11, 14, 17, 21, 26, 30, 35, 36),  
red (items: 2, 5, 7, 12, 18, 19, 22, 25, 28, 31, 33, 34),  
and green (items: 1, 8, 10, 13, 15, 16, 20, 23, 24, 27, 29, 32).  
 
To see if before treatment is there any difference for the items that will be in the conditions; 
between High, Med, and Low items in the pretest, the scores of all participants (group A, B, 
and C) for every single item were entered into a SPSS data file.  
 
Therefore for each participant I had three scores for the three sets of 12 items which totally 
composed the 36 items in the Pretest. The performance of each participant on the three sets of 
items in the 36-item pretest was identified. So I had three scores for each participant, 
presented in 18 tables including the followings:      
Pretest: rec (A, B, C), pro (A, B, C) 6 tables 
Posttest: rec (A, B, C), pro (A, B, C) 6 tables 
Delay posttest: rec (A, B, C), pro (A, B, C) 6 tables 
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Here Table A3 is an example showing the mean scores for the three sets of items experienced 
in receptive Delay posttest for Group C of the participants. 
Table A 3  Means for Group C Receptive Delayed posttest 
Participants Treatment condition 
 
Medium Low High 
Mean for 
12 items (1-12) 
Mean for 
12 items (13-24) 
Mean for 12 
items (25-36) 
par16 .83 .83 1.00 
par17 .92 1.00 .92 
par18 .75 .83 .92 
par19 .92 1.00 1.00 
par20 .83 .92 1.00 
par21 .75 .67 .83 
par22 1.00 1.00 1.00 
par23 .92 .92 1.00 
par24 .92 1.00 1.00 
par25 .92 1.00 1.00 
 
 
I got all individual items scores, and I identified the scores for three Groups A, B, and C (10 
participants each). The data from these tables were used to get the main two tables, that is, 
Table A1 and Table A2 (see Figure A4 & A5). Then all the scores and data from the 18 tables 
were entered into a SPSS data file, made ready for doing the ANOVAS. This was done as 
repeated measures. I needed to find out before treatment whether there was any difference 
between High, Medium, and Low items in both Receptive and Productive Pretests. 
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Appendix V: Head nouns and their frequency numbers 
http://corpus.byu.edu/bnc/ 
 
Word	 BNC	
time	 151012	
way	 94797	
work	 88643	
use	 61233	
day	 59298	
need	 54742	
number	 48281	
place	 47329	
system	 43635	
information	 37862	
state	 37764	
help	 36466	
area	 34527	
order	 33646	
thing	 33483	
change	 31153	
power	 31136	
control	 28326	
problem	 28251	
mind	 26837	
interest	 26773	
question	 25487	
view	 24733	
person	 24365	
report	 23258	
effect	 22887	
process	 22264	
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result	 21664	
matter	 21586	
idea	 20821	
moment	 20654	
rate	 18629	
reason	 18026	
plan	 14495	
chance	 12626	
choice	 11667	
risk	 11632	
ability	 8966	
challenge	 6656	
consequence	 3377	
complaint	 1767	
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Appendix W: The first 100 collocations Shin and Nation’s (Shin & Nation, 
2008) 
RK Collocations FRE 
 
1 you know 2734
8 
2 I think (that) 2586
2 
3 a bit 7766 
4 (always [155], never [87]) used to {INF} 7663 
5 as well 5754 
6 a lot of {N} 5750 
7 {No.} pounds 5598 
8 thank you 4789 
9 {No.} years 4237 
10 in fact 3009 
11 very much 2818 
12 {No.} pound 2719 
13 talking about {sth} 2489 
14 (about [91]) {No.} percent (of sth [580], in sth [54], on sth [44], for sth 
[38]) 
2312 
15 I suppose (that) 2281 
16 at the moment 2176 
17 a little bit 1935 
18 looking at {sth} 1849 
19 this morning 1846 
20 (not) any more 1793 
21 come on 1778 
22 number {No.} 1661 
23 come in (swe, sth) 1571 
24 come back 1547 
25 have a look 1471 
26 in terms of {sth} 1463 
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27 last year 1347 
28 so much 1334 
29 {No.} years ago 1314 
30 {Det-the [879], this [39], a [21]} county council 1273 
31 this year 1255 
32 go back 1250 
33 last night 1244 
34 rather than 1243 
35 come out 1163  
36 very good 1160  
37 I hope (that [455]) {N, S V} 1155  
38 {No.} times 1147  
39 that way 1145  
40 said well (that, what) {S V} 1135  
41 at the end (of sth [737]) 1122  
42 {Det-that [425], this [146], the [142]} sort of thing 1113  
43 for example (if S V [30]) 1107  
44 as far as 1079  
45 said to {smo} 1076  
46 mean (that) {S V} 1066  
47 come on (to swe, smo [65]) 1059  
48 {FREQUENCY, QUANTITY} a week 1056  
49 all the time 1044  
50 thank you very much 1041  
51 too much 1034  
52 over there 1017  
53 that sort (of sth [953]) 1016  
54 looking for {sth} 990  
55 make sure (that [394]) {S V} 990  
56 very well 987  
57 {Det-the [47]} last week 956  
58 in the morning 952  
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59 it seems {N, A, to INF, that S V} 945  
60 next week 940  
61 a number of {sth} 929  
62 out there 929  
63 what I mean 929  
64 get in (swe, sth) 912  
65 find out {sth} 908  
66 know that (S V) 889  
67 leave it 886  
68 at home 884  
69 and so on 872  
70 (about [226]) {No.} minutes 867  
71 (do) n't mind (sth) 862  
72 other people 839  
73 not really 837  
74 talking to {smo} 829  
75 mind you 822  
76 want it 819  
77 much more 816  
78 looked at {sth} 805  
79 the other one 805  
80 (at [207], about [110], till [50], by [24]) half past {No.1 12} 798  
81 some people 797  
82 this week 794  
83 this time 787  
84 very nice 784  
85 I see 756  
86 I bet (S V) 746  
87 these things 742  
88 call it (A, N) 737  
89 (be-verb) not sure 721  
90 at the time 717  
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91 thought that {S V} 714  
92 going out 712  
93 it comes 712  
94 go out 711  
95 quite a lot 711  
96 even if 707  
97 last time 704  
98 hang on 701  
99 believe that (S V, N) 696  
100 (be-verb, become-verb) interested in {sth} 689  
 
* { } signals an obligatory type of word that needs to occur in the collocation, ( ) signals an 
optional but a possible part of the collocation, and [ ] brackets the ‘frequency figure’. RK 
refers to Rank and FRE to Frequency (the number of occurrences in the corpus).  
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Table A 4 Specific standards to identify the degree of the involvement load (Wang et al., 2014, p. 60) 
 
Factors 
       Degrees of the 
       Involvement load 
Standard 
 
  
Need 
Index 0 (absent) 
Index 1 (moderate) 
Index 2 (strong) 
Readers do not feel the need to make clear the meaning of unknown words. 
Readers are externally required to make clear the meaning of unknown words. 
Readers internally decide to make clear the meaning of unknown words. 
 
Search 
Index 0 (absent) 
Index 1 (moderate) 
Index 2 (strong) 
Readers do not have to search for the meaning or form of unknown words. 
Readers have to search for the meaning of unknown words. 
Readers have to search for the form of unknown words. 
 
Evaluation 
Index 0 (absent) 
Index 1 (moderate) 
Index 2 (strong) 
Readers do not compare unknown words with others (meaning & form). 
Readers compare unknown words with others in the provided context. 
Readers compare unknown words with others in the original context. 
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 Table A 5  Task-Induced Involvement Load, (Laufer & Hulstijn, 2001, p. 18) 
 
Task Status of target words Need Search Evaluation  
 1. Reading and 
comprehension 
questions 
Glossed in text but 
irrelevant to task 
_ _ _ 
2.  Reading and 
comprehension 
questions 
Glossed in text and 
relevant to task 
+ _ _ 
3. Reading and 
comprehension 
questions 
Not glossed but relevant 
to task 
+ + -/+  
(depending on 
word and 
context) 
4. Reading and 
comprehension 
questions and  
filling gaps 
Relevant to reading 
comprehension. 
Listed with glosses at 
the end of text 
+ _ + 
5. Writing original 
sentences 
Listed with glosses  +  _ ++ 
6. Writing a 
Composition 
Concepts selected by the 
teacher (and provided in 
L1).  
The L2 learner-writer 
must look up the L2 
form. 
+ + ++ 
7. Writing a 
Composition 
Concepts selected (and 
looked up) by L2 
learner-writer 
++ + ++ 
     
 
 
 
